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Equipped with his ve senses, man
explores the Universe around him
and alls the adventure Siene.
- Edwin P. Hubble
A person who never made a mistake
never tried anything new.
- Albert Einstein
Sienti uriosity and thirst for knowledge have driven human progress and
helped mankind develop an always deeper understanding of our world. New -
and sometimes ontroversial - ideas have been proposed in order to explain its
mysteries. Looking for alternative perspetives has proven essential, partiularly
when the urrent paradigms do not give omplete satisfation.
Suh is the ase for three important questions in modern astrophysis and
osmology, whih we intend to investigate: the Paradox of Youth, Dark
Matter and Dark Energy. We will rst explore a new possible explanation to
the paradoxial observation of young, massive stars near the entre of our galaxy.
Hosting a solar mass blak hole might allow them to spare some of their burning
material, giving them enough time to travel from further galati distanes. In
the seond part of our thesis, we will study Dark Matter aretion onto
neutron stars. Considering different types of Dark Matter partiles, we will
determine the onsequenes of their apture by these very dense objets and
look for observable signatures. Finally, our urrent views on Dark Energy will
be examined through its role in void models. Among them, the Swiss-Cheese
Universe and entral void models will be analysed in order to evaluate the impat
of inhomogeneities on the determination of osmologial parameters.
All three parts are similarly strutured: oneptual introdution, analytial
and omputational onsiderations, ommented results and onlusive remarks.
Bibliographies are given separatly after eah part. Lists of gures, tables and
abbreviations an be found at the end of the doument.
1
Part I




During our rst year of researh, we have been working mostly on theories and
simulations onerning areting objets - essentially blak holes (Fig. 1.1) -
in partiular environments. Inspired by similar studies in the literature, we
have been developing numerial tools in order to be able to implement our own
simulation odes. Creating our own methods allows us to insure a thorough
understanding of the numerial results, whih proves essential when a higher
degree of preision is required.
Figure 1.1: Artisti view of a blak hole showing aretion of the surrounding material.
[Credit: NASA/CXC/SAO℄
The present part of our thesis aims at summarising the essential artiles
about the subjet and provide the neessary bakground to understand the
issues at stake. It ontains analytial onsiderations whih are used afterwards
in our simulations and explains the approah we followed and the results we
obtained. We will onlude this rst part by giving an outlook of the future
possible propsets in this domain.
The work presented here may be seen as a rst self-onsistent part investi-
gating a possible explanation for the Paradox of Youth. The numerial tools
and the analytial aspets whih are developed here will however be used as a
base for the rest of our researh. Before desribing them in the following Chap-
ters, we will briey introdue the two main protagonists in this study: B-type
main sequene stars and blak holes.
3
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Class Temperature Apparent Colour Mass Radius Luminosity
[K℄ [M⊙℄ [R⊙℄ [L⊙℄
O ≥ 33,000 Blue ≥ 16 ≥ 6.6 ≥ 30,000
B 10,000-33,000 Blue white 2.1-16 1.8-6.6 25-30,000
A 7,500-10,000 Blue white to white 1.4-2.1 1.4-1.8 5-25
F 6,000-7,500 White 1.04-1.4 1.15-1.4 1.5-5
G 5,000-6,000 Yellow-white 0.8-1.04 0.96-1.15 0.6-1.5
K 3,700-5,200 Yellow-orange 0.45-0.8 0.7-0.96 0.08-0.6
M ≤ 3,700 Orange-red ≤ 0.45 ≤ 0.7 ≤ 0.08
Table 1.1: Harvard spetral lassiation of stars [3℄. In our researh, we will be interested
essentially in massive stars of type B.
1.1 B-Type Main Sequene Stars
Our researh will fous on one partiular type of stars whih is but a part of
the very omplex theory of stellar evolution
1
. Our interest lies in a family of
bright and large stars lassied as B-type main sequene (hydrogen-burning)
stars. Their surfae temperature ranges between 10,000 and 33,000 K, giving
them an apparent blue-white olour. They have a radius of 1.8 to 6.6 R⊙2; their
mass lies betwen 2 to 16 solar masses
3
and they are up to 30,000 times more
luminous than our star
4
.
B-type stars are among the most luminous stars in the Harvard spetral
lassiation (Table 1.1), in whih they were rst identied through the presene
of non-ionized helium lines, with no singly ionized helium line in the blue-violet
portion of the spetrum. However, this harateristi distintion proved to
lak onsisteny, and subsequent lassiations are based on the strengths of
absorption lines at spei frequenies.
Unlike the Sun, the interior struture of B-type stars shows no orona (most
external plasmati 'atmosphere' of a star) and no onvetion zone in their outer
atmosphere. Their higher mass loss rate and luminous power result in a very
short life expetanty, preventing them from travelling far from their birth plae.
Their ore is surrounded by a onvetion zone aused by the highly energeti
CNO yle taking plae at the entre of the star.
B-type stars tend to luster with another type of stars, O-type stars, whih
are even larger and more luminous. These lusters are alled OB assoiations
and an usually be found in giant moleular louds. One of the most famous
among them, the Orion OB1 assoiation, gathers a large part of the brighter
stars of its onstellation. It is estimated that about 1 star out of 800 main
sequene stars in the viinity of the Sun is identied as a B-type star.
1
We will refrain from giving here a omplete theoretial bakground on stellar evolution
as this would hinder the oniseness of our disourse. Suh information an easily be found
in the literature, e.g. [1, 29℄.
2
The radius of the Sun, noted R⊙, is 6.955× 108 m.
3
A solar mass, noted M⊙, is equal to 1.9891× 1030 kg.
4
The luminosity of the Sun is L⊙ = 3.846 × 1026 W.
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1.2 Blak Holes
The seond objets we will be using in this study are blak holes, whih we
are hoosing for their aretion apaities. The rst hint of their existene was
given by an English lergyman and geologist, John Mithell, at the end of the
18th entury [4℄. Using Newton's equations and theory of light, he onsidered
the idea of a body so massive that even light ould not esape it. Putting the













is the radius of a star of mass M from whih nothing an esape. This radius is
known as the Shwarzshild radius RS in the simple ase of a non-rotating star
[5℄.
It is onventionally thought that blak holes are the results of the gravita-
tional ollapse of larger stars. Their ollapsed ore beome ever denser until
forming a singularity, a point of zero volume and innite density where the
whole mass of the blak hole is loated. This singularity an never be observed,
however, as it has to be loaked by an event horizon whih materialises the
spherial surfae at r = RS .
Diret observation of blak holes is, by denition, impossible. But they an
be deteted indiretly through the emission of radiation aused by the aretion
of matter. The gravitational well of a blak hole attrats the surrounding gas
whih falls towards its entre, forming a disk-like struture around the objet.
Frition and the release of the gravitational energy inrease the temperature of
the gas, whih beomes hot enough to emit vast amount of radiation (mainly
X-rays). In the present study, we are partiularly interested in these are-
tion proesses, as they might bring an alternative explanation to the so-alled
Paradox of Youth, presented in the next Setion.
1.3 A Paradoxial Situation
Aording to the most reent astronomial observations, we presume that a
super-massive blak hole (SMBH), alled Sagittarius A* (Sgr A*) and of mass
3.7 × 106M⊙ [6℄, dwells in the very entre of our galaxy. Beause of its huge
mass, the SMBH auses tremendous tidal fores on the surrounding gas. As star
formation usually results from ondensing louds of gas, these strong fores im-
ply that burgeoning stars would have muh more difulty in gathering enough
mass and reahing the ritial onditions needed to initiate nulear reations and
start their lives. Despite this seemingly hopeless situation, a luster of young
and massive stars has been disovered within the rst parse
5
(p) around the
SMBH. This apparent ontradition is referred to as the Paradox of Youth [7℄.
In order to explain this mystery, several hypotheses and models have been
proposed during the past few years. In the next Setion, we will briey expose
their main ideas and dedue from them the elements that lead our reexion
towards the new oneptual approah studied here.
5
1 parse = 3.0857×1016 m = 3.26 light-years.
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1.4 Previous Disussions
Some of the most interesting approahes onerning the question of the paradox-
ial star formation at the Galati Centre have been disussed during Cornell
University's Fall 2006 Astronomy 233 Symposium and summarised in its pro-
eedings. We will briey review them here and extend somewhat this survey in
order to draw the overall piture.
1.4.1 Dense Gaseous Disk around the SMBH
In their paper [8℄, Levin and Beloborodov propose a new hypothesis to explain
the presene of apparently young and massive stars in the viinity of Sgr A*
(Fig. 1.2). Sine we believe that the formation of stars from standard moleular
louds should be impossible beause of the important tidal fores exerted by
the entral blak hole, the authors suggest that in situ stellar formation would
have been oneivable if the presene of a very dense gaseous disk around Sgr
A* ould have supported it in the reent past.
In order to put their hypothesis to the test, the authors use data that have
been olleted about the orbital veloities of 13 stars orbiting lose to the SMBH
[9℄, among whih 11 have been found to move in a lokwise diretion in the
sky. They manage to t a plane for 10 of them with a relatively good preision
and, omparing their dispersion to Monte Carlo simulations produing random
veloity distributions, they onluded that these stars were formed from a dense
gaseous disk surrounding Sgr A*.
Figure 1.2: Image of the Galati Centre (NASA's Chandra X-ray Observatory) with its
SMBH, Sgr A* (arrow).
[Credit: NASA/CXC/MIT℄
Refuting the idea that these stars ould belong to a luster that would have
spiraled towards the SMBH due to gravity (see Subsetion 1.4.4), the authors
laim that the stars around it have formed from a dense disk-shaped moleular
loud that one orbited it. This dense gaseous disk ould have inuened the
orbit of other older stars that were initially inlined to the plane of the disk. It
has also been shown [10℄ that the aretion matter from the disk ould ause
these stars to grow in size and appear as younger stars than they really are.
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To explain the absene of any observable dense gaseous disk around Sgr A*
at present, the authors argue that the aretion of mass by the newborn stars
ould ause gaps to appear in the disk and that the gas ould be blown away by
stellar wind. Aording to their hypothesis, the Paradox of Youth ould thus be
explained by noting that the strangely young stars around the SMBH atually
are very young massive stars, reently formed in a dense gaseous disk whih
has now disappeared, or older stars whose orbits have been shifted due to the
gravitational interation with the gaseous disk and who seem younger due to
the aretion of the disk's matter around their older ores.
1.4.2 Cluster of Stars Migrating towards the SMBH
An alternative model [11℄ that ould give a sensible explanation to the obser-
vation of young, massive stars forming in a hostile environment is based on a
rather simple but elegant idea: these stars might atually have formed at larger
radii, where the tidal shear due to the entral blak hole is less extreme, and
then have migrated towards the Galati Centre. This model gets rid of the suf-
iently dense gas louds that are needed in other ases and yet not observed.
However, it requires the stellar luster to be dense enough to migrate to within
a few arseonds of the SMBH during the relatively short lifetime of its massive
young stars; as a matter of fat, its density should be high enough to make its
ore ollapse and ontain an intermediate mass blak hole (IMBH).
Using the data of a newly disovered omoving group of stars (alled IRS
16SW) in the entral parse around the SMBH, the authors propose a formation
mehanism suggesting that the observed group is the remnant ore of an infalling
stellar luster. The results suggest that this group, whose members appear to
be young and massive stars, is loated at ∼ 0.08 p from the SMBH and orbits
lokwise on the orbital plan.
There has been another suh group, IRS 13 (see Subsetion 1.4.3), observed
within the entral parse to the SMBH and whih might ontain an IMBH as
well. Although these two groups orbit in opposite ways and show some impor-
tant differenes - e.g. their stellar density number, they both ontain young,
massive stars presumably of similar ages, suggesting that the same formation
mehanism must be appliable to both distintive situations. The main issue
with IRS 16SW is that, aording to alulations, all stars of the group are not
gravitationally bound to eah other. In suh a ase, it is difult to understand
how suh a omoving group an have survived in the tremendous tidal eld of
the SMBH. The authors suggest that it ould be the remnant ore of a tidally
disrupted ore. It has been shown [12℄ that, given the orbital period of IRS
16SW and assuming that it is the remaining ore of a massive star luster, dis-
ruption may have begun at larger radii (∼ 0.4 p) and spread in phase members
of the luster that now seem to lie on the same orbital plane as the rest of
the omoving group. Similarly, IRS 13 ould then be a seond infalling luster,
orbiting in another plane and observed in an earlier stage of disruption.
1.4.3 IRS 13: a Cluster Harbouring an IMBH?
As previously mentioned, investigations have been made [6℄ about another lus-
ter of unusual young, massive stars (IRS 13E) deteted near the entre of our
Galaxy. As in [11℄, the authors explore the possibility that the omplex is a
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remnant of a massive stellar luster with a entral IMBH that would balane
the gravitational effets of Sgr A*. They analyse the proper motions of the stars
in the IRS 13E omplex using data from 10 years of near-infrared adaptative
optis observations. Combining different methods, they nd that the mass of
the blak hole should lie between 7, 000 M⊙ and 15, 000 M⊙ depending on its
loation with respet to the four main stars. Sine the addition of other soures
would ause the IMBH's mass to inrease, the authors have hosen the mass
required to bind the IRS 13E omplex to be at least 104 M⊙ as an order of
magnitude estimate.
Suh a blak hole, given the interstellar medium and the warm dust loated
around the omplex, should be detetable by its nonthermal radio and X-ray
emissions. None of them have been observed though. The only radio emissions
that are exhibited are most likely thermal emissions from a soure of the omplex
or from olliding stellar winds. It is thus unlikely that an areting IMBH exists
in IRS 13E sine the luster does not show the presene of a blak hole through
its harateristi behaviour. However, aording to the authors, the luster
ould still be a luster in the proess of dissolution, but further studies are
needed to solve this galati riddle.
1.4.4 Other Important Contributions
Some other intriguing ideas have been developed in an attempt to explain the
Paradox of Youth. As they an often be seen as referenes in most of the
following papers, we believe that they deserve to be at least summarised here
in a few words.
In his paper [12℄, Gerhard laims that, under plausible onditions, a luster of
massive young stars may form well outside the entral few parses of our galaxy
and then spiral into the Galati Centre during the life-time of its most massive
stars. On its way inwards, the luster loses muh of its mass and its dense ore
is nally disrupted deep in the galati nuleus. Aording to his results, suh
a luster ould travel on a spiral path from its initial galatoentri radius of 30
p and reah the rst parse around Sgr A* where its most massive and entral
omponents ould atually be the unusually young stars that we observe today.
In order to ahieve this journey though, the luster should be substantially more
massive than the other ones (the Arhes and Quintuplet) that are deteted at
similar radii. Suh a large mass is also required to avoid too rapid dynamial
dissolution in the strong tidal eld aused by the SMBH.
Following the idea, the authors of [13℄ performed simulations with models
of lusters that have an initial mass of 10
5
10
6M⊙ and initial galoentri radii
of 2.540 p. The authors identied a few ases in whih dynamial frition
atually brings a luster within the entral parse, but this is oneivable only if
the luster is either very massive (∼ 106M⊙) or is formed quite near the SMBH
(. 5p). Suh a luster would have too many massive stars ompared to the
number found in the entral parse and the surrounding volume. No satisfatory
explanation has yet been proposed to explain this disrepany.
In [14℄, Morris, studying the massive star formation near the Galati Centre,
examines the observed entral luster of luminous objets. Rejeting the idea
that they ould be massive young stars remaining from a reent episode of star
formation, the author laims that ompat remnants of massive stars that are
massive enough (as for blak hole remnants) would be suseptible to migrate
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towards the Galati Centre. A entral luster of suh ompat stellar remnants
ould provide for an alternative lass of explanations for the Paradox of Youth:
the luminosity of the luminous entral objets ould derive from aretion, either
of the interstellar gas or, most likely, of a stellar atmosphere through a ollision
with a red giant. In the latter ase, observations seem to indiate that a ∼
10 M⊙ blak hole ould aquire a temporary, optially thik atmosphere and
appear externally as a luminous, massive and young blue star.
1.5 Areting Blak Holes inside Massive Stars
Extrapolating from the review of literature presented in the previous Setion,
we have good reasons to believe that areting blak holes inside massive young
stars may provide a sensible explanation to the Paradox of Youth. In this
ontext, we think that a deiding argument would be to atually investigate
whether suh astrophysial ongurations are possible and stable enough to
survive.
That is the reason why we propose to build some realisti models and perform
a series of simulations, after having onsidered the main analytial aspets of
the question. Solutions, if they exist, ould play an important role in at least
two attrative senarii whih will be summarised hereafter: migrating stars and
areting stars near the Galati Centre.
1.5.1 Migrating Stars: A Question of Age
As seen in Subsetion 1.4.2, one elegant hypothesis onsists of supposing that
the young, massive stars observed near the entre of our galaxy have in fat
formed further away and then migrated towards Sgr A*. In [11℄, the authors
must require that the density of the luster is high enough to allow the migration
to happen within the lifetime of its most massive omponents, i.e. a few millions
years. Suh a luster should even host an IMBH in order to form and to travel
quikly enough to its present position (∼ 0.08 p from the SMBH). However,
as pointed out in [6℄, none of the standard harateristis of suh an IMBH has
been yet deteted, making its presene rather unlikely.
One possible solution to its riddle ould be that the stars in question are
atually older that they seem and may have travelled a longer way inwards than
what is usually believed. This would be oneivable if those stars hosted a solar
mass blak hole, swapping the nulear energy for aretion luminosity, making
them live longer provided that the blak hole does not swallow them too rapidly.
1.5.2 Newborn Massive Stars in the Galati Centre
Another use of suessful simulations involving areting blak holes in stellar
interiors ould derive from the ideas presented in [14℄: they laim that om-
pat remnants of massive stars (e.g. blak hole remnants) ould aquire high
luminosities by areting interstellar gas or, more likely, through ollision with
other large objets. For example, they believe that a ∼ 10 M⊙ blak hole, when
oming aross a red giant, may develop a luminous atmosphere and look like
a young and massive star.
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These ideas are supported by the fat that reent observations [15℄ around
the Galati Centre showed the presene of many ompat objets, among whih
areting neutron stars and blak holes.
The two senarii presented in this Setion are the main motivations for our
attempt to obtain stable solutions involving areting blak holes inside massive
stars. Whether our simulations prove them possible or not, they hopefully will,
in any ase, bring us a better understanding of the physial phenomena taking




After this historial and oneptual introdution, we will now present the nees-
sary theoretial bakground to our study in order to provide some useful tools.
After detailing some aspets of stellar struture, we will say a few words on the
stellar modelling proess and the inuene of the blak hole itself. The seond
half of the Chapter will be dediated to numerial questions, and in partiular
the mathing proess we propose to implement.
2.1 Stellar Struture
Before we fous our attention on our spei problem implying knowledge about
blak holes and aretion proesses, we ought to develop some tools whih will
prove useful one we will have to build our stellar model (see Setion 2.3).
The elements we basially need are the equations of stellar struture and some
essential onsiderations about stellar energy soures and properties.
Thanks to the preise analysis of astronomial observations, one an deter-
mine a variety of quantities related to the outer layers of stars, suh as luminos-
ity, effetive temperature and omposition. Conerning their entral regions,
however, there is no diret way to observe and measure suh quantities. We
therefore have to dedue the internal struture of stars by reating omputer
models whih are onsistent with all known physial laws and whih agree with
the features observed at their surfae. Although our theoretial knowledge of
stars and the observations learly show that they are dynami objets, we will
limit ourselves to onsidering the simple time-independant (stati) ase. In the
next ouple of Subsetions, we will briey derive two elements of stellar struture
before presenting the general results used in our researh.
2.1.1 The Adiabati Temperature Gradient
It has been said that radiation dominates as an energy transport mehanism
as long as the temperature gradient is not inahevably steep. As soon as a
hot bubble of gas an ontinue to rise rather than to sink bak down after
being displaed upwards, onvetion takes plae. To dene a sensible riterion
11
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between these two regimes, one needs to onsider the hydrodynamis onditions
that allow suh a bubble to travel a ertain distane within its surrondings,
assuming it expands adiabatially.
After some alulations, we nd that the riterion for onvetion to our may





γ − 1 , (2.1)
where γ = CPCV is the heat apaity ratio or adiabati index, ratio of the heat
apaity at onstant pressure (CP ) and the heat apaity at onstant volume
(CV ). For an ideal monatomi gas, γ = 5/3 and onvetion will our in any
region of a star where d lnP/d lnT < 2.5.
To determine the adiabati temperature gradient, let us onsider a hot bub-
ble of gas rising and expanding adiabatially before thermalizing. The way the




























Combining (2.2) and (2.3) and assuming that µ is onstant for simpliity, we






























2.1.2 The Rosseland Mean Opaity
Let us begin by realling the denition of opaity in the ontext of stellar interior.
The energy generated by nulear reations is arried out by beams of light whih,
during their travel out to the surfae, ome aross stellar material and interat
with it in different ways. We simply all absorption any event that happens to
remove photons from those beams of light; we dene the absorption oefient,
or opaity, κλ, whih quanties the hange in the intensity, dIλ, of a ray of
wavelenght λ as it travels towards the surfae through the expression
dIλ = −κλρIλds, (2.5)
where ρ is the density of the gas, Iλ the intensity of the beam and ds the




and may thus be seen as
the ross setion for absorbing photons of wavelenght λ per unit mass of the
stellar material. Note that the λ subsript impliitly indiates that the opaity
is wavelenght-dependant.
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By onveniene, it is however ommon to employ an opaity that has been
averaged over all wavelenghts to produe a funtion that depends only on the
omposition, density and temperature. In our simulations, we use the Rosseland
mean opaity whih is an harmoni mean giving the greatest ontribution to the
lowest values of opaity and has a weighting funtion that depends on the rate















where Bν(T ), the Plank funtion, is given by Bν(T ) =
2hν3/c2
ehν/kBT−1 . As there is
no simple analytial expression for the Rosseland mean opaity, approximation
formulae have been developed for the following partial opaities whih are its
omponents:
• Bound-free absorption opaity, also known as photoionization, ours when
an inident photon has enough energy to ionize an atom by removing an
eletron; its value is given by
κ
bf











and t are the Gaunt's and guillotine orretion fators, respe-
tivelly, given by t/g
bf
= 0.708 [ρ(1 +X)]0.2.
• Free-free absorption opaity, whih is a sattering proess, happens when
a free eletron, passing by an ion, absorbs a photon so that its speed
inreases; the reverse situation also exists, i.e. when an eletron losses
energy in the viinity of an ion by emitting a photon - this is alled free-













is a seond Gaunt's fator, taken as being equal to 1 in our ase.
• Eletron sattering opaity ours, obviously, when a photon in sattered
- and not absorbed - by an eletron through the proesses of Thomp-
son sattering (totally free eletron) and Compton or Rayleigh sattering
(eletron loosely bound to an atomi nuleus). Sine the ross setions
of these proesses are wavelenght-independant, their ontribution to the
Rosseland mean opaity takes a partiularly simple form:
κ
es
= 0.02(1 +X) m2 kg−1. (2.9)
• H− ion photoionization is, as advertised, the ionization of an H− ion, whih
is an hydrogen atom with an extra eletron; this proess might happen in
stellar interiors when the temperature ranges between 3000 K and 6000










− = 7.9× 10−34(Z/0.02)ρ1/2T 9 m2 kg−1. (2.10)
Introduing and evaluating all these formulae, we nally obtain an usable form
for the Rosseland mean opaity that we an ompute for various values of tem-
perature and density (Fig. 2.1).


















Density = 10-6 kg m-3
Density = 10-4 kg m-3
Density = 10-2 kg m-3
Density = 100 kg m-3
Density = 102 kg m-3
Density = 104 kg m-3
Figure 2.1: Numerial estimate of the Rosseland mean opaity for various densities, for the
standard omposition omputed in our stellar models (X = 0.74, Y = 0.24).
2.1.3 Stellar Model Building
Besides the ouple of theoretial elements presented in the previous Subse-
tions, we use the standard results appliable for stellar struture and stellar
nuleosynthesis: the equation of hydrostati equilibrium (2.12), the equation of
mass onservation (2.13), the luminosity gradient equation (2.14), the radiative
temperature gradient (2.15) and the equation of state inluding the ontribution








































In this last equation, we assume that the onvetive temperature gradient is





γ − 1 . (2.17)
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In order to express the density with quantities provided by the integration,
we hoose the equation of state (2.11) ombining the ideal gas law and the
ontribution due to the radiation pressure. In Setion 2.3, we will explain how
we make use of these different expressions in the reation of stable stellar models.
2.2 Inuene of the Blak Hole
The presene of a very massive objet, and in our ase of a blak hole, in the
entre of the star will obviously ause some important hanges in its equilib-
rium. In order to avoid tedious digressions, we deide to fous our attention
on the analytial elements that we atually integrate into the numerial models
presented in Setions 2.3 and 2.4.
Basially, the inuene of the blak hole inside a stellar interior onerns two
main aspets: (1) the modiation of the stellar struture equations, shown in
Subsetion 2.2.1 and (2) addition of an initial luminosity due to the aretion
of stellar material by the blak hole, disussed in Subsetion 2.2.2.
2.2.1 Steady, Spherially Symmetri Aretion
To a ertain extend, our ase of study may be inspired by [16℄ where the authors
onsider a star of mass M areting spherially symmetrially from a large
gas loud and whih is at rest with respet to the gas. This ase was rst
studied by [17℄, whose results will be used in the next Subsetion. Even though
many detailed studies have been undertaken sine, like in [18, 19, 20℄ onerning
areting blak holes or [21, 22, 23℄ about other aspets, they mainly refer to
this key artile when it omes to theoretial bases.
Our intention here is to derive the modied expression for the pressure gra-
dient in order to adapt (2.12). Let us take spherial polar oordinates (r, θ, φ)
with origin in the entre of the star. Our onsiderations are independant of θ and
φ by spherial symmetry and the only omponent of the gas veloity is radial:
v = vr. For a steady ow, the standard ontinuity equation
∂ρ
∂t +






2ρv) = 0, whih simply integrates to r2ρv = onstant, where
v is the inwards veloity of the gas. Sine ρv is the inwards ux of material, the
onstant must be related to the aretion rate M˙ , whih is onstant too. The
relation is given by
M˙ = 4πr2ρv. (2.18)




+ ρ(−→v · −→∇)−→v = −−→∇P +−→f (2.19)
and apply it to our situation where the only ontribution to the external fore,
f , is from gravity and only has the radial omponent fr = −GMρ/r2, we get
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Then, using (2.18), we obtain
dv









and may substitute the



















2.2.2 Aretion Rate and Luminosity
In order to know how to modify the pressure gradient through Eq. (2.22), one
needs to determine the aretion rate M˙ whih appears in it. A most essential
work onerning areting bodies has been done by Herman Bondi around the
middle of the previous entury; we will base our alulations mainly on his
original results.
In the previous work [24, 25, 26, 27℄, authors studied the ase in whih a
star areted material while moving through a gas loud and its aretion rate
was limited prinipally by its relative motion. In all this work, pressure effets
were negleted, the argument being that any heat generated would be radiated
away rapidly so that the temperature of the gas is always very low.
In [17℄ though, Bondi investigates spherially symmetrial aretion for a
star whih is at rest in an innite loud of gas. Thus, instead of simplifying the
insuperable general problem by negleting pressure effets as in the previous
papers, he hooses the opposite extreme by ignoring the dynamial effets. The
problem is dened as follows: a star of mass M is at rest in an innite loud
of gas, whih is also at rest at innity and whose density ρ∞ and pressure P∞
are uniform. The motion of the gas is spherially symmetrial and steady, the
inrease in mass of the star being ignored so that the eld of fore is unhanging.





, where γ is a
onstant satisfying 1 6 γ 6 53 . Using the equation of ontinuity (2.18), the
author analyses the behaviour of different funtions implied in the mathematial


















is the adiabati sound speed. Sine, in the previous work involving the star
relative veloity v, the aretion rate was given by M˙ = 2πα (GM)
2
v−3ρ∞,
Bondi nally onjetures that the formula





is likely to represent the order of magnitude of the aretion rate in the general
ase, where a star of massM moves with relative veloity v in an uniform loud
of gas.
2.2.3 Quasi-stars: A Model of Aretion inside Gaseous
Envelopes
We now have a better idea of what happens around an areting objet but we
still have not said anything spei about our own situation, i.e. an areting
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blak hole inside a stellar interior. The analytial model developped in Sub-
setions 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 need to be taken one step further: we must swap the
areting star for a muh denser objet - a blak hole. In the literature, one
an nd several inspiring examples whih ould be useful in suh a quest: some
of them onsider atual blak holes [28, 29, 30, 31, 32℄, the others degenerated
neutron ores or Thorne-ytkov objets [33, 34, 35℄.
All these works have been used in [36℄ in order to study the struture and
evolution of quasi-stars, areting blak holes embedded within massive hy-
drostati gaseous envelopes. Its atual aim is to propose a model for the early
growth of supermassive blak holes, but some elements of its analytial onsider-
ations may be of interest to us. In this artile, the authors onsider a blak hole
of massMBH embedded within an envelope of massM⋆ ≫MBH ; the luminosity
of the quasi-star is generated exlusively by blak hole aretion, whih adjusts
so that the luminosity arried by the onvetive envelope equals the Eddington
limit (see Subsetion 2.2.4) for the total mass M⋆ +MBH ⋍ M⋆. This implies
that the envelope is strongly onvetive - sine the radiation diffusion would not
be efient enough, and its struture resembles an n = 3 (γ = 4/3) polytrope.
The entral region of suh a polytrope has approximately uniform density
(ρc), temperature (Tc) and pressure (Pc = aT
4
c /3). Using [17℄ and [29℄, the















)1/2 is the adiabati sound speed. They write the luminosity
as LBH = ǫM˙BHc
2
, where ǫ ∼ O(0.1) is the (here onstant) efieny of energy
output and M˙BH is the atual aretion rate. In the absene of an efient
exhaust, suh as a jet or evauated funnel, this energy must be arried beyond
the Bondi radius
1
onvetively, by the areting gas itself. Based on [37, 38, 39℄,
they onlude that the aretion rate should be redued below the Bondi value
by a fator of the order ǫ−1(cc/c)2 ≪ 1 and they adopt the following expression
for the aretion luminosity





where α < 1 aounts for energy sink within the Bondi radius: inefient on-
vetion, presene of outows, et.
2.2.4 The Eddington Limit
If we innoently apply Eq. (2.25) and (2.26) to our partiular situation, we get
very high values for both aretion luminosity and rate. Physial onditions in a
stellar interior are indeed very different from the environment usually onsidered
when studying areting objets: sine the blak hole is situated in the very
heart of the star, temperature, pressure and density reah high values and their
inuene on the alulation of LBH and M˙BH is dramati. So dramati in fat
that it does not make sense any more to estimate those values through the same
sheme as [36℄ sine they were interested in muh bigger gas envelopes than we
are, with muh lower density and pressure.
1




∞, where c∞ is the sound
speed in the environment far away from the areting blak hole.
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We annot rely on these approximates beause they would provide us with
luminosities whih would exeed the Eddington luminosity. The latter, also
alled the Eddington limit, is dened in a star as the point where the gravita-
tional fore inwards equals the ontinuum radiation fore outwards - assuming
hydrostati equilibrium and spherial symmetry. It thus orresponds to the
maximal luminosity for a given mass. For luminosities exeeding Eddington's,
a star would initiate a very intense stellar wind, blowing away its outer layers.
In our ase, this wind would simply prevent more material from falling into the
entral blak hole.









where σT is the Thomson sattering ross setion for eletron and mP the mass


















This onstraining equation must be taken into aount. However, it is not
quite sufient to diretly apply it to our rather triky situation: the hydrody-
namis of aretion onto blak holes proves to be ompliated mostly beause the
lak of hard surfae in a blak hole makes the radiation efieny, e = L/M˙c2,
unkown a priori. Further disussion is needed to understand the aretion ow
and its inuene on the stellar equilibrium.
2.2.5 Hydrodynamis of Aretion onto Blak Holes
Beause of the lak of onstraints on the aretion rate we just mentionned,
we need more information in order to be able to draw the domains of possible
solutions involving areting blak holes in gaseous surroundings. In [40℄, various
families of solutions of axisymmetri ows are proposed, whih may suessfully
model our own aretion system.
Considering that spherial aretion onto a blak hole generally depends on
the parameters l ≡ L/LEdd and m˙ ≡ M˙BH/M˙Edd, the authors show that, if we
require the self-onsisteny between the gas and the radiation eld, only ertain
ombinations of the aretion rate and luminosity are allowed, i.e. a given type
of solutions is desribed by a line on the (l, m˙) plane. Three groups of solutions
are then disussed: (1) solutions with m˙ ≪ 1; (2) low-temperature solutions
with m˙ & 0.1 and (3) high-temperature solutions with m˙ & 0.1. In this review,
we will fous our attention on the latter ase sine it is of greater interest to us.
It has been proved by the authors that high luminosity aretion solutions are
possible if the infalling gas an be preheated by outoming radiation produed
at smaller radii; these higher temperature and higher efieny steady-state
solutions exist only for 3 . m˙ . 100. In those situations, gas temperature is

















Figure 2.2: Spherial aretion ow solutions in relative luminosity l vs. aretion rate




K and an reah up to 109 ∼ 1010 K. The ow is optially thik
to sattering and a proess of radiation trapping ours near the hole. This
happens when the diffusion speed of photons is slower than the bulk veloity of
the ow so that most of the photons are arried inwards with it. These solutions
(see Fig. 2.2, results from [41℄) are muh more luminous and produe muh
harder photons than the low-temperature solutions of the same mass aretion
rate: typial values are l ⋍ 10−4 − 10−2 and m˙ ⋍ 1 − 102, as predited. All
these spherial aretion systems are still muh less efient than the thin disk
aretion, thought to be the most effetive areting proess, sine their typial
value is e ∼ 10−4. These solutions will be explored in Setion 2.4 through our
numerial models.
2.3 Numerial Models of Stable Stars
The very rst step in the proess of elaborating numerial models is to obtain
simple stars that are stable and present realisti features. As we want to make
sure that we ompletely ontrol and understand our simulations, we deide
to write our own ode (in C++), based on other existing programs suh as
StatStar [29℄ and ZAMS.FOR [1℄. As in these programs, our rst objetive is to
obtain homogeneous zero-age main-sequene (ZAMS) models, i.e. stars whose
omposition is xed throughout their interior.
2.3.1 Stellar Struture Code
There are many ways of solving the set of equations summarised in Subsetion
2.1.3, but we need to make sure that the one we hoose is ompatible with the
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future developments we intend to bring - inluding a very massive areting
objet at the entre of the stars.
Looking at both programs we were refering to and making our own predi-
tions in terms of appliability, we progressively elaborate a solution whih fulls
our needs. The idea is basially to math an outwards and an inwards integra-
tions at some given point in the star.
Its struture may be divided as follows:
1. We hoose an initial radius, Rmin, lose enough to the stellar entre, at
whih we dene the initial onditions (onsidered as the entral onditions)
for an outwards integration; among these onditions, the entral pressure
and temperature are rst guessed but will be able to vary through the
appliation of the mathing proess (see Subsetion 2.3.3).
The entral density is omputed through the equation of state (Eq. 2.11)
and all the dependant funtions, e.g. the nulear reation rate or the
opaity, are alulated. The set of differential equations is then integrated,
using a fourth order Runge-Kutta method, until a given radius, Ro−i (the
hosen point within the stellar interior where the outwards and inwards
integrations should meet), is reahed;
2. In parallel, we use a Surfae Funtion (see Subsetion 2.3.2), with guessed
values for the total mass and luminosity of the star, in order to get non-
zero values for all the parameters at a given radius, Ri−s, very lose to
the surfae. From that point, we an integrate inwards until we reah the
radius Ro−i previously dened;
3. We now have two sets of different values for pressure, temperature, mass
and luminosity at the mathing point Ro−i; sine our objetive is to ob-
tain a ontinuous behaviour for all the signiant parameters throughout
the interior of the star, we simply apply the mathing proess whih, by
slightly varying the different inputs, will try and nd the best solution for
a given radius.
The set of ordinary differential equations is solved by using a fourth order Runge-
Kutta method (often referred to as RK4). It is generally onsidered to provide
an exellent balane of power, preision and simpliity to program.
2.3.2 The Surfae Funtion
Our stellar struture ode, as most of other existing programs, makes the sim-
plifying assumption that pressure, temperature and density are all zero at the
surfae of the star. Even if it seems rather reasonable, this assumption implies
that we would not be able to integrate inwards starting with these initial on-
ditions, sine the gradient for all fundamental physis parameters (see set of
equations in Subsetion 2.1.3) depend on the density - whih equals zero.
In onsequene, we need to implement a subroutine whih will approximate
the inwards integration until a given radius Ri−s lose to the surfae (typially,
Ri−s = 0.999Rs), but where the non-zero values for the physial parameters will
allow us to perform a numerial integation. Assuming that the interior mass and
luminosity are both onstant through a small number of surfae zones (whih
is sensible sine temperature and density are very low), assuming furthermore
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that eletron sattering and H
−
ion opaities may be negleted in these regions
and using the stellar struture equations, it is possible to derive an expression



















ρ . We an now write T in terms of the independant
variable r through Eq. (2.15), and, using the ideal gas law and Kramers opaity










Those expressions are appliable if we assume that the surfae of the star is
radiative. In the ase that it is onvetive, a similar proedure an be used and















Assuming that the onvetion is adiabati in our simple models, the pressure
may then be found using the adiabati relationship between pressure and density
and the ideal gas law.
2.3.3 Dening and Rening the Mathing Proess
One of the most important elements in our stellar model building is the deni-
tion of the mathing proess that we use to obtain ontinous solutions between
the outwards and inwards integrations. Suh a mathing proess is highly de-
pendent on the strutural logi of eah program and must be nely tuned to
produe oherent results. That is the reason why we think that it is worth
briey desribing our approah and some of the issues we ame aross.
Let us rst show the - rather intuitive - form we use to evaluate the error
relative to a given solution. If we ompare N parameters at the mathing point,











where Xouti and X
in
i are the values of the i
th
parameter, given by the outwards
and inwards integrations respetively. The objetive of the mathing proess is
of ourse to redue this error without being trapped in some fallaious minimum.
Sine our intention is, ultimately, to modify the entral onditions of the star
by putting a blak hole in its heart, the design of our mathing proess must
allow suh an operation without ompromising its stability. Therefore, our rst
attempt atually onsisted of mathing the outwards integration with the out-
puts of the Surfae Funtion by varying the entral pressure and temperature.
However, it proved almost impossible to math them without requiring a ridiu-
lously high preision for the initial onditions.
Analyzing step by step the proedure, we found that this problem was due to a
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strong instability in the temperature gradient - a small hange in the onditions
ausing a onsiderable differene in the nal values. In order to solve this point
of issue, we tried several methods and algorithms: Markov Chain Monte Carlo,
onentri squared domain in the spae of solutions, or even sanning large areas
of this same spae. But in all these ases, the required auray was so high
that the solutions we got did not make sense any more.
We had to nd a way to get rid of this dramati divergene. The most
deisive improvement was made when we deided to set the mathing point
somewhere within the stellar interior and to perform a double integration to-
wards this point, from the entre and from the surfae.
The nal solution we opted for is the following:
• We dene small perturbations for all the parameters we want to vary
(entral pressure and temperature, total mass and luminosity);
• Then we add or remove these perturbative values and we test all the
possible ombinations of parameters;
• The one with the smallest error wins and one step is taken in that
diretion;
• We stop the mathing proess when a solution is reahed or if the
improvement of the error beomes insigniant.
The two graphs shown in Fig. 2.3 illustrate how the mathing proess works in













































Figure 2.3: Appliation of the mathing proess (with a mathing point at 0.12 Rs) in the
ase of the temperature prole for a ZAMS star whose radius Rs = 4.48R⊙,
initial (left) and nal situations (right).
For our rst trials, we inluded only a few terms (e.g. pressure and temper-
ature) in the expression (2.34). But it quikly beame evident that we need to
be more demanding if we want to ensure a smooth ontinuity at the mathing
point. We have thus progressively added new terms in the alultation of the
error so that the atual version of Eq. (2.34) ontains all the following ele-
ments within the sum: pressure, termperature, mass, luminosity and their rst
derivative.
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2.3.4 Building the Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram
The best way to onvine ourselves that the stellar struture ode we developed
is oherent, is to try and build the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram for the
ZAMS stars we nd. The idea is simply to start with a given solution, a solar
model for instane, and inrease the radius step by step and nd a new stable
solution for eah new radius.
Our results are presented in Fig. 2.4. We start with a stellar solution based
on the radius of the Sun (Rs = 6.955 × 108 m) and we slowly follow the path
towards bigger stars. Three main features may be observed in the graph (as
pointed by arrows, in order of inreasing luminosities): (1)[Conv./Rad.℄ the
transition between solutions with onvetive surfaes to those with radiative
surfaes, whih happens when the CNO yle beomes signiantly efient
ompared to the proton-proton hain (in our ase, the transition takes plae
at Ms ∼ 1.3M⊙); (2)[CNO/PP℄ this slight bump orresponds to the end of
the transition we just disussed, when the CNO yle has overtaken the proton-
proton hain and imposes its behaviour; (3)[Change in B-V℄ this bend is diretly





















Figure 2.4: Hertzsprung-Russell diagram for ZAMS stars reated by the nal version of
our stellar struture ode with a working mathing proess as desribed in the
Subsetion 2.3.3.
The HR diagram we present here may be ompared to a standard HR dia-
gram (Fig. 2.5) as usually published in the literature. Our results orrespond
to the upper zone of the main sequene.
The range of masses where we should nd interesting stars for our researh
lies between 10 and 20 M⊙, aording to the results presented in [7℄. As an
example, we show in Fig. (2.6) the behaviour of the essential physial parameters
with regard to the radius, for a 10 M⊙ star obtained with our stellar struture
ode.
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Figure 2.5: Standard Hertzsprung-Russell diagram as ommonly shown in the literature.
Our simulated results orrespond to the upper part of the main sequene.
[Credt: OMOS℄


























































Figure 2.6: Main physial parameters in a typial stellar interior (10 M⊙ ZAMS star)
produed by the ode and the mathing proess desribed in this Chapter:
pressure and temperature (top); mass and luminosity (bottom).
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2.4 Inluding Blak Holes in the Stellar Interior
Now that we have a series of stable stars with various radii and masses, we
may hoose some of them in order to inlude a blak hole in their entre. But
what does it atually mean in terms of oding aspets? Sine we start our
outwards integration with initial onditions for a given radiusRmin, as explained
in Subsetion 2.3.1, the rst modiation is to simply add the mass of the entral
blak hole and the aretion luminosity it is ausing, as shown in Fig. (2.7). This
hange will of ourse have onsequenes in the behaviour of all other parameters.
In order to master them, we proeed by small perturbations: one we have a
stable solution for a tiny blak hole, we slightly inrease its mass and run the
mathing proess until we nd a new satisfatory solution.
The alulation of the aretion luminosity is based on a riti hoie a-
ording to our disussion in Subsetions 2.2.3 and 2.2.4. Sine the atual on-
ditions involved in our rather extreme ase may ause the luminosity to ross
the Eddington limit, we systematially hoose the minimum between the values

























Figure 2.7: Inuene in terms of initial mass and luminosity when inluding a 0.01 M⊙
blak hole in the entre of the same 10 M⊙ ZAMS star as presented before.
Both parameters are seriously inreased at Rmin while the mathing proess
tries and opes with this new set of onditions.
The other important modiation is the hange in the equations desribing
the stellar interior. Beause of the aretion, the pressure gradient is indeed
modied by the addition of a new term due to the veloity of the infalling
material ρv dvdr . The set of equations is thus omposed of Eq. (2.13) to (2.16),
plus the expression (2.22) previously derived.
The alulation of the appropriate aretion rate is based either on Bondi's
formula (2.23) or on the expression for the Eddington limit, M˙Edd = LEdd/c
2
,
depending on the option presenting the minimal luminosity. In ase the Ed-
dington sheme is hosen, oefients may be added in order to reprodue the
set of solutions disussed in Subsetion 2.2.5.
The orresponding version of our ode, inluding the mathing proess and
the adaptations for the blak hole aretion, is presented in Annexe A.
Chapter 3
Results and Disussion
Due to the struture of our ode, we perform series of simulations for stars
with given radii following the proedure desribed in Setion 2.4. Inluding a
blak hole in a stellar ore has, as one ould expet, important onsequenes in
terms of hydrostati equilibrium. One of them is the hange in mass ouring
as the entral blak hole slowly inreases. This behaviour depends on the initial
onditions and partiularly on the initial stellar mass onsidered. In Fig. 3.1,















Figure 3.1: Sine the algorithm used in our stellar struture ode involves xed radii, the
mass of eah model of star must vary with the inreasing mass of the entral
blak hole to nd a new stable solution; from bottom to top: initial Ms =
5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10M⊙.
The raw results we get from our simulations are therefore valid for a xed
radius but with varying masses. In Setion 3.1, suh a set of results will be pre-
sented and ommented. However, in order to satisfy our astrophysial interests
and make more sense in terms of stellar model building, we propose to ompile
various sets so that we an better apprehend the true inuene of an inreasing
blak hole inside a star of onstant mass (see Setion 3.2).
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3.1 Results for a 20 M⊙ Star with Constant Ra-
dius
The hoie of a 20M⊙ star follows the onsiderations proposed in the Introdu-
tion and the feeling we got after a few series of tries. Our stellar ode underwent
some orretions and improvements throughout its appliation for different ases
and the results we show here were produed by its very last version.
The main hanges and additions made to the program desribed in Setions 2.3
and 2.4 are:
• We fore the density to always derease when doing the outwards
integration; this ondition is indeed essential in order to ensure the
stability of the model;
• Negative entral and minimal densities are not expliitly treated as
impossible, but their related error equals the denitly exluding value of
100;
• In order to guarantee as muh as possible the ontinuity of the
onvetion riterion (see Subsetion 2.1.1), the gap between its inwards
















Figure 3.2: The initial mass of the star onsidered here is about 20M⊙; then it dereases
as the mass of the areting blak hole beomes more important. When the
latter reahes 0.044 M⊙ in this ase, no more stable solution an be found for
the given onditions.
After these few modiations and some other adjustments, we performed
several sets of simulations for a model star whose initial mass (i.e. without any
blak hole in its entre) is about 20M⊙ and whose radius is 45.56×108 m, that
is 6.55 R⊙. The step hosen for the inrease of the blak hole is only 10−3M⊙
and Fig. 3.2 shows the hange in stellar mass with regards to this slow variation.
As we saw in Setion 2.2, the presene of the blak hole implies signiant
hanges in the initial onditions in terms of mass and luminosity. The on-
sequenes are learly visible: the starting points for mass and luminosity are
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diretly shifted upwards, and the pressure and temperature undergo a dramati
drop during the rst few steps of the outwards integration (detail in Fig. 3.3).
This fores the mathing proess to inrease the initial values as well in order






























Figure 3.3: Detail of the entral zone for pressure and temperature where the sheer slopes
may be seen for both parameters.
As a matter of fat, both graphs presented here almost orrespond to the
breaking point beyond whih no more satisfatory models an be found. This
boundary in the blak hole mass is apparently due to the growing gaps that
appear in the mass and luminosity proles. In the present ase (using l = 10−1
and m˙ = 102), the breaking point is situated at a mass of 0.044 M⊙ for the
blak hole, assuming a maximal error of err = 0.3 (Eq. 2.34).
Following the onsiderations in [40℄, we test various ombinations of (l, m˙)
and ompare the behaviours of the main physial parameters. Our idea - and
seret hope - is that the aretion rate ould be large enough to balane the
inrease of M in Eq. (2.22) so that the drops in pressure and temperature
ould be redued, ultimately allowing solutions for bigger blak holes. Taking
(l, m˙) = (1, 1), the values we atually use in our model are:
LBH = 5.03× 1029 W and
M˙BH = 5.60× 1012 kg s−1.
The solution whih was found for this onguration (Rs = 6.55 R⊙ and
MBH = 0.04 M⊙) has a nal stellar mass of 9.47 M⊙ and a total luminosity of
2.66×1030 W. That means: the aretion luminosity ounts for almost one fth
of the total luminosity and, assuming a stable regime, the entral blak hole
would not have enough time - by far - to suk all the stellar material within the
lifetime of the star.
These two observations make us think that it should be possible to nd ombi-
nations of (l, m˙) with aretion rates large enough to ompensate the inrease
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in entral mass and luminosity, and still not too large so that the majority of
the stellar material would not be suked before a few tens of millions years.
This very speial zone in the (l, m˙) plane would thus orrespond to stars able
to ahieve the senarii desribed in Setion 1.5.
We endeavour to inrease the mass of the areting blak hole as muh as we
an beause we would like to reah the region of a few solar masses where blak
holes an theoretially form from stellar ollapse. However, other possibilities
ought to be studied, e.g. the role of primordial blak holes [42℄ around the
Galati Centre. Aording to [43, 44℄, the range of masses between 1012 and
1022 kg may ontain smaller blak holes that do not evaporate too quikly
(through Hawking radiation) and are not neessarily detetable through miro-
lensing. It ould be worth exploring this region.
3.2 Compiling Results for a Given Stellar Mass
As explained previously, it makes rather more sense to ompare situations with
different blak hole masses but within a star of onstant mass. This is man-
ageable by simply ombining sets of results from various ongurations having
their own xed radius. We hoose a given mass and for eah of them, we try
and nd the stable solution presenting the losest parameter. Fig 3.4 shows the
relation of suh a onstant mass onguration with respet to the inrease of




















Figure 3.4: With a xed mass MS = 10 M⊙ instead of a xed radius, other aspets of
our researh may be investigated, suh as the inuene of the areting blak
hole on the entral temperature of the star.
This part of our approah needs deeper investigation before being able to
produe truly reliable results. Indeed, the proess of hoosing and ompiling so-
lutions has to be rened if we are onerned about avoiding omputing artefats
and subjetive omparisons.
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3.3 Investigating (l, m˙) Combinations with Fur-
ther Renements
Having obtained an enouraging set of results with a rst version of our simu-
lation ode, we undertake to improve it and add some renements in order to
make it more realisti. Most of these renements are related to the physial
onsequenes of the blak hole areting material in the entral regions of the
star. One we will have implemented them and evaluated their impat on the
solutions, we will thoroughly explore the (l, m˙) parameter spae1. Our aim will
then be to determine the maximal mass the nested blak hole an reah and
what would be its inuene on its host star.
3.3.1 Taking into Aount the Infall Veloity
In Subsetion 2.2.1, we showed how the pressure gradient is modied by the
infall veloity. The new expression for dP/dr was given by Eq. (2.22), dedued








Modifying the pressure gradient was ertainly a neessary step towards a
more realisti model, but this might not be sufient to desribe the extreme
physial interations taking plae around the entral blak hole. Indeed, its awe-
some aretion power, even for smaller values of mBH , reates thermodynami
onditions whih ompletely upset the entral equilibrium of the massive star.
In the ase of radiative transport, we ould follow a mean free path approah
and determine the effetive opaity of the stellar material aused by its fall into
the blak hole. The stellar hosts we are onsidering, however, present onve-
tive ores due to their extremely high entral temperature. Thus we ought to
translate the mean free path approah into a onvetive environment.
When the infalling material reahes a speed omparable to the speed of
sound within its surrounding, the efieny of the energy transport proesses
is dramatially suppressed. This must be taken into aount in the expressions
of the onvetive temperature gradient as well as the luminosity gradient. The
radiative temperature gradient, Eq. (2.15), inludes the luminosity Lr, whih
makes it sensitive to its hanges already.
In order to model the dramati hange aused by the infall matieral, we































Let us remind the reader the (l, m˙) are the aretion parameters in Eddington units:
l = L/LEdd and m˙ = M˙/M˙Edd
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3.3.2 Variable Stellar Radius
One of the main onstraints in the progression of our mathing proess lies in
the xed radius of the host star. For pratial numerial reasons, we deided not
to inlude the radial parameter as a free variable alongside the entral pressure
and temperature, total mass and luminosity of the objet. This hoie, however,
implies ertain limitations as the size of the star is not allowed to vary freely, even
though suh exbility ould lead towards more stable physial ongurations.
Sine adapting our simulation ode would present difulties suh that its
omplete re-writing would prove easier, we resign ourselves to investigating the
possible onsequenes of a variable radius. Starting from a known solution
inluding a small initial blak hole in a 20M⊙ star, we slightly inrease its mass
until no statisfatory solution an be found. At this point, we allow the radius
to be either dereased (red urve in Fig. 3.5) or inreased (blue urve) in order
to nd a better mathing error. The latter is alulated following Eq. (2.34),
whih means that a value of err = 10−2 orresponds to a global inertainty of
about 6%, whih goes down to about 2% for an error ten times smaller. Sine we
are rening the mathing proess, we require here a more onstraining preision,













Figure 3.5: Variation of the total error for different models of host stars with areting
blak hole, when the radius is allowed to derease (red) or inrease (blue),
from its initial value of Rs = 4.48 R⊙, in order to nd better mathing
solutions.
The results show that the free variation of the stellar radius does not provide
more stable solutions when a ritial mathing point has been reahed. This
does not neessary mean that inluding a free radial parameter in the mathing
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proess would not improve its efieny. But suh added exibility does not
seem to hange the physial onguration of the blak hole-star system in a
favourable way.
3.3.3 Adjusting (l, m˙) with Inreasing Blak Hole Masses
Besides variable radii, the most promising path of researh for our study might
be a better understanding of the pair (l, m˙). This ouple of parameters express
the luminosity and the aretion rate in units of their Eddington limits (see
Subsetion 2.2.5). We already experiened how important their relative values
prove to be when onsidering hydrodynami aretion onto blak holes. Our
intention is now to further investigate the (l, m˙) plane with inreasing values for
the blak hole mass, in order to see whether a blak hole of a few solar masses
ould be suessfully nested within a massive star.
Before investigating the (l, m˙) plane, it is worth explaining in some detail
why we are interested in varying these parameters in the rst plae. Following
the rst set of results desribed in Setion 3.1, we ame to the onlusion that
the inrease in entral pressure and temperature aused the mathing proess
to stop for mBH equivalent to a few perent of a solar mass. The alulated
error ould not be redued to the desired upper limit (err < 0.01) beause
the internal physial onguration was reating a large disrepeny in L with
respet to the inward integration. It is this battle between (P, T ) and L whih
led to a breaking point around mBH ≈ 0.04 M⊙. Fig. 3.6 shows the inrease
in P and T with respet to the mass of the blak hole. Up until mBH = 0.03,
satisfatory solutions an be found, as the star manages to balane the aretion
effets by adapting its internal equilibrium, without departing too muh from
its external layers. Beyond this point, however, it beomes ever harder for it to
ope with the inreasing mass and luminosity brought by the blak hole, until
the gap between outward and inward integrations beomes too wide (Fig. 3.7).
To get a better grasp of how (l, m˙) inuenes the mathing proess for non-
zero blak hole masses, we ought to study in some detail the effets aused by
their variation. This means that we have to determine how the main physial
parameters evolve when inreasing or dereasing the luminosity of the blak hole
or its aretion rate. Starting from a known solution with mBH = 0.001 M⊙,
we vary eah parameter independently and reord the observed behaviour for
the entral pressure and temperature (Table 5.1).
These results seem to indiate that one should be able to nd (l, m˙) regimes
where the effets on P and T aused by larger mBH are lessened by the those
aused by a larger aretion rate and/or dimmer luminosity. Hoping to nd
these speial regimes, we set up to investigate the orresponding parameter
spae following various methods, among whih:
1. Inreasing mBH until the mathing proess reahes its breaking point;
we then vary either l or m˙ independently until a satisfatory solution is
found for the given value of mBH ; we repeat this operation until no more
solutions an be disovered, even for extreme values of (l, m˙);
2. Inreasing mBH in the same way, but alternating variations in l and m˙
until err < 0.01 again; stopping when reahing the same ritial point as
for the rst method;






































Figure 3.6: Inreasing entral pressure (above) and entral temperature (below) for an
inreasing blak hole mass, until mBH = 0.03 M⊙. The inrease in these
physial parameters auses the mathing proess to stop (reasons explained in
the text).







































Figure 3.7: Pressure and luminosity proles for mBH = 0.0001 M⊙ (blue) and mBH =
0.04 M⊙ (red), with (l, m˙) = (1, 1). We are here beyond the breaking point
(err ≃ 0.05) whih is a onsequene of the inrease in entral P and T ,
ausing the outward luminosity and density to drift away from their inward
values.
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Effets Caused on P and T
Parameter Variation Effet on P Effet on T
mBH Inrease ր ր
Dearease ց ց
M˙BH Inrease → or ց → or ց
Derease → or ր → or ր
LBH Inrease - -
Derease ց ր
Table 3.1: Observed effets of independently varying mBH , M˙BH and LBH . Allowing
l to vary freely hanges the effet aused by the variation of M˙BH (seond
effets shown on the seond row), in a way that might ompensate the impat
of the inreasing blak hole mass. The simulations with inreasing LBH were
disarded as non satisfatory.
3. Always inreasing the mass of the blak hole and varying l and m˙ simul-
taneously until reahing the same ritial point;
4. Starting from a known breaking point for a given mBH , varying either l
or m˙ until the error annot be redued anymore, then varying the other
parameter until err < 0.01; resuming the variation of the rst parameter,
and repeating this yle until no more solutions an be found.
These methods had to be developed as it was not possible to inlude the param-
eters (l, m˙) in the mathing proess itself without re-writing the entire ode.
The variety of results that we obtained following these different approahes
shows a onsistent pattern: lower l and inreasing m˙ allows to widen the range
of possible blak hole masses, but not indenitely. The effet of the infalling
material on the various gradients takes plae on rather short distanes, ompared
to the impat of the added mass term mBH and the extra luminosity LBH . The
infall veloity is orders of magnitude smaller than the sound speed in general,
and very large values of m˙ are needed in order to level them. It results from
this situation that extremely high aretion rates are required to ompensate
the blak holes effets beyond a few 10−2 M⊙. The neessary inrease in m˙ is
atually so dramati that it quikly reahes non sustainable values for the host
star, going beyond a few solar masses per year!
The presene of the entral blak hole generates very steep gradients for most
physial parameters lose to the entre of the star. This implies that the math-
ing results strongly depend on the initial radius of integration Rmin: higher
mBH an thus be obtained when starting further away from the event horizon
of the blak hole. With a value of Rmin = 10
−3 Rs, a mass ofmBH = 0.0367M⊙
an be reahed with reasonable values of (l, m˙) = (0.03, 105) (see Fig. 3.8 and
3.9). This orresponds to the ritial point, as a slight inrease of 10−4 M⊙
makes the stellar equilibrium tip over the edge. For mBH = 0.0368 M⊙, the
aretion parameters must adopt the values of (l, m˙) = (10−3, 1010) in order
to produe a satisfatory error. This huge aretion rate would orrespond to
M˙BH ≃ 8 × 10−4 M⊙, whih means that the host star would be suked in by
its nested blak hole in a few tens of thousands of years.







































Figure 3.8: Pressure and temperature proles of a massive star (nal mass Ms = 8.8M⊙)
hosting a blak hole of mass mBH = 10
−4 M⊙ and mBH = 0.0367 M⊙
respetively. The sharp inrease in the entral values an learly be seen,
but the star manages to balane the aretion effets so that the global error
falls below the required preision. The aretion parameters are (l, m˙) =
(0.03, 105).





























Figure 3.9: Mass and luminosity proles of a massive star (nal mass Ms = 8.8 M⊙)
hosting a blak hole of mass mBH = 10
−4 M⊙ and mBH = 0.0367 M⊙
respetively. The impat of the added mass of the blak hole marks a lear
disrepeny between the two proles, as does the aretion luminosity gener-
ated by its presene. The aretion parameters are (l, m˙) = (0.03, 105).
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Figure 3.10: Allowed aretion parameters on the (l, m˙) parameter spae, showing that the
range of available options (with err < 0.01) shrinks down to only one small
area with unsustainable onditions. The axes are expressed in logarithmi
values (log10(m˙), log10(l)) The white-blue bars stand for mBH = 0.036 M⊙,
then a denser blue orresponds to a higher blak hole mass: mBH = 0.0368
to 0.0371 M⊙ respetively.
It an be shown that extreme values of (l, m˙) are needed when the blak
hole mass passes a ertain limit. Indeed, when inreasing mBH , the surfae of
the allowed aretion parameters shrinks until only one point remains. Sine
this point, in our ase, is situated in regions of the parameter spae where the
aretion onditions would not leave the star undisturbed for long enough (Fig.
3.10), we onlude that the maximal mBH has been reahed.
Besides these unsustainable onditions for the star, other physial issues arise
when onsidering an inreasingly large aretion rate. When the latter goes be-
yond m˙ ≈ 1015, the pressure and temperature proles reate large entral values
for the stellar density, whih in turn auses the infall veloity to inrease signi-
antly. These onditions provoke a plunge in temperature in the internal layers
of the star, whih prevent the mathing proess from nding stable solutions.
Similar irumstanes have been observed within different paradigms; the blak
hole mass annot be inreased beyond a ertain value, usually a few perent of
the solar mass, beause of a faulty behaviour of the temperature prole aused
by extreme physial onditions lose to the aretion zone.
3.4 Summary of Our Results
To sum up, here are the main points of this rst part of our researh on areting
blak holes inside stellar interiors:
• We managed to reate realisti stellar models and to nd stable solutions
when we put an areting blak hole in their entre;
• With the best ombinations of (l, m˙) = (0.1, 102), the mass of the entral
blak hole an be inreased up to 0.044M⊙ for a 20M⊙ star, assuming a
maximal impreision of err = 0.3. In suh ases, the aretion luminosity
due to the blak hole represents less than one fth of the total luminosity
and the aretion rate times the lifetime of the star is small ompared to
the total mass;
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• With a rened mathing proess taking into aount the effets aused
by the infalling material, one is able to improve signiantly the required
preision up to the perent level (err = 0.01). The highest possible blak
hole mass for a 10M⊙star lies around the same limit, at mBH = 0.04M⊙.
This result is obtained with aretion parameters (l, m˙) = (0.03, 10−5),
whih still allow sustainable onditions for the hosting star. For mBH =
0.035M⊙, a maximal luminosity of LBH ≈ 13L⋆ is atteined, whih is still
muh too small to statisfy the senarii proposed in Setion 1.5
Results are similar for larger stars, up until about 20 M⊙. The main
mathing issues arise at the entre of the stellar interior, and the physial
onditions in the outer layers inuene the proess only marginally.
• Aording to our understanding of the physial proesses and our numeri-
al results, we believe that our approah has reahed a onsistent physial
barrier. The mass of the hosted blak hole annot be inreased beyond
a few perent of a solar mass without requiring life-threatening aretion
onditions for the star.
As mentionned throughout the present Chapter, the main issues we have raised
are basially related to the ontrol of the pressure and temperature gradients
thanks to appropriate ombinations of (l, m˙). The ongurations we have been
studying do not seem to bring the expeted solutions, but interesting alternatives
have been investigated and further researh should be undertaken. These points




In this rst part of our researh, we have been studying areting blak holes
nested inside massive stars. Our intention was to investigate a possible alter-
native explanation for the Paradox of Youth by studying the effets of suh an
aretion on the burning proesses of these stars. The paradox arises from the
observation of very young, massive stars at relatively short distanes from the
entre of our galaxy. Aording to our understanding of stellar formation and
evolution, these B-type stars should not be able to form in the surroundings
of the entral Super Massive Blak Hole, beause the tremedous tidal fores it
generates would prevent any gas loud to gravitationally ollapse into a proto-
star. Moreover, given their assumed youth, they should not have had time to
travel to this position from more external galati regions.
However, the latter assumption on their dedued age made us realise that
an appropriate hange in their luminosity generation proesses ould provide
us with an interesting trak towards solving the Paradox of Youth. Our idea
was that an embedded blak hole, areting stellar material and emitting part
of the total luminosity, would offer a hane to the star of sparing its fuel while
keeping its external appearane.
We have shown that it was indeed physially possible to inlude a small blak
hole in the entre of a massive star, while preserving the hydro-dynamial equi-
librium of the stellar interior. By progessively inreasing the mass of the imbed-
ded blak hole, we disovered that the extreme aretion onditions prevent the
system from nding stable solutions beyond a given value of mBH ≈ 0.04M⊙.
In the optimal ases, the maximal aretion luminosity generated by the blak
hole represents about one third of the total luminosity. Besides the fat that
suh a blak hole ould not theoretially be formed from gravitational ollapse,
the relative gain in luminosity would not allow the massive to travel over muh
longer galati distanes.
We therefore onlude that inluding blak holes in the entre of massive
stars does not provide solutions stable enough to allow sensibly longer inwards
journeys from larger galati distanes, whih ould explain their paradoxial
observation in the tremendous tidal eld of the entral SMBH.
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4.2 Further Researh and Perspetives
The searh for a plausible explanation to the Paradox of Youth has brought
people to think about stellar evolution and galati dynamis in a new, reative
way. Our approah did not produe the expeted answers, but new traks have
been open and further researh should be built on the aquired knowledge.
The method we followed in our investigation was but one partiular angle of
the problem. Starting from stable stellar solutions, we endeavoured to plae an
inreasingly massive blak hole in the entre of the system. Other approahes
should be onsidered, however, speially if one attempts to simulate newborn
massive stars reated by stellar remnants areting interstellar gas. Further
theoretial onsiderations are also needed onerning the possible existene of
small blak holes, with mBH < M⊙ and their interation with galati objets.
We believe that there is still room for promising researh on interations
between blak holes and massive stars, whih might lead to the disovery of an
explanation for the Paradox of Youth.
After onsidering areting blak holes inside stellar interiors, we will move
to slightly less dense objets and study the aretion that ours onto neutron
stars. Our main objetive, in the seond part of this thesis, will be to analyse
the apture of Dark Matter onto suh stars. Based on previous work [45, 57℄, we
indeed believe that these objets an be used to set onstaints on its parameter
spae and give us lues about the properties of Dark Matter partiles. We
will develop the neessary analytial tools and, using some of the tehniques
implemented so far, we will build numerial models in order to study the fate
of suh ongurations and look for observable onsequenes.
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Part II





In our urrent understanding of the Universe, non neagligible parts remain ob-
sure despite all sienti endeavours to ast light on them. The most signiant
of them bear rather revealing names: Dark Matter and Dark Energy. Although
being the main omponents of the energy density in the Universe, these dark
entities have been bewildering researhers for deades without any substantial
sign of giving away their serets.
In this part of our thesis, we will fous our attention on Dark Matter (DM),
whereas the last part will deal with alternative models to Dark Energy. Our
intention is to evaluate the pertinene of a new astrophysial indiret detetion
method for Dark Matter. We plan to use a partiular type of astrophysial
objets, namely neutron stars, to apture DM and hopefully learn something
about it by looking at the observable onsequenes of its apture. After setting
the general bakground in this introdution, we present analytial onsiderations
in Chapter 6. The results are then distributed in Setions 7.1 and 7.2 depending
on the assumed nature of DM. Conlusions follow in the nal Chapter 8.
5.1 Cosmologial Bakground
The historial and sienti ontext in whih we develop our argumentation
presents several features whih we nd useful to detail here.
We believe that we live in an expanding Universe whih started with a spae-
time singularity alled the Big Bang and that its evolution is best desribed by
the so-alled Standard Cosmologial Model, whih we briey summarise below.
Dark Matter is an essential omponent of this model; in Subsetion 5.1.3, we
present the partiular type of DM we will be onsidering.
5.1.1 Standard Cosmologial Model
A large amount of ombined works has been neessary to reah the onsensual
theoretial model known as the Standard Cosmologial Model (e.g. [1, 2, 3℄).
Replaing the Steady State theory [4, 5℄, it is now widely aepted as the sim-
plest osmologial model whih is in general agreement with observational data.
Its appealing apparene omes from this very simpliity and from the fat that
it provides a plausible explanation to several osmologial questions: large sale
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strutures in the Universe, shape and origin of the Cosmi Mirowave Bak-
ground (CMB) radiation, abundanes of light elements, aelerated expansion
of the Universe, et.
Arguably the most signiant harateristis of the Standard Cosmologial
Model result from the Copernian priniple whih states that the loation of the
observer annot be onsidered as speial in any way: on large enough sale, our
Universe is isotropi and homogeneous. The model is based on the Friedmann-
Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metri
ds2 = −c2dt2 + a(t)2
(
dr2






whih is an exat solution of Einstein's eld equations of General Relativity
Rµν − 1
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A at geometry is assumed, whih means that k = 0 in the previous Eq. (5.1)
and (5.3). In these onditions, the Universe will expand forever and its expan-
sion, through the term Λ, is aelerating. Indeed, Λ stands for the osmologial
onstant whih is urrently assoiated with Dark Energy that explains the
urrent aelerating expansion of spae against the effets of gravity. As the
details onerning Dark Energy are more relevant to the third part of our re-
searh, we hoose to present them in Setion 9.1. Let us simply admit here that
there exists, throughout the Universe, a repulsive fore with negative pressure
whih ats on large sales by pushing apart distant objets, ausing them to
appear dimmer than they should.
Figure 5.1: Distribution of the energy density in the Universe: Dark Energy and Dark
Matter make up about 96% of the total; stars, intergalati gas, neutrinos and
heavy elements aount for only 4% all together.
Dark Matter is a form of invisible matter whih is detetable only through
its gravitational effets. It was rst postulated by Fritz Zwiky in 1933 [6℄ to
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aount for evidene of 'missing mass' in the orbital veloities of galaxies in
lusters. Cosmologial observation tell us that DM annot be made of baryons
[7℄ and that it must interat with ordinary matter rather feebly. The form of
Dark Matter onsidered in the Standard Cosmologial Model is Cold Dark
Matter (CDM), whih is a massive and non-relativisti type of DM. Besides
this, it is usually desribed as being non-baryoni, dissipationless (no ooling by
radiation photons) and ollisionless. CDM is estimated to aount for about 23%







/ρc, where ρDM is the DM density and ρc is the ritial density
1
),
whereas Dark Energy would onstitute no less than about 73% of it (ΩΛ ≈ 0.73).
All observable matter and energy is ontained in the remaining few perent (Fig.
5.1). The Standard Cosmologial Model is often refered to as ΛCDM beause
of its two main omponents.
5.1.2 Evidenes for Dark Matter
There are evidenes for the existene of Dark Matter at several different sales
in the Universe [8℄. In the following paragraphs, we will briey disuss them in
order to give the reader an idea of the degree of sienti onvition surrounding
the neessity for DM.
Galati Rotation Curves
The most famous, and arguably most onvining, evidene for the existene
of DM on galati sales is provided by the observation of the movement of
stars and gas in galaxies. Bak in the 1950s [9℄, irular veloities have been
measured in order to draw the rotation urve of galaxies, i.e. the speed of their
onstituents with respet to their distane to the Galati Centre.






where M(r) = 4π

ρ(r)r2dr, with ρ(r) being the mass density prole. If we
assume that visible matter is the only sort of matter present in the galaxy,
then the veloities should fall like 1/
√
r beyond the optial disk. However,
this expeted spin is not observed; instead, an approximately onstant value is
measured at large distanes from the entre. This fat implies the existene of
a halo of invisible matter with mass M(r) ∝ r and density ρ(r) ∝ 1/r2.
Although there is a onsensus about the shape of DM halos at large distanes,
it is still unlear whether DM distribution presents uspy or smoother proles
near the entral region. We further disuss this issue in Setion 6.5.
Galaxy Clusters and Gravitational Lensing
Historially, the rst hint for the existene of Dark Matter ame from the
observation of a luster of galaxies. As mentioned previously, this was the work
of Franz Zwiky bak in the 1930s [6℄. From measuring the veloity dispersion
of galaxies in the Coma Cluster, he inferred a mass-to-light ratio of around 400
solar masses per solar luminosity, whih is two orders of magnitude higher than
1
Cf. footnote in Subsetion 6.6.2.
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Figure 5.2: Rotation urve of the galaxy NGC 6503. The dotted lines orrespond to the
omponents mentioned on the graph [13℄.
in the solar neighbourhood. More reent estimates [10, 11, 12℄ give a onsistent
value of Ω
DM
≈ 0.2− 0.3 on luster sales.
One way of measuring the mass of a luster of galaxies relies on gravita-
tional lensing. Thanks to Einstein's theory of General Relativity, we know that
light propagates along geodesis and thus follows urved lines when passing
near very heavy objets surrounded by intense gravitational elds. Distane
objets situated behing a massive luster of galaxies would have their image
distorted. Analysing this distortion allows us to infer the shape of the potential
well generated by the luster and thus dedue its mass [14℄ (Fig. 5.3).
The Bullet Cluster
The Bullet Cluster (1E 0657-56) is arguably the most striking evidene for
the existene of Dark Matter. Disovered in 1995 [15℄ and rst observed by
the Chandra X-ray Observatory in 2000, this estonishing objet onsists of two
olliding lusters of galaxies. A detailed analysis [16℄ revealed that the luster
is undergoing a high-veloity merger made evident by the heated gas emitting
X-ray. Beause it interats eletromagnetially, the gas in both lusters is dras-
tially slowed down, whereas most stars of their galaxies passed right through,
only gravitationally slowed, effetively ollisionless.
A weak lensing
2
mapping of the area, however, shows that a large though
invisible part of the luster mass has the same ollisionless behaviour as the
galaxies (Fig. 5.4). The authors soon identied it as Dark Matter and ould
benet from the partiular onguration of the luster in order to put limits on
its self-interating ross setion. The Bullet Cluster provides evidene against
some of the most popular versions of Modied Newtonian Dynamis (MOND)
sine they predit that the lensing would be expeted to follow the baryoni
matter, i.e. the hot X-ray emitting gas.
2
Weak lensing is a type of gravitational lensing whih involves very subtle distortions of the
bakground soures, requiring a statistial analysis over a large number of them. The lensing
effet appears as a preferred strething of the bakground objets in a partiular diretion.
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Figure 5.3: Reonstruted total mass density in the luster CL 0024+1654 [14℄ based
on a parametri inversion of the assoiated gravitational lens. DM is shown
in orange; mass assoiated with visible galaxies in blue. If we exlude mass
onentrations entered on them, more than 98% of the remaining mass is
represented by a smooth onentration of DM entered near the brightest
luster of galaxies.
Cosmi Mirowave Bakground Radiation
Despite the ompelling evidenes for the existene of Dark Matter at the
sale of galaxies and galaxy lusters, it proves muh harder to determine the
total amount of DM in the Universe. At this osmologial sale, sientists an
however rely on a resoureful ally: the Cosmi Mirowave Bakground (CMB)
radiation [18, 19℄.
The CMB is a thermal radiation haraterised by a blak body spetrum at a
temperature of 2.73 K and whih lls the entire Universe almost uniformly (Fig.
5.5). It was serendipitously disovered by Amerian radio astronomers Arno
Penzias and Robert Wilson [20℄ in 1964 and has been thoroughly used sine
as an inredibly rih soure of information about the early ages of the osmos.
Aording to the Big Bang model, the early Universe was made up of a very hot
and dense plasma where all partiles were frenetially interating, preventing
the photons from propagating freely. As it expanded and ooled down, protons
found favorable to ombine with eletrons in order to form neutral atoms. This
reombination happened approximately 380,000 years after the Big Bang, when
the temperature was around 3000 K. It was quikly followed by the deoupling of
matter and radiation, ausing the Universe to beome transparent to radiation.
The CMB orresponds to the measurement of this very rst radiation whih
omes from a spherial surfae alled the surfae of last sattering.
Detailed observations of the CMB, e.g. by the Wilkinson Mirowave Anisotropy
Probe (WMAP) [8℄, an provide stringent onstraints on osmologial param-
eters, and on the abundanes of baryons and matter in the Universe in parti-
ular. Ever rened data showed that the CMB, although extremely isotropi,
present temperature anisotropies. WMAP's measurements played a key role in
establishing the urrent Standard Cosmologial Model (ΛCDM, see Subsetion
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Figure 5.4: Top: Composite image of the Bullet Cluster: the galaxies are shown in the op-
tial image data; the hot X-ray emitting gas is shown in red; and the blue hues
represent the distribution of Dark Matter as inferred from the weak lensing
map. The lear separation of gas louds and DM is onsidered diret evidene
that DM exists.
Bottom: Overlay of the weak lensing mass ontours on the optial image of
the Bullet Cluster (left) and on its X-ray image (right), learly showing that
the gas bullet lags behing the DM subluster.
[Credit: NASA/CXC/CfA [16℄ and NASA/STSI+ESO WFI/Magellan/U. Ari-
zona [17℄℄
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Figure 5.5: Temperature utuations of the Cosmi Mirowave Bakground (CMB) radi-
ation, over the elestial sphere, as measured by WMAP 7-year [8℄. The range
of olours represents the very small disrepanies (of the order of 10
−5
) from
the average temperature of 2.726 K.
[Credit: NASA/WMAP℄
5.1.1), haraterised by density utuations whih were seeded by a Gaussian,
adiabati, nearly sale invariant proess. Through a relatively omplex method-
olgy (e.g. [22℄), one an extrat information about the prinipal osmologial
parameters from CMB anisotropy maps. The objetive is to t the data and
their peaks with a osmologial model based on a xed number of parameters.
Among them are the baryon density and the Dark Matter density; their respe-
tive values have been estimated by WMAP 7-year data only to be
Ωb ≈ 0.0449± 0.0028 and ΩDM ≈ 0.222± 0.026.
Taking into aount CMB experiments foused on smaller sales (e.g. [?, ?℄) and
other osmologial and astrophysial onstraints, these values hange slightly to
beome [8℄
Ωb ≈ 0.0455± 0.0028 and ΩDM ≈ 0.228± 0.027.
But the important thing is to realise that the baryon density Ωb obtained here is
onsistent with preditions from Big Bang nuleosynthesis [23℄ and that a large
part of the matter ontent in the Universe is indeed made of Dark Matter.
5.1.3 Weakly Interating Massive Partiles
One of the most favoured andidate for CDM are Weakly Interating Massive
Partiles (WIMPs) [24℄. These hypothetial partiles, lose to neutrinos in
many ways exept their muh higher mass, ould solve many astrophysial and
osmologial puzzles thanks to their predited harateristis:
• They interat only through gravity and the weak nulear fore, or at least
with interation ross setions smaller than the weak sale;





An eletron volt, or eV, is a unit of energy equal to approximately 1.602 × 10−19 J. By
mass-energy equivalene, the eletron volt is also a unit of mass: 1 GeV/
2 = 1.783×10−27kg.
A proton has a mass of mproton = 0.938 GeV/c2, or simply 0.938 GeV in natural units.
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Beause they interat very little with ordinary matter, WIMPs prove extremely
hard to detet. They are, however, the most studied DM andidates and an be
found in many partile physis theories beause they happen to naturally have
the orret reli density and to be detetable using many different tehniques.
In the following paragraphs, we will disuss their prodution proess and explain
the impliations for their detetion.
Prodution Proess
At the beginning of its evolution, the Universe was very dense and extremely
hot, ausing all partiles to be in thermal equilibrium, and DM partiles among
them. As it ooled down, its temperature T fell below the value orresponding
to the mass of the DM partilemχ. If we assume that WIMPs are stable and o-
annihilate, their number density nχ would then beome Boltzmann suppressed
and drop exponentially as e−mχ/T . They would eventually vanish if the Universe
was not expanding at the same time, preventing them from nding eah other.
When the Universe beomes so large that the DM partiles annot o-annihilate
any more, they freeze out and their number asymptotially approahes their
onstant thermal reli density. The density evolution of the WIMPs an be
determined preisely using the Boltzmann equation
dnχ
dt





whereH is the Hubble parameter, i.e. the expansion rate of the Universe, 〈σv〉 is
the thermally averaged ross setion for two WIMPs to annihilate into ordinary
partiles, and nχeq is the DM number density in thermal equilibrium. The
term Hnχ aounts for dilution from expansion; the n
2
χ arises from proesses
χχ → SM SM whih annihilate DM partiles (where SM denotes Standard
Model partiles); and the n2χeq arises from the reverse proesses SM SM→ χχ
whih reate DM partiles. The freeze out happens when nχ〈σv〉 ≈ H , so we
have







≈ 1.22×1019 GeV/2 is the Plank mass and the subsripts f denote
quantities at freeze out. The ratio xf ≡ mχ/Tf appears in the exponential. It
is, therefore, highly insensitive to the properties of Dark Matter and may be






















where ρcrit orresponds to the average energy density required for a at Uni-
verse, ρcrit = 3c
2H20/8πG; the subsripts 0 denote present day quantities. The
value of the reli density today an be approximated by
Ωχh







where h is dened by the equation H = 100 · h km s−1Mp−1. Thus, the value
of the osmologial parameter does not depend on the Dark Matter mass but is
mainly determined by the value of its ross setion. The remarkable fat is that
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the annihilation ross setion 〈σv〉 for any thermally reated partile turns out
to be what would be predited for partiles with eletroweak sale interations.
So WIMPs would be onvining andidates for Dark Matter as they ould easily
aount for the neessary 23% of the total energy density of the Universe.
Impliations for Detetion
The WIMP paradigm desribed above is known as the 'WIMP mirale' and,
besides providing a model-independant motivation for DM at the weak sale, it
gives some strong indiations on how Dark Matter might be deteted. We know
that WIMPs have to o-annihilate in order to reah the observed reli density;
from this annihilation other partiles are produed. Assuming that these new
partiles belong to the Standard Model, one an dedue that the neessity of
χχ → SM SM interations suggests the following promising strategies for DM
detetion:
• Diret detetion: Dark Matter an satter off of normal matter through
χ SM → χ SM interations. Given the expeted weak interation sale of
the WIMP-SM partile sattering, DM partiles should deposit a measur-
able amount of energy in an appropriately sensitive detetor. If events are
indeed observed, they would have to be analysed to determine the nature
of the responsible interation - hopefully enabling an identiation of the
WIMPs. Conversly, a null observation an be used to improve urrent
limits on the DM partiles interation ross setion.
• Indiret detetion: sine they o-annihilated in the early Universe, there
is no reason why WIMPs should not ontinue doing so at the present time.
We hope that produts of these χχ → SM SM interations may be de-
teted. Partiularly interesting situations might rise from the apture of
DM by stars or very dense objets, like neutron stars and white dwarves.
DM partiles would be gravitationally foused into these objets, then
aptured through ollisions with their onstituing atoms, and annihilate
with eah other. The resulting annihilation signal would be greatly en-
haned ompared to annihilation rates of WIMPs in the very diluted halo
of Dark Matter.
• Partile olliders: DM partiles may be produed at partile olliders like
the LHC at CERN through SM SM→ χχ interations. Suh events would
not be detetable per se, but ould be dedued from the interpretation of
related prodution mehanisms where other SM partiles would be re-
ated along DM partiles: SM SM → χχ + other SM. These events are
observable and provide signature of Dark Matter at olliders.
We do not know how muh of Dark Matter is made of WIMPs, but they er-
tainly annot have an enery density larger than the observed Ω
DM
. Cosmology
therefore provides upper bounds on interation rates (Fig. 5.6). This fat pro-
vides highly motivated targets for a diverse array of experimental searhes that
may be able to detet WIMPs and onstrain their properties. In the present
study, we propose to use neutron stars in order to apture DM partiles and
look for observable onsequenes.



























Figure 5.6: Upper bounds on spin-independant WIMP-nuleon ross setion as determined
by the Cryogeni Dark Matter Searh (CDMS) experiment [25℄ in blue, the
(CoGeNT) experiment [26℄ in red, and the XENON100 experiment [27℄ in
green.
[Plot reated with DM Tools Limit Plot Generator [28℄℄
5.1.4 Asymmetri Dark Matter
A partiular lass of models for Dark Matter proposes a simple explanation
to the fat that the DM density is of the same order of magnitude than the
baryon density in the Universe, ρDM ∼ ρbaryon: there is a partile-antipartile
asymmetry for Dark Matter [29, 30, 31℄ whih is related to the baryon-lepton
asymmetry. The baryon-lepton asymmetry is thought to be generated by a
'baryogenesis' mehanism, whih is part of a strongly supported paradigm in
standard osmology. This asymmetry, ouring in the early Universe, ould be
transfered to Dark Matter by interations in equilibrium. In these models, the
DM reli density would not be set by its thermal freeze-out, but by the baryon
asymmetry.
The asymmetri DM paradigm expets the relation nDM ∼ nB, whih im-
plies ΩDM ∼ (mDM/mB)ΩB. This means that, in order to obtain the appropri-
ate abundane, the mass of the DM partile is situated between mDM = 5 GeV
and 10 GeV, depending on the model onsidered. DM partiles in this range
would provide an explanation for the DAMA results [32, 33℄. Sine other ex-
periments have higher energy thresholds, partiles with masses around 10 GeV
may be deteted by DAMA while remaining unseen in other ases [34, 35℄.
5.2 Basis of Neutron Stars
The denser astrophysial objets are, the more likely they are to apture DM
partiles. Sine we are interested in the effets that suh apture might produe
on the objets themselves, we naturally look for the ones presenting the highest
densities. They must, however, present harateristis whih an be studied and
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whih will show observable hanges under the effets aused by DM aretion.
Given these onstraints, among the best andidates are ertainly neutron stars
(Fig. 5.7).
Figure 5.7: Artisti view of a neutron star. [Credit: Casey Reed℄
Being omposed almost entirely of neutrons, neutron stars are extremely
dense and, initially, very hot stellar remnants whih are supported against fur-
ther ollapse thanks to the Pauli exlusion priniple. In the standard model of
stellar evolution (Fig. 5.8), they an result from the gravitational ollapse of a
massive star (4 to 10 M⊙) during a Type II/Ib/I supernova event. Their typi-
al mass lies between 1.35 and 2.0 M⊙ [36℄, squizzed into a radius of about 10
km. The resulting entral densities an reah 2.7× 1017 kg/m3 [37℄, i.e. beyond
nulear saturation density!
During their main sequene evolution, massive stars, unlike the Sun, possess
the mass required to fuse heavy elements, until reahing the situation where a
ore of iron is produed. Nulear fusion of iron does not generate any net energy,
so only eletron degeneray pressure prevents it from ollapsing. But when
the iron ore reahes its Chandrasekhar limit, the mass above whih eletron
degeneray pressure in the star's ore is insufient to balane the star's own
gravitational self-attration, it imploses until neutron degeneray pressure stops
the ollapse, ausing the implosion to boune outward - forming the supernova
explosion.
In Setion 6.4, we propose a more omplete disussion of the physial param-
eters desribing neutron stars, with a speial attention to the deliate question
of their equation of state. So we will limit ourselves here and simply add a
suint explanation onerning a way of estimating the age of neutron stars.
5.2.1 Estimating the Age of a Neutron Star
During their formation proess, neutron stars keep most of their angular mo-
mentum, and, sine their size is drastially redued during gravitational ollapse,
their rotation speed might be very high. In some ases, a beam of eletromag-
neti radiation is emitted along the magneti axis of the neutron star and spins
along with the rotation of the star, then alled a pulsar (for pulsating star).
The soure of the power of this radiation may ome from the loss of rotational
energy of the star, the aretion of matter from a ompanion in a binary system
or the deay of an extremely strong magneti eld (magnetars).
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Figure 5.8: Standard model for stellar evolution, for different protostar masses. Neutron
stars an be the result of a Type II supernova.
[Credit: NASA/Chandra/Harvard℄
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The observed periods of these astrophysial pulses range from 1.4 millise-
onds to 8.5 seonds [38℄. It is believed that the pulsar mehanism usually turnes
off when the spin period of the pulsar reahes a lower speed. This death line
ours after 10-100 millions years, whih means that only 1% of all the neutron
stars in our Universe still pulsate.
The interesting aspet about pulsating neutron stars is that one an use the
extreme regularity of their pulsation to estimate their age. It an be shown
4
that the produt of the period P and its time derivative, PP˙ , is a onstant











sine PP˙ is assumed to be onstant over time. So we obtain
P 2 − P 20
2
= PP˙ τ.




The harateristi age provides an approximate measure of a pulsar's true
age, and the alulation is reasonably valid under three assumptions
5
: 1. as
already assumed, P0 ≪ P ; 2. there is no magneti eld deay; 3. the magneti
braking an be approximated by the energy loss a spinning dipolar magnet
would experiene in a perfet vauum. This last point implies that the braking
index n in the expression Ω˙ = −KΩn desribing the frequeny evolution, is
equal to 3. The more omplete formula would expliitly inlude this index as







These onsiderations will be most useful in order to understand the impliations
of Setion 7.1.2.
5.3 How to Use Neutron Stars to Probe DM?
The WIMP senario has gained favour beause suh partiles would fall out of
equilibrium with the rest of the plasma at suh a temperature that their reli
abundane today would be approximately orret to explain the astronomial
observations. Suh a senario also predits a diret detetion signal due to the
reoil of atoms whih are hit by Dark Matter partiles, reoils whih are being
searhed for at several purpose built experiments (e.g. [40, 39, 41℄). We also
expet to see signals from the self-annihilation of WIMP Dark Matter in regions
of the galaxy where the density is large, although there are many unertainties
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been deteted although international efforts to nd suh signals are intensifying
to oinide with the opening of the LHC whih also may reate WIMP Dark
Matter partiles.
Sine we only understand the thermal history of the Universe bak to the
start of nuleosynthesis, we annot say with any surety whether or not the
WIMP senario makes sense. Furthermore there are many other senarios of
Dark Matter whih involve muh more massive partiles or partiles whih an-
not annihilate with themselves [42, 43, 44, 45, 46℄. There is roughly 5-7 times
the amount of Dark Matter in the Universe by mass relative to baryoni mat-
ter. This ratio is rather lose to one, a mystery whih is only solved within the
WIMP framework by a happy oinidene. The loseness of these numbers has
led some researhers to suggest that, like baryons, Dark Matter also possesses
a onserved harge and there is an asymmetry in this harge in the Universe. If
the two asymmetries are related then one would require the Dark Matter mass
to be approximately 5-7 times the mass of a nuleon. This intriguing possibility
would be onsistent with the ontroversial DAMA experiment [47℄ and the slight
hint of anomalous noise in the CoGeNT experiment [48℄. Suh a Dark Matter
andidate ould also have interesting impliations for solar physis [49℄.
Sine any onstraints on the nature of the mass and ross setion of Dark
Matter partiles are interesting, in this study we will onsider both of these
paradigms and see whether or not it is possible to obtain any new onstraints
from a new angle - namely by onsidering the apture of Dark Matter by neutron
stars.
The aretion of Dark Matter onto stellar objets has been onsidered by
various groups looking at both stars [50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55℄ and ompat objets
[56, 57, 58℄. In partiular, the struture and the ultimate fate of neutron stars
whih arete non-annihilating Dark Matter has been disussed before [59, 60,
61, 62℄.
Our aim is to onsider the aretion of Dark Matter onto neutron stars in
greater detail in order to examine whether or not it would ever be possible
to either observe the heating of a neutron star due to Dark Matter annihila-
tion within the objet, or the ollapse of a neutron star whih aretes non-
annihilating Dark Matter.
In the next Chapter we will outline our estimate for the aretion rate of
Dark Matter onto a neutron star. Then we will explain whih densities we will
be assuming for Dark Matter in the Milky Way. We will then go on to work
out how hot we an expet a neutron star to get simply due to the aretion
of Dark Matter and ompare this with observations. Finally we will look at
whether it is at all sensible to imagine a situation where the aretion of non-





In this Chapter, we will alulate the rate at whih DM partiles will arete
onto neutron stars. This re-introdution of the formalism is essentially the same
as the existing literature. Where our analysis differs to previous studies is the
inlusion of General Relativity (GR) effets in the alulation of the esape
veloity. The total apture rate depends on the density of target nulei and
the esape veloity, quantities whih both vary throughout the star and will
be addressed in the present Chapter. Another essential parameter, the galati
density of Dark Matter, will be disussed in Setion 6.5.
6.1 Capture Rate of Dark Matter onto Neutron
Stars
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µ = mχ/Mn, µ− = (µ− 1)/2.
In the above, mχ is the mass of the DM partile, ρχ is the ambient DM mass
density, An is the atomi number of the neutron star nulei, Mn is the nuleus
mass, v¯ is the DM veloity dispersion, v⋆ is the star's veloity with respet to
the zero point of the DM veloity distribution and v(r) is the esape veloity
at a given radius r inside the neutron star (see below); subsript ⋆ refers to the
neutron star quantities.
The veloity dispersion v¯ is hosen as being onstant throughout the galaxy.
This is a rather simplisti approximation, espeially at small galati radii where
the presene of the entral Supermassive Blak Hole (SMBH) should ause the
veloity dispersion to inrease dramatially. The onsequenes of this will be
disussed in Setion 7.1.
For neutron stars it is important to note that there is a maximum effetive
ross setion - the sum of all the ross setions of all the nulei in the objet
annot exeed the total surfae area of the star sine this is obviously an absolute
upper limit on the total ross setion of the objet. Beause of this, ross setions
in exess of σmax0 = 2 × 10−45 m2 will not inrease the probability of apture.
We will take this into aount in what follows.
6.2 Inelasti Dark Matter
One of the ideas whih has beome a popular explanation of the DAMA re-
sults is the idea of inelasti Dark Matter where Dark Matter is some kind of
omposite, exitable state whih an undergo inelasti ollisions by some of the
ollision energy in a given enounter going into knoking the partile into an
exited state [63℄. This means that there is a minimum and a maximum energy
exhange whih an take plae for a given initial veloity Dark Matter partile
sattering off a partiular nuleon [64℄. In partiular it makes the energy ex-
hange required for apture to be less sine not all of that energy goes bak into
elastially bak-sattering the impinging Dark Matter partile up to an esaping
orbit. Constraints on the apture of Dark Matter onto white dwarves beome
partiularly interesting in suh senarios [58℄.
In some sense, what we have written below will inlude the effets of inelasti
Dark Matter sine the motivation for suh models omes from trying to explain
data from experiments like DAMA so that the effetive ross setion needs to
be relatively large ∼ 10−41 m2. For suh large ross setions, as we have
explained above, the neutron star will beome opaque for ross setions above
about σmax0 = 2 × 10−45 m2. The details of the inelasti sattering will not
be important sine any kind of energy exhange one these partiles have been
aelerated by gravity as they fall to the surfae of the neutron star will dwarf
the kind of resonane energies assoiated with inelasti Dark Matter models
invoked to explain the anomalous diret detetion experiments. For this reason,
the following onlusions should be read as to inlude the ase of inelasti Dark
Matter.
























Figure 6.1: Comparison of esape veloities alulated with various methods (see legend).
Considering the spei metri desribing neutron stars is neessary in order
to obtain realisti values lose to the stellar entre.
6.3 Neutron Star Esape Veloity
The quantities in Eq. (6.2) have various origins - v¯ and ρχ depend upon the
distribution of Dark Matter in the galaxy and we will disuss them later. The
alulation of the esape veloity is more ompliated - in a normal star we an
simply use Newtonian gravity but if we were to apply the same simple equations
to a neutron star we would obtain superluminal esape veloities suggesting
the star is unstable. This is of ourse due to the fat that neutron stars are
relativisti objets and we need to take into aount GR effets to alulate the
esape veloity properly.
The spae-time geometry inside a stati, spherial uid star is





dr2 + r2dΩ2, (6.3)
where M(r) = 4π
 r
0










where P is the pressure inside the star. Following the usual Lagrange method











1− e2Φ) . (6.5)
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6.4 Neutron Star Physial Parameters
In order to solve equations (6.2) and (6.5), we need to know the neutron star
physial parameters, i.e. obtain the density ρ(r) and pressure P (r) as a funtion
of the radius. Assuming that the objet we are studying an be onsidered
as a spherially symmetri body of isotropi material in stati gravitational
equilibrium, we an rely on the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff equation, whih
onstrains suh struture in the ontext of GR.
When ombining this equation with an equation of state relating density
to pressure, one ompletely determines the struture of the neutron star. The
non-relativisti limit is found when negleting the terms of order 1/c2 and or-
responds to the Newtonian hydrostati equation.
6.4.1 Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff Equation
The Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff equation is the GR version of the equation





















It is derived by solving Einstein equations for a general time-invariant, spher-
ially symmetri metri. For a solution to the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff
equation, the metri will take the form
ds2 = eν(r)c2dt2 − (1− 2GM(r)/rc2)−1 dr2 − r2 (dθ2 + sin2θdφ2) .
Sine we use this equation to model a bounded sphere of material in the vauum
of spae, the two following boundary onditions should be imposed:
P (r) = 0 and eν(r) = 1−GM(r)/rc2.
This seond ondition ensures that, at the boundary, the metri is ontinuous
with the Shwarzshild metri, whih is the unique stati spherially symmetri





c2dt2 − (1−GM0/rc2)−1 dr2 − r2 (dθ2 + sin2θdφ2) ,
whih an be rewritten as
c2dt2 = eν(r)c2dt2 − eλ(r)dr2 − r2dθ2 − r2sin2θdφ2. (6.8)
We integrate Eq. (6.6) and (6.7) outwards for different entral pressures.
The initial ondition for Φ(r = 0) is hosen so that its value at the surfae of
the star mathes its solution at large radii Φ(r > R
NS
) = 12 ln(1 − 2GM/rc2).
We then vary the entral pressure in order to nd the maximal mass one an
obtain in the given onditions.
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i ai i ai i ai
1 6.22 7 17.24 13 9.3
2 6.121 8 1.065 14 14.19
3 0.006004 9 6.54 15 23.73
4 0.16345 10 11.8421 16 -1.508
5 6.5 11 -22.003 17 1.79
6 11.844 12 1.5552 18 15.13
Table 6.1: Parameters for the FPS t.
6.4.2 Equations of State
As an equation of state (EOS) for the neutron star matter, we onsider the
unied model developed by Pandharipande & Ravenhall [69, 70℄ whih is based
on the Friedmann-Pandharipande-Skyrme (FPS) EOS (Fig. 6.2). For non-
rotating ongurations, they have parametrized the pressure as funtion of the
density in the following way
ζ =
a1 + a2ξ + a3ξ
3
1 + a4ξ
f0 (a5(ξ − a6)) + (a7 + a8ξ)f0 (a9(a10 − ξ))
+(a11 + a12ξ)f0 (a13(a14 − ξ)) + (a15 + a16ξ)f0 (a17(a18 − ξ)) (6.9)
where ξ = log(ρ/g m−3), ζ = log(P/dyn m−2) and the ai oefients are















Equation of State P(ρ)
Figure 6.2: FPS parametri model for the neutron star equation of state for non-rotational
ongurations.
We then simply pik a typial solution whih gives a prole apparently shared
by the majority of neutron stars [71℄: MNS = 1.44 M⊙, RNS = 10.6 km,
ρentral
NS
= 1.4× 1018 kg/m3 (Fig. 6.3).




















Figure 6.3: Physial parameters for a standard neutron star of mass MNS = 1.44 M⊙.
One the struture of the neutron star inluding the esape veloity has been
obtained in this way we are half way to being able to alulate the apture rate
by integrating equation (6.2). In priniple this is not a full alulation beause
while we are alulating the esape veloity as a funtion of radius in a way
whih makes sense, we are not then looking at the effet that urved geodesis
will have on the apture rate. Nevertheless, we believe that the apture rate
alulated with the mahinery presented here will be aurate within a fator
of a few. This is an appropriate level of auray for this work.
We also need to make some assumption about the expeted density of Dark
Matter in the galaxy, whih is what we will do in the next Setion.
6.5 Galati Density of Dark Matter
One of the essential parameters in the expression of the apture rate (Eq. (6.1)
and (6.2)) is ρχ, the DM density. Its value varies with respet to the galati
radius, being muh higher at small distanes from the entre of the Milky Way
and progressively dereasing to reah ρχ ≈ 0.3 GeV/m3 in the viinity of our
Solar System (see Setion 6.6). In the following paragraphs, we will list existing
models for DM density distribution and explain our own hoie for the present
study.
6.5.1 Existing Models for DM Density Distribution
In order to obtain realisti values for the apture rate of DM onto the neutron
star, we ought to know how Dark Matter is distributed throughout the galaxy.
Our knowledge is however limited, and many different density proles have been
suggested. The most ommon of them are the following (Fig. 6.4):
• Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) prole [72℄, predited by N-body simula-






















Figure 6.4: Comparison of different DM density proles, normalized at 0.3 Gev/m
3
at 8 kp (orresponding to the loation of the Solar System in the Milky
Way).
tions, is the most ommonly used model for DM halos. The radial distri-








where the values of ρ0 and Rs, the sale radius, may vary depending on
the harateristis of eah DM halo.
The NFW prole presents a divergent (innite) entral density, but gives
a good approximation for ollisionless DM partiles.
• Moore's prole [73, 74℄, obtained from higher resolution numerial simu-











but presents a steeper asymptoti slope, ρ(r) ∝ r−1.5, and a sharper
turnover than that found by lower resolution studies.
• Pseudo-isothermal prole (e.g. [75℄), onsidering an isothermal sphere








where ρ0 is the entral density and Rc is the ore radius.
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• Time-dependant DM proles with entral spikes [76℄, whih ome from
the evolution of the DM distribution on sub-parse sales when integrat-
ing the time-dependant Fokker-Plank equation, inluding effets of self-
annihilation, sattering of DM by stars and apture in the entral SMBH.
Studying models with very high densities, or 'spikes', near the blak hole.
the authors found order-of-magnitude enhaned densities ompared with
spike-free models (e.g. ρ
DM
(10−4 p) = 1.2× 1012 GeV/m3).
6.5.2 Einasto Proles









where ρ−2 is the DM density at galati radius r−2 where the logarithmi gra-
dient dlnρ/dlnr = −2 and α is a parameter desribing the degree of urvature
of the prole. Jaan Einasto introdued this model in 1963 in order to desribe
how the density ρ of a spherial stellar system varies with distane r from its
entre, but it has been used sine then to study many types of system, among
whih Dark Matter halos. Its basi form is given by ρ(r) ∝ exp (−Arα), where
the parameter α ontrols the degree of urvature of the prole. This law may be
thought of as a generalisation of a power law, ρ ∝ r−N , but with a non onstant


















-2 = 10 kpc
r
-2 = 12 kpc
r
-2 = 16 kpc
r
-2 = 20 kpc
Figure 6.5: Einasto DM density proles for four different sets of parameters: (r−2, α) =
(10 kp, 0.06), (12 kp, 0.09), (16 kp, 0.19) and (20 kp, 0.53).
We hoose these proles beause they desribe well DM halos of various sizes
whih appear in N-body simulations [77℄. The other advantage is the absene of
divergene near the Galati Centre, whih will prove deisive in our situation
sine we will have to deal with rather small values of galati radii, at sub-parse
sale.
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Several reent studies have estimated the loal density of Dark Matter in
some detail [78, 79, 80℄. We do not go to suh lengths and adopt a simpler












= 220 km s−1,
where R⊙ is the galati radius of the Sun. Although it neglets baryons, this
gives a reasonable density in line with other methods and gives us a density
of 0.3-0.5 GeV m
−3
of Dark Matter at the solar radius. One then obtains a
1-parameter set of solutions in α with the orresponding values of r−2, whih lie
between 10 and 30 kp (see Fig. 6.5). Note that N-body simulations typially
yield values of α ∼ 0.15−0.19 for Milky Way size halos [81℄. We will allow a bit
more freedom to adopt steeper proles sine we have not expliitly taken into
aount the effet of baryoni ontration in this work
1
[83, 84℄.
We will assume that the veloity dispersion of Dark Matter is 200 km s
−1
.
Sometimes it will be smaller and sometimes larger than this depending on the
detailed dynamis of the Dark Matter halo and this is a poorly understood
subjet [85℄. We will attempt to model the effet of varying veloity dispersion
in Setion 7.1.
6.6 Loal Dark Matter Density
In order to make sensible preditions, it is essential to determine preisely the
amount of Dark Matter that is supposed to be around our Solar System. The
loal DM density, indeed, xes the ux of DM partiles through whih elestial
bodies like the Earth and the Sun go. It thus strongly affets, on the one hand,
the experimental preditions related to the observation of astrophysial objets.
On the other hand, as the DM ux governs the intensity of possible interations
in DM diret and indiret detetors, these experiments ruially depend on the
loal DM density too.
Determining the loal density of Dark Matter represents quite a hallenge
as it relies on the quality of the observational data and of the theoretial model
used to explain them. The former has improved in the reent years, and the
ombination of the following dynamial onstraints [79℄ should provide us with
a fairly aurate idea of the DM density:
1. the total mass of our Galaxy has to be around 1012 solar masses [86, 87, 88℄;
2. the rotation speed of the Solar System onstrains the total mass inside
the solar orbit;
3. the Hipparos satellite measured the movements of loal stars [89℄ whih
determine the gravitational potentiel and thus the total matter density at
the position of the Sun;
1
There is some evidene that baryoni matter in galaxies ontrats by a fator of 10 in
radius during galaxy formation [82℄. This infall ould perturb the underlying Dark Matter
distribution, pulling it inward and thus reating a muh denser entral region.
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4. the surfae density of the visible matter at the same position [90℄;
5. the surfae density of the total matter at the same position [89, 91, 92℄;
6. the shape of the rotation urve within the galati dis [93℄;
7. and the veloity distribution above the galati dis [88℄.
The astronomial onstraints are onsistent with a galati model for matter
density onsisting of three omponents: a entral bulge, a disk and an extended
DM halo. The usual method to determine the loal DM density is to parametrize
both luminous and Dark Matter density distributions, and to use dynamial
onstraints in order to model the mass distribution of our galaxy. These two
steps are desribed in the following Subsetions, together with the latest values
of the loal DM density.
6.6.1 Parametrisation of the Density Distributions
The matter density in galaxies, and in the MilkyWay in partiular, is assumed to
be made of a luminous part, i.e. the standard matter interating eletromagnet-
ially with light, and an invisible part, detetable only through its gravitational
effet - Dark Matter. In the ase of a spiral galaxy, the former an be split
into a galati dis and a galati bulge. The parametrisation of the density
distribution of the bulge takes the following form [94℄:


















x2 + y2 + (z/qb)2,
where, for a good desription of the rotation urve near the Galati Centre,
the different parameters are found to be
γb βb qb rt r0,b ρb
1.6 1.6 0.61 0.6 0.7 360 GeV m
−3
Table 6.2: Values for the parametrisation of the density distribution (bulge).
The parametrisation of the dis is usually expressed as an exponentially
dereasing density distribution [95℄
ρd(r, z) = ρd exp(−r/rd) exp(−z/zd), (6.11)
where ρd is the entral density of the galati dis, rd and zd at as sale pa-
rameters in the radial and vertial diretion respetively. As the entral density
is unknown, ρd is kept as a free parameter. The sale radius an be taken to be
rd = 2.3± 0.6 kp [96℄, and the sale height zd ≈ 320 kp [97℄. This parametri-
sation leads to a mass of the galati bulge of about 1.1× 1010 M⊙ and a mass
of the galati dis of about 6× 1010 M⊙.
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where a is the sale radius xing the distane at whih the slope of the density
prole hanges (based on numerial N-body simulations [98℄), ǫxy and ǫz are the
eentriities of the DM halo perpendiular to the galati plan (often taken to
be equal to 1 for axisymmetrial halos) and r⊙ is the distane between the Solar
System of the entre of our galaxy. The parameter ρ⊙,DM is the DM density
at the galati radius of the Sun. The parameters denoted by Greek letters
haraterize the radial behaviour of the density distribution, allowing three dif-
ferent trends depending on the value of the ratio r¯/a. Table 6.3 shows the set
of values for the rst two proles disussed in Subsetion 6.5.1.
Prole α β γ a [kp℄ Referene
NFW 1.0 3.0 1.0 20.0 Navarro et al. (1997) [98℄
Moore 1.5 3.0 1.5 30.0 Moore et al. (1999) [99℄
Table 6.3: Values for the parametrisation of two typial density distributions of the Dark
Matter halo.
6.6.2 Appliation of Dynamial Constraints
One the parametrisation of the density distributions are set, onstraints must
be applied in order to determine the value of the different parameters involved.
The mass model of the Milky Way is primarily onstrained by the following
elements: the total mass of the galaxy, the rotation veloity of the Sun v(r⊙)
and the loal matter density ρ
tot
(r⊙).
The total mass of the Milky Way is usually measured via the kinematis
of distant halo traer stars of satellite galaxies. As its slowly dereasing density
prole has a theoretially innite extension, the virial radius is onventionally
hosen as an arbitrary nal value. Tihs is the radius at whih the total enlosed
mass is equal to the mass of a homogeneous sphere with a onstant density
200 times higher that the ritial density of the Universe
2
. Using a simple
parametrisation of the potential and measurements of the radial veloities of
globular lusters and satellite galaxies leads to a total mass of M
tot
= 1.9+3.6−1.7 ·
1012 M⊙ [86℄, whih is ompatible with the approximate based on traer stars
M
tot
= 2.5+0.5−1.0 · 1012 M⊙ [100℄. Beause of their steeper density fall-off at large
distanes, NFW proles yield a lower total mass. Combining a large sample of
stars from SDSS and N-body simulations, Xue et al. [88℄ found
M
tot
= 4.0± 0.7 · 1011 M⊙.
2
In a FLRW Universe, the ritial density is obtained by setting Λ and the spatial urvature
to zero in the Friedmann equation 5.3: ρc = 3H2/8piG.
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The best determination and normalization of the rotation veloity at the




















≈ −12.0± 2.8 km s−1kp−1.
Using the proper motion of the entral blak hole Sgr A*, the ombination of
these onstants an be preisely determined [102℄
A−B = v(r⊙)
r⊙
= 29.45± 0.15 km s−1kp−1,
whih gives a rotation veloity of the Sun of
v(r⊙) = 244± 10 km s−1,
onsidering a galati radius of r⊙ = 8.33± 0.35 kp [103℄.
The third main onstraint on the mass model of the Milky Way is the total
loal mass density ρ⊙,tot, also alled Oort limit. Its alulation is derived
from the star ount as a funtion of their height above the dis, through the
loal gravitational potential whih is proportional to the mass in the plane of
the galaxy. Based on the preise measurements from the Hipparos satellite, the
value of the loal mass density, inluding visible matter as well as Dark Matter,
is found to be [89℄
ρ⊙,tot = 0.102± 0.010M⊙p−3.
The three most important onstraints desribed here allow one to model the
mass distribution of the Milky Way. If the shapes of the DM distribution and





. They indeed sufe to quantify M
tot
, v(r⊙)




, where the veloities
are proportional to the respetive density; for a given halo, M
tot
is given by the
integration of the densities and the Oort limit is of ourse ρ⊙,tot = ρvisible+ρDM.
But there is no ertainty about the exat shapes of the density distributions,
and essential parameters annot be xed, e.g. the eentriity and onentration
of the DM halo, the sale length of the dis and the mass ratio between the bar
and the bulge of the galaxy.
6.6.3 Latest Values of the Loal DM Density
Given the free parameters and onstraints disussed above, a χ2 minimization
is undertaken in order to nd the set of parameters best desribing the data.
The loal Dark Matter density found through this proess will depend on the
osmologial model used and the assumptions made. Table 6.4 shows t results
for different NFW proles [79℄; the resulting loal DM densities are plotted on
Fig. 6.6.
The astronomial onstraints desribed above are onsistent with a mass
model of the Milky Way onsisting of a entral bulge, a dis and an extended
Dark Matter halo. The loal DM density, as shown in Fig. 6.6, should lie
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Nr ρ⊙,DM a ρd ρ⊙,tot Mtot
[GeV m
−3
℄ [kp℄ [GeV m
−3
℄ [M⊙p−3℄ [M⊙℄
1 0.32± 0.05 10 88.3± 19.8 0.094 6.5 · 1011
2 0.27± 0.06 15 113.1± 17.1 0.096 7.4 · 1011
3 0.23± 0.05 20 128.7± 69.8 0.097 8.3 · 1011
4 0.32± 0.04 10.8± 3.4 91.0± 8.0 0.095 6.7 · 1011
5 0.35± 0.06 14.9± 4.8 89.5± 8.2 0.094 9.8 · 1011
6 0.39± 0.05 20.4± 4.5 88.1± 8.7 0.094 1.49 · 1012
7 0.41± 0.05 25.2± 4.6 87.3± 8.9 0.094 1.98 · 1012
Table 6.4: Results of the loal Dark Matter density tting proess for different NFW pro-
les. The parameters are desribed in the text and units are given in square
brakets. The rst three ts were performed for xed values of a, whereas
proles 4 to 7 have a onstant value for the dis sale length of rd = 2.5. The
rotation veloity of the Sun is v(r⊙) = 244.5 km s
−1
for the rst two proles,
and then it is equal to 244.4 km s−1.
between 0.2 and 0.4 GeV m
−3
, with strong orrelations between the parameters,
speially ρ⊙,DM andMtot. For non-spherial halos, these values an be enhaned




In the ase of an Einasto prole, whih we are onsidering in this study, the
best estimate of the loal DM density inluding the attening of the dark halo
due to the inlusion of baryons, is [104℄
ρ⊙,DM = 0.466± 0.033(stat)± 0.077(syst) GeV m−3,
where the rst unertainty aounts for the statistial errors, and the seond
one for the systemati errors introdued by the lak of knowledge about the
shape of the dark halo and its reation to galaxy formation.
6.7 Annihilating Dark Matter
Now that we have the neutron star density and esape veloity proles and
models for the density of Dark Matter in the Milky Way, we an alulate
how muh Dark Matter will be aptured using equation (6.2). The result as a
funtion of radius for the four different density proles an be seen in Fig. 6.7.
6.7.1 Annihilation of Dark Matter and Injetion of Energy
We next need to analyse what happens to Dark Matter one it has been ap-
tured. In order to do this, we base our alulations on Kouvaris's work [57℄,
adapting the formulae to our situation when neessary. For most ases of in-
terest where the sattering ross setions are not mirosopially small, one an
show that the aptured WIMPs will thermalise relatively quikly, forming a
roughly Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution in veloity and distane around the
entre of the neutron star. If the partile we onsider is an ordinary WIMP
whih an annihilate with itself it will do so at a rate determined by the self-
annihilation ross setion and the density of Dark Matter in the star. Following























Figure 6.6: Loal Dark Matter densities ρ⊙,DM as a funtion of the total galati mass
M
tot
for the different sets of parameters listed in Table 6.4.
Kouvaris' argument, we assume that in most interesting situations (where the
self-annihilation ross setion orresponds to that required for a good reli abun-
dane), the annihilation rate reahes the aretion rate (Fig. 6.7) within around
10 million years, whih is also approximately the time where the DM annihila-
tion begins to affet the temperature of the neutron star.
6.7.2 Cooling of the Neutron Star
While some energy will be lost to neutrinos, the energy generated by the annihi-
lation of most Dark Matter andidates is arried in the main by leptons, quarks
and photons. We therefore neglet that part lost to neutrinos and assume that
all the annihilation mass energy goes into heating the neutron star.
Sine all the dominant ooling proesses involved in this situation sale with
some positive power of the temperature exept for the WIMP annihilation emis-
sivity, the latter will dominate at some point in the life of the star.




−ǫν − ǫγ + ǫDM
cV
, (6.13)
where cV is the heat apaity of the star. ǫDM is the emissivity (released energy
per volume per time) produed by the annihilation of the DM when the latter




. ǫν is the emissivity due to
the modied Ura proess, whih makes the neutron star lose energy through
neutrino emission by onverting protons and eletrons to neutrons and vie
versa, and is given by [105℄





























mχ = 10 GeV | σ0 = 1.5e-41 cm2
mχ = 10 GeV | σ0 = 1.0e-42 cm2
mχ = 100 GeV | σ0 = 5.0e-44 cm2
mχ = 1 TeV | σ0 = 4.0e-43 cm2
Figure 6.7: Dark matter aretion rates vs. galati radius for four different ongurations
of Dark Matter (f. legend in gure) and with (r−2, α) = (16 kp, 0.19). The
merging of the two rst ases is due to the fat that we take into aount the
limiting geometrial ross setion of the neutron star surfae.
(where n is the baryon density in the star and n0 = 0.17 fm
−3
the baryon
density in nulear matter). Finally, ǫγ aounts for the effetive emissivity in

















(with σ the Stefan-Boltzmann onstant).
6.7.3 Change in Outward Appearane
The DM heats the neutron star at a onstant rate whih will dominate any
other thermal proess at late times. Note that, sine when the DM partiles
annihilate their equilibrium density orresponds to a negligible fration of the
total mass, we have negleted the ontribution of the WIMPs to the spei
heat.
In order to determine the thermal evolution of the star through its internal
and surfae temperatures, we solve numerially the differential equation (6.13).
As the temperature at interesting times (i.e. beyond 106 years when the star
starts to ool down) is reasonably insensitive to the initial onditions, we arbi-
trarily set T (t = 0) = 109 K. Sine we are interested in the hanges ouring in
the outward appearane of the star, we ought to know what happens in its vis-
ible part, namely its envelope, whih is dened as the layer extending from the
photosphere (the upper-most layer where the emitted spetrum is determined),
down to a boundary radius rb suh that the luminosity in the envelope equals
the total surfae luminosity of the star.






















rGC = 1 pc | ρDM = 679.53 GeV/cm3



















rGC = 1 pc | ρDM = 679.53 GeV/cm3
rGC = 1 kpc | ρDM = 7.88 GeV/cm3
Figure 6.8: Evolution of the internal (above) and surfae temperatures of a 1.44 M⊙
neutron star situated at two different galati radii. In the present ase, mχ =




and (r−2, α) = (16 kp, 0.19).
Neutron Stars Surfae Temperature
The thermal struture of neutron stars is determined by the Tolman-Oppenheimer-
Volkoff equation of hydrostati equilibrium, Eq. (6.6), and the energy transport






















4πr2ρ(r)dr the enlosed gravitational mass. T is the temperature,
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κ the total opaity of the matter, L the luminosity due to the thermal ondu-
tion and radiation, σ the Stefan-Boltzman onstant and eΦ the redshift fator,
dened by Eq. (6.4) and whih is equal to
(
1− 2GM/rc2)1/2 outside the star.
Surfae Temperature Approximation
In [106℄, the authors develop detailed alulations and areful simpliations
in order to nally produe a simple analytial relationship between the surfae
temperature Ts and the internal temperature T . Choosing appropriate ranges

























We an see that Ts ∝ T 1/2 and Ts ≈ 106 K when T ≈ 108 K. This relation





ontained in gs. Ts/g
1/4
s12 being independent of these two parameters, the use of
generi envelope models is possible.
6.8 Notes on Numerial Models
A large part of the numerial models developed for this part of our researh
is based on our previous work on blak hole aretion (Part I). The integra-
tion proess is implemented as a standard fourth order Runge-Kutta method,
adapted for a set of interdependent ordinary differential equations.
6.8.1 Determining Einasto Proles Parameters
One ritial point in the developement of our simulation ode is the alulation
of the Einasto proles as dened in Subsetion 6.5.2. Throughout our study,
we will be using the series of predened DM density distributions shown in Fig.
6.5, eah with a different set of parameters in order to measure the impat on
the results.










we implemented the following proedure:










and gure out what value of ρ−2 would yield
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where rGC,⊙ is the galati radius of the Sun, vKep = 220 km/s is the
Keplerian veloity at the position of the Solar System and Mb(rGC,⊙) =
4.533e×1010 M⊙ (see below) is the baryoni mass enlosed within rGC,⊙;
3. Integrate
 r200
0 ρ(r)dr, where r200 is the galati radius where the average
enlosed density equals 200 times the ritial density ρc = 3H
2/8πG (see
footnote in 6.6.2), and ompare the result to the total mass of the Milky
Way M
MW
= 1.5× 1012 M⊙ [110℄;
4. If the mass values are similar, then we have found a onsistent set of
parameters (r−2, ρ−2, α). Otherwise, the value of α is modied and we
start again from point 2.
The whole proedure is repeated for different values of r−2. Table 6.5 shows the
results obtains for 10 Mp < r−2 < 20 Mp.
r−2 ρ−2 α r−2 ρ−2 α
10 0.20397 0.06476 16 0.107900 0.193500
11 0.17223 0.07444 17 0.105770 0.240850
12 0.15133 0.09083 18 0.106828 0.302788
13 0.13430 0.10758 19 0.111165 0.388305
14 0.12158 0.12868 20 0.124023 0.528610
15 0.11340 0.15701
Table 6.5: Sets of parameters (r−2, ρ−2, α) determining different Einasto proles for the
DM density distribution in the Milky Way.
The alulation of the enlosed baryoni mass Mb(rGC), used in the se-
ond step of the proedure desribed above, is based on the ombination of the
spherial density of the bulge and the surfae density of the galati disk. These
























is the theoretial total mass of the galati disk. In order to math
observations of the Milky Way, the following parameters are hosen: γ = 1.85,
λ = 1 kp, c = 5 kp and M∞
Disk
= 6.5× 1010 M⊙.
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The resulting total baryoni mass of the Milky Way is presented in Fig. 6.9.
The initial onstant value near the Galati Centre is due to the presene of the
SMBH of mass M
SMBH
= 3.7 × 106 M⊙ (f. Setion 1.3). The value we will
be onsidering in our simulations for the baryoni mass at the radius of Solar
System is
















Figure 6.9: Total baryoni mass Mb in the Milky Way as a funtion of the galati radius
rGC . The onstant value at small distanes orresponds to the presene of the
SMBH of 3.7× 106 M⊙.
Chapter 7
Results and Disussion
In this Chapter, we will present two series of results: rst on annihilating Dark
Matter, with possible observable onsequenes; then on non-annihilating Dark
Matter, with orresponding onstraints on its parameter spae. Confrontation
with observational data and further theoretial interpretations will be added in
the respetive parts.
7.1 Results for Annihilating Dark Matter
Changing the position of the neutron star in the galaxy hanges the aretion
rate of Dark Matter whih in turn hanges the temperature of the neutron star
due to internal Dark Matter annihilation.
Sine we are working with a 1-parameter set of density proles, our pre-
ditions will be model-dependent. However, knowing the disrepany between
the different DM density distributions gives us a relatively good piture of the
whole spae of possibilities and sine many relations involved in the proess are
linearly related to the density parameter, the reader an sale our results up or
down as required.
For every pair of parameters (r−2, α) dening an Einasto prole whih
mathes our given onstraints, we dene the properties (m
DM
,σ0) of the DM
partile we want to probe; we then alulate the apture rate for our standard
neutron star and we nally apply the temperature gradient given by Eq. (6.13)
in order to nd the nal internal and surfae temperatures. In Fig. 6.8, we




As previously mentioned in Setion 6.1, we deided to use a onstant veloity
dispersion in our simulations for the sake of larity. Near the Galati Centre,
however, the veloity dispersion inreases signiantly due to the presene of
the entral SMBH (Fig. 7.1). The results shown here are dedued from the














using σ2 = 2σ2T +σ
2
R as the three dimensional veloity dispersion and σR and σT
as the one dimensional veloity dispersions in the radial and tangential diretions
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(assuming a spherially symmetri DM distribution so that σθ = σφ = σT );
β = 1− σ2T /σ2R is the anisotropy parameter. We use the relationship
β = −0.31− 0.295γ
whih omes from a rough t to the regular line in the β − γ plane found in
gure 11 of the paper [112℄.
M(r) is given by the sum M(r) = MBaryons(r) +MDM (r), where the latter is
simply integrated from the DM density prole and the former is obtained by
onsidering standard baryoni density distributions in our galaxy. We assume
the presene of a SMBH of mass 3.7 × 106 M⊙ and total masses at a galati




















-2 = 20 kpc
r
-2 = 16 kpc
r
-2 = 12 kpc
r
-2 = 10 kpc
Figure 7.1: Veloity dispersions with respet to the galati radius for the four different
Einasto DM density proles onsidered in the present artile.
The apture rate depends in a non trivial way on this quantity, basially
dereasing for larger values of the veloity dispersion. The emissivity due to
DM annihilation will follow the same general trend, leading to lower nal surfae
temperatures of the neutron star (Fig. 7.2).
We would like to point out however that this is not the only possible way
of alulating the veloity dispersion of Dark Matter. In partiular, it has been
noted in N-body simulations that the pseudo-phase spae density ρ/σ3 ∝ r−1.875
[113℄ whih is very lose to the value obtained in spherial infall alulations
[114℄. If we assume that this relation is true, then the veloity dispersion falls
towards the entre of the galaxy, even in the presene of baryoni ontration.
However, we shall present temperature results for the veloity dispersion whih
is alulated using the Jeans equation so as to be onservative.
Using the method desribed before, we alulate the nal temperatures of
our neutron star at different galati radii, starting with r
GC
= 10−5 p and
going outwards through the halo up to a radius of 50 kp. For every DM



















rGC = 1e-4 pc | ρDM = 4.5e8 GeV/cm3 | σ = 2.0e2 km/s
rGC = 1e-4 pc | ρDM = 4.5e8 GeV/cm3 | σ = 2.1e4 km/s
rGC = 1e-3 pc | ρDM = 2.2e3 GeV/cm3 | σ = 2.0e2 km/s
rGC = 1e-3 pc | ρDM = 2.2e3 GeV/cm3 | σ = 6.4e3 km/s
Figure 7.2: Evolution of the surfae temperature of a 1.44 M⊙ neutron star situated at
two different galati radii. The plot is for Dark Matter with a mass mχ = 10





here the approximate onstant veloity dispersion (σ ≡ v¯ = 200 km/s) with
the effetive veloity dispersion dedued from the stati radial Jeans equation.
density prole and for every type of DM partile, we get a spei urve. As
we said, however, the relation between the various sets of solutions is rather
straightforward, sine the temperature gradient varies as: dT/dt ∝ Cmχ. Note
that the results obtained so far do not depend muh onmχ sine C ∝ 1/mχ. For
non-relativisti aretion the dependene on the mass might be more pronouned
sine the kinematis of individual ollisions would depend on the ratio between
the nuleon mass and the Dark Matter partile. For the ase of neutron stars
however any suh dependeny will be suppressed sine the kineti energy of the
Dark Matter partile will be muh larger and any small reoil in the neutron
star will result in the partile being aptured.
In the most favourable ases in terms of DM properties and distribution, the
highest surfae temperatures one an possibly obtain lie around 10
6
K near the
Galati Centre (Fig. 7.3).
7.1.1 Density Proles with Central Spikes
In all our alulations so far we have been onsidering straightforward Einasto
proles without taking too muh are about the omplex astrophysial phenom-
ena ourring near the Galati Centre on a sub-parse sale. The formation of
a super massive blak hole is thought to enhane the density in this entral re-
gion [115℄ and this ombined with effets suh as self-annihilation, gravitational
sattering of DM partiles by stars and apture in the supermassive blak hole
must be inluded if one wishes to obtain a more realisti piture of this entral
region.
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Figure 7.3: Final surfae temperature of the neutron star (at late times) for different DM





It is interesting to evaluate the possible onsequenes of onsidering muh
higher DM densities at small radii. To do so, we take as a benhmark the density
proles presented in [76℄ and we extrat a few values in order to determine
the evolution of the surfae temperature (Fig. 7.4). One an observe that,
in the most extreme situations, the neutron star manages to keep its surfae
temperature well above 10
6
K at late times if it is situated at less than one
thousandth of a parse from the entral blak hole. Sine there have been a
large number of ompat objets observed by the Chandra X-ray telesope in
this entral region [116℄, this might prove interesting in the future.
7.1.2 Observational Situation
It is a hallenge for astronomers to observe the thermal emission from neutron
stars due to their very small surfae area and luminosity. Rather than attempt-
ing to provide a omplete review of this ompliated subjet we will mention a
ouple of examples of relatively ool neutron stars whih have been observed.
Confrontation with Two Observed Pulsars
Pulsar PSR J0108-1431 is a nearby pulsar loated between 100 and 200 p
from the Solar System. The spin down age suggests that this objet is older
than 108 years so that its surfae will have had a long time to ool. Indeed,
observations suggest that the surfae temperature is a very low Teff < 9× 104
K if the distane is 200 p or Teff < 5 × 104 K if the pulsar is loated at a
distane of 130 p [117℄. Comparison with Fig. 6.8 shows that even this very low
temperature is too high to betray underlying heating by Dark Matter, probably
by around an order of magnitude.
Pulsar PSR J0437-4715 is a muh older objet with a spin down age of



















rGC = 1e-4 pc | ρDM = 1.2e12 GeV/cm3 (BM)
rGC = 1e-3 pc | ρDM = 1.2e10 GeV/cm3 (BM)
rGC = 1e-2 pc | ρDM = 2.0e8 GeV/cm3 (BM)
rGC = 1e-4 pc | ρDM = 9.0e6 GeV/cm3 (E)
rGC = 1e3 pc | ρDM = 1.0e1 GeV/cm3 (E)
Figure 7.4: Evolution of the surfae temperature of a 1.44 M⊙ neutron star situated at
various galati radii (f. legend in gure). The plot is for Dark Matter with





The DM densities are dedued from two models: proles obtained by Bertone
& Merritt in [76℄ (BM) and Einasto proles (E).
nearly 5 Gyr, yet its surfae temperature is slightly higher than that of J0108-
1431 [117℄. It seems to be hallenging to explain this relatively high surfae
temperature (for its age) and it has been suggested that the explanation may
lie in internal heating [118℄. Unfortunately, it does not seem that this internal
heating omes from Dark Matter sine in order for this to be the ase we would
require a density of Dark Matter muh larger than what is expeted in this
region of the galaxy (PSR J0437-4715 lies only about 130 p from the Solar
System). Also, if we were to explain the temperature of this objet using Dark
Matter, we would also expet a similar temperature for PSR J0108-1431.
Further Observations
If it were possible to extend observations in the future to lower temperatures
and we were able to nd a neutron star with a temperature ∼ 104 K, then
the situation would beome muh more interesting. A temperature of 104 K
is about as low as ould be possible for the very oldest neutron stars whih
exist. If suh a low temperature neutron star was observed this would tell us
that any ombination of Dark Matter density and ross setion whih predits
a temperature higher than this at the solar radius in the galaxy is ruled out.
As we have shown, we an expet higher temperatures for neutron stars
whih lie at the entre of the galaxy beause of the larger aretion rates in that
region. It is however difult to see into the entre of the galaxy. In fat the very
entre is obsured by dust [136℄ and as we move upwards in frequeny through
the eletromagneti spetrum, we nd the entre of the galaxy beomes invisible
in the infra-red, only to return into view in the X-ray part of the spetrum. Sine
this rules out the possibility of viewing objets with temperatures less than many
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millions of degrees, the observational situation beomes more ompliated (not
to mention the three orders of magnitude drop in luminosity relative to loal
neutron stars simply due to distane). We may be able to see a very hot neutron
star lying at the Galati Centre, but it would be neessary to nd some reliable
way of dating the objet to a relatively high preision in order to establish that
this heating is anomalous and aused by Dark Matter.
From these onsiderations, it is lear that the onlusion largely depends on
the assumptions made about the DM distribution in the Milky Way. Neverthe-
less, there is a small hope that the most extreme ongurations might be tested
through observations.
Therefore, our hanes of using neutron stars as Dark Matter probes through
the method desribed above are non-zero but limited. There exists however an
alternative way of beneting from the high aretion power of these very dense
objets if we assume that DM partiles do not o-annihilate with eah other.
7.2 Non-Annihilating Dark Matter
We have been studying so far the onsequenes of areting o-annihilating Dark
Matter partiles onto neutron stars. Assuming o-annihilation properties is
however a restrition, though motivated by theoretial arguments. That is why,
in the present Setion, we propose to widen our perspetives by analysing the
onsequenes of areting non-annihilating DM partiles onto the same objets.
After a short presentation of the harateristis of non-annihilating Dark
Matter, we will disuss two expeted outomes (in Setion 7.2.2) and desribe
the possible observational onsequenes.
7.2.1 Non-Annihilating Dark Matter Candidates
There exist several models where Dark Matter does not annihilate with itself.
Suh situation ould arise if DM is for example made of fermions, but there
would not exist the orresponding antifermions; or DM ould onsist of bosons
haraterised by one sign of an additive onserved quantum number, but without
trae of the partile having the opposite sign. Within the following paragraphs,
some of these alternative models are briey depited.
Tehnibaryons
Modelled on quantum hromodynamis
1
, tehniolor theories [119℄ belong to
the lass of physial models beyond the Standard Model. Their aim is to ad-
dress eletroweak symmetry breaking in order to aount for a mehanism that
provides mass to elementary partiles. It has been shown [120, 121, 122, 123℄
that models an be suessfully built in whih partiular bound states of teh-
nifermions, known as tehnibaryons, are stable enough to survive the evolution
of the Universe. These baryons naturally appear in tehniolor theories whih
are not ruled out by the eletroweak preision measurements [124, 125, 126, 127℄,
and represent onvining Dark Matter andidates.
1
Being an important part of the Standard Model of partile physis, quantum hromody-
namis (QCD) is a theory of the strong interation (or olor fore); it desribes the interations
of the quarks and gluons forming hadrons suh as the neutron and the proton.
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The type of tehniolor theory determines the range of the tehnibayon's
mass: in the ase of a low-sale theory (i.e. if the deay onstant is muh
smaller than the eletroweak sale F ≪ F
EW
), its mass should not be higher
than a few TeV; otherwise, it ould be muh heavier. As a DM andidate,
the tehnibaryon has to be eletrially neutral and satisfy onstraints on its
abundane. Given the limits imposed by other experiments on the DM-nuleon
ross setion, it may have to be eletroweak neutral as well. The early type of
tehniolor DM andidates may prove hard to produe at the CERN's Large
Hadron Collider (LHC), but a new, lighter type has been suggested [128, 129℄,
whih ould be more easily aessible.
Mirror Dark Matter
The idea of a mirror world appeared in partile physis when parity vio-
lation
2
beame a oneptual issue. It was rst proposed in the 1950s in order
to solve the τ − θ puzzle [130℄ and was later more thoroughly formulated [131℄
in order to restore parity symmetry in nature. Mirror partiles are idential to
standard partiles, exept in the fat that their interations are right-handed.
This property allows for a restoration of the apparently broken symmetry, pro-
vided that a mirror partile exists for every ordinary one. The parity symmetry
remains broken, however, if the masses of the orresponding partiles differ.
Mirror partiles interat among themselves in the same way as ordinary
partiles, but would reveal their presene around normal matter only through
gravity and very weak interations. That is the reason why they have been
suggested as andidates for the inferred Dark Matter in the Universe [132, 133,
134℄.
Mirror Dark Matter ould have to required density prole in order to aount
for the at rotation urve observed in galaxies (see Subsetion 5.1.2). If we
assume that the halo of DM surrounding a galaxy is mainly made of a spherially





where P is the pressure and g(r) is the loal aeleration at a radius r. For a
dilute gas, the pressure is related to the mass density, ρ, via P = ρT/(µMp),
where µMp is the average mass of the partiles in the gas (Mp being the proton








where G is the gravitational onstant.







Elementary partiles respet rotation and translation symmetries, but not symmetry
aused by mirror reetion (known as P-symmetry or parity), through weak interations.
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The rotational veloity at a radial oordinate r , vrot(r), an be obtained from







whih orresponds to the expeted asymptotially at rotation urve.
7.2.2 Constraints on the σ0 −mχ Plan
In the searh for Dark Matter, the absene of detetion in an experimental set up
does not neessarily mean absene of information onerning the DM partiles.
Indeed, knowing the experimental onditions and the theoretial assumptions
made, it is possible to interprete a null detetion as an additional piee of
knowledge about the DM properties.
The ommon way to translate this knowledge is through the mapping of
the parameter spae showing the possible DM partile-nuleon sattering ross
setion, σ0, with respet to the mass of the DM partile, mχ. On this σ0 −mχ
plan, the experimental limit set by the absene of detetion will be drawn as
a line delimiting the lower border of an exlusion zone, i.e. a region of the
parameter spae in whih the DM partiles should not be found. In the following
paragraphs, we will explain how building up non-annihilating DM partiles in
a neutron star allows us to put new onstraints on the DM parameter spae.
Degenerate Fermioni Matter
In the ase of non-annihilating DM partiles, there would be no heating of the
neutron star due to annihilation - the neutron star would simply arete DM
in its ore. If the amount of Dark Matter in the ore were to inrease without
limit, there would be various possible outomes. In the ase of fermioni Dark
Matter and in the absene of any pressure due to the exhange of gauge bosons,
the density would inrease until Fermi statistis starts to play a role. When
this ours, the Dark Matter ore would develop the equation of state of non-
relativisti degenerate fermioni matter, P ∝ ρ5/3.
In order to alulate the effet of suh a degenerate Dark Matter ore upon
the neutron star, the orret thing to do would be to simultaneously solve the
Oppenheimer-Volkoff equation for the two stars o-loated on top of eah other
and therefore both ontributing to the gravitational eld relevant for the so-
lution. We have obtained suh solutions, and have onrmed that when there
is a large mass ontribution due to a degenerate Dark Matter ore existing in
the star, the normal mass-radius and indeed maximum mass of the neutron star
that an be obtained varies.
Chandrasekhar Limit
In pratie, the amount of Dark Matter whih needs to be added to the ore of
the neutron star for this to happen is typially far in exess of the Chandrasekhar
mass (M
Ch
) orresponding to the degenerate Dark Matter star for all but the
lightest Dark Matter andidates. At this ritial point, the degeneray pressure
of Dark Matter would beome relativisti and the degenerate Dark Matter ore
would beome unstable. Gravitational ollapse of the Dark Matter ore would
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our, reating a blak hole at the entre of the neutron star, resulting in the
neutron matter also beoming unstable.
The blak hole thus reated would swallow the neutron star entirely. This
is a partiularly intriguing possibility not simply for its inherent drama but
also beause it ould in priniple provide an additional explanation of the unex-
plained gamma ray bursts observed in the Universe other than the oalesene
of a neutron star with another ompat objet. It would therefore be interesting
if enough Dark Matter ould be areted for reasonable values of the relevant
parameters - namely the density of Dark Matter in the plaes where neutron
stars reside, the mass of the Dark Matter and its ross setion for sattering off
nulei.
Resulting Limits on the σ0 −mχ Plan
Fixing the aretion time available for the neutron star to apture DM par-
tiles, one an determine, for a given mχ, the ross setion needed to arete
a mass equivalent to M
Ch
(mχ) whih is the amount of areted Dark Matter
required to instigate the ollapse of the neutron star. This proedure allows us
to pik out regions on the σ0 −mχ plane where this ould our (Fig. 7.5). We






and we onsider three aretion times: 106, 108 and 1010 years, orresponding
roughly to 0.01%, 1% and 100% of the age of the Universe respetively. We also
onsider two different densities 1011 and 105 GeV m−3. The higher density
1011 GeV m−3 is the rather extreme limit of the preditions of Bertone and
Merritt for non-annihilating Dark Matter in a entral spike.
Sine we onsider the limiting effetive ross setion given by the geometrial
ross setion of the neutron star (σmax0 = 2×10−45 m2), there exists a minimum
value for the DM partile mass below whih the xed aretion time is too short
for the star to areteM
Ch
. The orresponding limiting σ0 is shown on the graph
by the upper ut-off at high ross setions. It is possible to see that in the most
extreme ase, namely a neutron star immersed in a density of 1011 GeV m−3
for 1010 years do we obtain results whih are approahing the region of interest
for diret detetion experiments.
The ross setions required beome muh smaller for higher Dark Matter
masses sine muh fewer of these partiles need to be areted to reah their
orrespondingly smaller Chandrasekhar mass limit. The hange in the slope of
the line at high masses an be understood in the following way:
• The typial energy exhanged in a reoil of a Dark Matter partile with a
nuleon goes like mnucv
2
for mχ ≫ mnuc.
• When a 103 GeV mass Dark Matter partile travelling at 200 km s−1 falls
onto a neutron star, its veloity inreases to lose to the speed of light and
the energy exhanged in this ollision is muh larger than the total kineti
energy the partile had at innity. Suh a partile will lose so muh energy
in the kik it will almost ertainly be aptured by the neutron star.
• For a muh more massive partile this is no longer true and it will have
a lower probability of being aptured due to a single satter, hene the
different slope at higher energies.
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The above reasoning is the physial interpretation of the reality desribed by the
aretion rate equations 2.18 around the ritial value of mχ = 10
6
GeV. The
hange of behaviour ouring around mχ ≈ 106 GeV is aused by the fat that,
at this point, χ(A−, A+) beomes omparable to χ(−η, η). More preisely, the


















































Figure 7.5: Neutron stars immersed for long enough in a high enough density of non-
annihilating Dark Matter will eventually aumulate the amount of DM parti-
les whih orrespond to the Chandrasekhar limit M
Ch
and ollapse. The red
solid lines here orrespond to the ross setion σ0 and mass mχ required to
ause ollapse after 106 years. The green longer dashed lines orrespond to 108
years and the blue shorter dashed lines orrespond to 1010 years. The thiker
the line the higher the density - we plot two lines for eah duration of time
orresponding to 1011 and 105 GeV m−3. The upper right region of eah line
is exluded sine the onditions in this region would give rise to a blak hole.
The urved line orresponds to the latest data from the CDMS experiment
(assuming a veloity dispersion v¯ = 230 km/s and ρ
DM
= 0.3 GeV/m3) to
plae the results in ontext. The hange in the slope of the lines around 106
GeV is explained in Subsetion 7.2.2.
Chapter 8
Conlusions
The searh for Dark Matter partiles has kept busy a large number of sientists
during the past two deades and will remain an important part of experimental
endeavours in the next 10 years. Many lever devies, some of whih were
desribed in the previous Chapters, have been designed in order to understand
the true nature of this elusive though essential omponent of our Universe. In
this onlusive Chapter, we propose to summarise our approah, synthetise the
main results obtained and open up the disussion on future prospets in the
domain.
In the present study, we have investigated whether or not it would ever be
possible to use the aretion of Dark Matter onto neutron stars in order to better
understand the properties of Dark Matter. In order to draw a onsistent piture
and guaranty the meaningfulness of our onlusions, we took are to properly
dene and quantify the various parameters involved in the DM aretion proess.
This inluded, among others, a good understanding of the physis of neutron
stars and a detailed modelling of the DM density distribution in our galaxy.
8.1 Annihilating Dark Matter: Some Hope of
Detetion
We rst looked at the effets of annihilating Dark Matter on the temperature
of the neutron stars. As an be seen in Fig. 7.3, the highest nal surfae




= 5× 105 K
even in the most optimisti irumstanes (at rGC = 10
−4
p, formχ = 10 GeV,
σ0 = 1.5 × 10−41 m2 and using r−2 = 10 kp). If we onsider a pessimisti
variable veloity dispersion alulated using Jeans equation and rising towards
the entre of the galaxy, the nal temperature drops to 1.8× 105 K. Given the
surfae area of the neutron stars, these values would produe luminosities in the
viinity of
L ≈ 10−2L⊙,
respetively 2 × 10−4 L⊙ with variable veloity dispersion, with a peak wave-
length at about 6 nm (16 nm), orresponding to a frequeny of about 50 PHz (18
92
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PHz). These soures would thus radiate mainly in the range between extreme
ultraviolet (UV) and soft X-rays. Given the important absorption due to dust
between us and the entre of our galaxy and the presene of other luminous
X-ray soures in this region, we believe that the objets in question would prove
rather triky to detet.
Figure 8.1: Chandra X-ray images of the Galati Centre region; the bottom right panel
is entred on Sgr A*, the entral Super Massive Blak Hole.
[Credit: NASA/Chandra/UMass℄
8.2 Non-Annihilating Dark Matter: Constraints
on σ0 −mχ
Perhaps more interesting are the onstraints on non-annihilating Dark Matter
whih ome from the fat that if enough of suh Dark Matter were to aumulate
onto a neutron star it would form a degenerate star at the entre. If this internal
star were to get too large, it ould reah its own Chandrasekhar mass, whih
is smaller than that of the neutron star sine the Dark Matter mass is greater
than the nuleon mass in most models.
In the event of the mass of Dark Matter in the star reahing the Chan-
drasekhar mass of the star, the Dark Matter would lead to the ollapse of the
neutron star whih olleted it. Suh an event might happen for the kind of
values of Dark Matter mass and ross setion urrently being probed by diret
detetion experiments but only in regions of extremely high density. On the
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other hand, for higher mass Dark Matter partiles, required ross setions are
muh smaller, sine a muh smaller mass of Dark Matter would need to be
aumulated in order for ollapse to our.
The idea that the aretion of stable Dark Matter ould be responsible for
the ollapse of neutron stars is very exiting, in this part of our thesis we have
quantied how likely that is. For low mass Dark Matter partiles, it seems ex-
tremely unlikely, sine we would need DM densities of the order of 1011 GeV/m3
in order to put signiant onstraints on the σ0 −mχ plane.
8.3 Researh Perspetives
Using neutron stars to probe Dark Matter proves meaningful and many projets
have been developed around this idea. Among these projets, two important
ategories emerge: exploring the formation of dark or strange stars [138, 139,
140℄, or onstraining partiular types of Dark Matter [141, 142, 143, 144, 145℄.
In [139℄, the authors investigate the formation of strange quark matter inside
neutron stars. Using the self-annihilation mehanism of WIMPs, they estimate
that, for DM partiles in the range mχ & 4 GeV/2, the energy generated
by the WIMP annihilation would be sufient to burn nuleon matter into a
long-lived strange quark matter that would trigger the onversion of the whole
neutron star into a strange star. This onversion proess ould be the ause
of the emission of powerful γ-ray bursts (GRBs) and ould therefore present
observational onsequenes.
In their letter [145℄, Kouvaris and Tinyakov propose to use old neutron stars
observations in order to put onstraints on non-interating or weakly interating
Dark Matter. Developing on the senario of blak hole formation inside neu-
tron stars, they ome to the onlusion that light non-annihilating bosoni DM
andidates were exluded from the mass range 2 keV to 16 GeV. Furthermore,
they were able to exlude large zones on the DM parameter spae in the ase of
repulsive self-interations, ompleting the onstraints provided by observations
of the Bullet Cluster.
Researh of Dark Matter based on the study of ompat objets will probably
ontinue strongly in the near future, as these objets offer interesting onditions
to investigate the nature of this still mysterious omponent of the Universe.
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Over the past deades, osmologists have developed a rather onvining model
to explain the history of our Universe as a whole. Observational data have
been harvested in large amounts and onfronted to theoretial interpretations
in order to form and adjust progressively our understanding of the osmologial
works. The resulting paradigm, ommonly alled the Standard Cosmologial
Model, has reeived many strong onrmations over the years, as the preision
of astrophysial measurements was ontinuously improved.
The Standard Cosmologial Model, although being extremely satisfying on
numerous aspets, presents some serious issues whih tend to weaken its at-
trativeness. In this third and last part of our thesis, we will show how alter-
native models an be onsidered and what onsequenes they would have on
our representation of the Universe. These models will question one of the key
assumption of the Standard Cosmologial Model, its homogeneity, and propose
two differents approahes: a world made of matter and holes (the Swiss-Cheese
Universe), and a world in whih the observer lives near the entre of a large
underdensity (entral void models).
After a brief desription of the Standard Cosmologial Model and these
alternative onepts in the urrent Chapter, we will present some analytial
onsiderations (Chapter 10). The results will then be disussed separately in
Chapter 11, before a few words of onlusion (Chapter 12).
9.1 Dark Energy in the Standard Cosmologial
Model
In the previous part of our thesis, we presented the fundamental elements onsti-
tuing the so-alled Standard Cosmologial Model (see Subsetion 5.1.1), leaving
apart one of them, Dark Energy, to be treated in a more appropriate time. Sine
we are going to talk about osmologial sales and the evolution of the Universe
as a whole, the time has ome to explain what physiists mean by Dark En-
ergy, what evidenes we have of its existene (Subsetion 9.1.1) and what are
its limitations (Subsetion 9.1.2).
Dark Energy (DE) is thought to permeate the whole Universe and to ause
its expansion rate to aelerate. In the Standard Cosmologial Model, it is
alulated that DE aounts for about 73% of the total mass-energy in the
106
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Universe. The simplest and most ommon andidate for DE is the osmologial
onstant Λ whih is haraterised by a onstant energy density in spae and
time. Its equation of state, whih gives the relationship between the pressure P
and the energy density ρ, is
w = P/ρ = −1.
As osmologial onstant, DE is simply inluded in Einstein's eld equations of
General Relativity and in the Friedmann equations as presented in Subsetion
5.1.1. From Eq. (5.4), it is lear that Dark Energy ats, at the bakground
level, as a repulsive fore against gravity. Its negative pressure generates the
aelerated expansion on large sales, making it an essential part of the Standard
Cosmologial Model's suess in explaining the observations.
9.1.1 Evidenes for the Existene of Dark Energy
The Standard Cosmologial Model, inluding Dark Energy as a osmologial
onstant Λ, has proven very efient at explaining the omplex network of ob-
servational data. Over the years, an always stronger beam of evidenes formed
around its fundamental priniples, so muh so that it has beome inreasingly
deliate for sientists to depart from its onvining paradigm. In the next para-
graphs, we will briey talk about some of the most striking evidenes: on-
straints given by Type Ia supernovae (see Setion 9.2), the dedued age of the
Universe, interpretations from the Cosmi Mirowave Bakground radiation and
from large sale struture formation.
Dedued Age of the Universe
The age of our Universe an be determined by using the Hubble parameter,




3 +ΩΛ,0(1 + z)




for a at FLRW Universe, without making any assumption regarding the nature
of the DE and its equation of state. From the relation dt = −dz/ [H(z)(1 + z)],







If we neglet the ontribution of the radiation and onsider a osmologial on-







(1 + z) [Ωm,0(1 + z)3 +ΩΛ]
1/2
. (9.2)
When integrating Eq. (9.2) and taking the limit ΩΛ → 0 for a at Universe





Using a standard value of H0 = 72 km/s/Mp, this leads to an age, for a
Universe without DE, of about 9 Gyr. This result is however inonsistent with
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the estimated age of globular lusters, thought to be a least a few Gyr older
[1, 2, 3℄. Thus, it seems that a matter dominated Universe ould not be old
enough to ontain its oldest objets. Dark Energy must indeed be inluded in
order to inrease its age and make it reah at least the lower bound xed by
globular lusters.
Cosmi Mirowave Bakground
Over the past 15 years, the Cosmi Mirowave Bakground (CMB) radiation
has been thoroughly studied in order to dedued information about the early
evolution of our Universe. Inreasingly preise measurements of its temperature
utuations have led to one of the most signiant result of modern osmology:
the CMB anisotropy power spetrum (f. orresponding paragraph in Subse-
tion 5.1.2). This power spetrum represents an imprint of the physis happening
before reombination, and its features reveal the evolution of pressure waves in
the primordial photon-baryon plasma. With a good understanding of the phys-
ial proesses ating on the CMB anisotropies, the spei features of its power
spetrum, whih are sensitive to the value of the osmologial parameters, an
be used to test osmologial models [4, 5, 6, 7℄.
So far, the most aurate measurements of the CMB anisotropies were made
by WMAP [8℄, whih olleted data over a period of seven years and played
a key role in onrming the pertinene of the urrent Standard Cosmologial
Model. WMAP data learly indiate that the shape of our Universe is very
lose to being at, whih means that its total mass-energy density is very lose
to its theoretial ritial density. As measurements of the CMB show that the
total amound of matter, inluding any kind of Dark Matter, annot aount for
more that about 30%, Dark Energy is thought to represent about 70% of it.
When taking into aount all the known onstraints on osmologial param-





The aousti peaks observed in the Cosmi Mirowave Bakground power
spetrum are predited to be detetable in the galaxy power spetrum as well,
under the form of a series of weak utuations as a funtion of sale [9, 10, 11, 12℄,
features usually known as wiggles.
Sine the position of the peaks an be onsidered as standard rulers [13℄,
an analysis of the galaxy power spetrum an be used to measure osmologial
parameters. Baryon Aousti Osillations (BAO) have indeed been deteted at
low reshift in the 2dF and SDSS galaxy surveys [14, 15℄.
Standard rulers an be dened when there is a possible omparison between
the known, true size of an objet, and its observed dimensions in the sky. In the
ase of the BAO signal, one uses the measured subtended angle, ∆θ (i.e. how
wide in angle the objet looks), and the length of the ruler, ∆χ, in order to nd









H(z′) . And the measured redshift interval, ∆z (i.e. how deep
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Refering to Friedmann equation (Eq. 9.1), the BAO data an therefore put
onstraints on the osmologial parameters.
Large Sale Struture
The formation of large strutures in the Universe is onventionally onsidered
to emerge from small perturbations in the matter-energy distribution, aused
by gravitational instabilities. The mehanism required to generate these initial
instabilities in the very early phase of the Universe is thought to be quantum






where ρ(t, ~x) is the energy density and ρ¯(t) represents its bakground value.
The initial density perturbations in the early Universe an be represented as










where δ(~k) is the Fourier transform of δ(t, ~x) and 〈...〉 stands for an average over
all the elements in the statistial ensemble. This power spetrum is the best
insight we might have in struture formation.
At matter-radiation equality, the pressure support reated by photons be-
omes smaller that the gravitational attration due to the matter omponent:
objets start to form in the Universe. Hene matter-radiation equality xes the
position of the peak in the matter power spetrum. In partiular, its position
is shifted towards larger sales (smaller k) in the presene of Dark Energy (Fig.
9.1). Large sale strutures an therefore be used to probe the existene of Dark
Energy.
The neessity for Dark Energy is made lear when studying the matter power
spetrum based on the distribution of the galaxies in the Universe. Large galaxy
surveys like the Two-degree-Field Galaxy Redshift Survey (2dF) [16℄ and the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) [17℄ brought observational data and helped
to reafrm that ΛCDM is indeed the most favored osmologial model. Fig.
9.2 shows the galaxy power spetra for the Luminous Red Galaxy (LRG) and
for the main galaxy samples of SDSS [18℄. The position of the peaks around
0.01hMp < k < 0.02hMp onrms that ΛCDM is favored over CDM, as shown
in Fig. 9.1. Observations of large sale strutures are denitely onsistent with
the existene of Dark Energy.
If the FLRW metri trully desribes our Universe, then the evidenes for
the existene of Dark Energy are ompelling. However, the assumptions made
when assuming an FLRW Universe might not be true, and ΛCDM ould prove
to be an unaurate, though phenomenologially suessful desription of the
osmos. In this ase, we would have to look for alternative explanations for the
apparent aeleration of the expansion rate. Inhomogeneous metris, like the
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Figure 9.1: Matter power spetrum for two different CDM models: ΛCDM inludes Dark
Energy (Ωm,0 = 0.289) whereas CDM represents a Universe without DE
(Ωm,0 = 1). From [6℄, evaluated with CAMB ode.
Figure 9.2: Power spetra with errorbars for the Luminous Red Galaxy (LRG) sample and
the main galaxy sample from the SDSS survey [18℄. Solid lines show the
theoretial predition for ΛCDM in the linear perturbation theory, whereas
dashed lines inlude the non-linear orretions to the matter power spetrum.
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Swiss-Cheese Universe and entral void models, ount among these alternatives.
We will present them briey in Setion 9.3, before studying them in depth
throughout this last part of our thesis.
9.1.2 Coneptual Issues with Dark Energy
Although inluding Dark Energy in our urrent view of the Universe might seem
like a perfet answer to many osmologial puzzles, there is a ertain number
of oneptual issues rising with doing so. These problems ast a shadow the
Standard Cosmologial Model and inite sientists to try and look for alternative
models where Dark Energy would not have suh an essential role, if any at all.
We will briey mention here two of these issues: the ne tuning problem and
the oinidene problem.
Fine Tuning Problem
This rst oneptual issue omes from the fat that Dark Energy, as osmo-
logial onstant Λ, an be assoiated with the vauum energy of an empty spae:
the disrepany between the observed value of Λ and the theoretial value of
the vauum energy is absurdly large - 120 orders of magnitude!










one dedues that, in order to have a phase of aelerated expansion today, we
need the osmologial onstant Λ to be of the order of
Λ ≈ H20 = (2.12h× 10−42GeV)2,








= G−1 = 1.22× 1019GeV is the Plank mass.
On the other hand, the vauum energy is evaluated by the sum of the zero











where k is the momentum. If we hoose the ut-off sale kmax to be the Plank














The theoretial value of the Dark Energy density is 121 orders of magnitude
larger than its observed value. None of the numerous attempts to solve the ne
tuning problem (QCD, supersymmetry, string theory, et. [19, 20, 21, 22, 23℄)
has proven onvining so far.
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Coinidene Problem
This seond oneptual issue is not a harateristi of the osmologial on-
stant Λ as it is relevant for all Dark Energy models. Aording to the ob-
servations, it seems that the value of the Dark Energy density today, ΩΛ,0, is
omparable to the matter energy density Ωm,0. There is no obvious reason for
this to happen, as these to values follow very different evolution path during
the history of the Universe. Having them so lose to eah other at the present
time might appear as a suspiious oinidene, and osmologists usually dislike
putting the observer in a partiular position.
The energy density for a general uid is given by
ρ(t) = ρ0(1 + z)
3(1+w),
where ρ0 is the urrent energy density and w the equation of state parameter.
Comparing the matter energy density (wm = 0) and the DE density (wΛ = −1),







whih orresponds to a value of zc ≈ 0.3 if we onsider ΩΛ ≈ 0.7 and Ωm ≈ 0.3.
It is not ompletely impossible that we are indeed living in the speial time
where these two osmologial parameters oinide. Beause of its subjetiveness,
however, many attempts have been tried (e.g. [24, 25, 26, 27℄) in order to solve
this oinidene problem. One of the alternative models, known as quintessene,
was developed from the idea that the equation of state of Dark Energy might
be varying in spae and time [28℄. We will ome bak to the latter in Setion
11.2.
9.2 Type Ia Supernovae as Standard Candles
Supernovae ount among the most spetaular atalysmi events whih an be
observed in the Universe. They represent the ultimate phase of stellar evolution
for massive stars and an be of ompletely different types. The observational
distintion between them is based on the ontrasting aspet of their eletro-
magneti spetra [29℄, whih result from different formation mehanisms. Thus,
Type I supernovae do not exhibit any hydrogen lines whereas Type II super-
novae do. The former are further subdivided into Type Ia (with a strong Si II
line at 615 nm) and Type Ib/ (no Si II line, but presene/absene of helium
lines) supernovae.
Supernovae are extremely luminous and generate a burst of intense radi-
ation whih an beome brighter than their entire galaxy. When ouring in
our Milky Way, their apparent magnitude might even reah a level of bright-
ness omparable to the moon. Besides their spetral signature, supernovae are
haraterised by typial light urves whih present reognisable features. All
of them share the same general prole: rapid inrease in intensity reahing a
peak of brightness, before a progressive deline. Distintion between the dif-
ferent types omes from the relative value of the peak brightness and the rate
of deline. Type Ia supernovae possess the highest maximum brightness and a
rate of dimming about 50% faster than other Type I supernovae.
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Figure 9.3: Comparison of light urves for different Type Ia supernovae showing the inverse
orrelation between the maximum brightness and the deline rate [30℄.
It is understood that Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia, singular SN Ia) are fun-
damentally different from other supernovae events. The remarkable onsisteny
of their light urves and spetra lead sientists to think that they must be the
result of a fairly uniform mehanism. Although the details of this mehanism
are yet to be learly established, the generally aepted view is that SNe Ia are
aused by the atastrophi explosion of a white dwarf star
1
in a binary system.
Suh a dramati event would be triggered by aretion of matter from the white
dwarf's ompanion, driving its mass lose to the Chandrasekhar limit. The
inreasing weight auses the pressure and density to rise, until the onditions
beome favorable for arbon fusion. Sine degeneray pressure is independant
of temperature, the white dwarf annot regulate the fusion proess, and the re-
sulting runaway reation provokes a violent explosion whih disruptes the star
and auses an extreme inrease in luminosity.
Most SNe Ia reah a onsistent maximum brightness in the visual wavelenght
bands of
MV ≃ −19.3± 0.03,
with a typial spread of less than about 0.3 magnitude. A lear relationship has
been observed between the peak luminosity and the rate of deline, whih allows
astronomers to preisely determine the individual maximum brightness of any
SN Ia (Fig. 9.3). This similarity in absolute magnitude implies that SNe Ia an
be used as standard andles in order to measure the distane of the galaxies in
whih they reside, based on the relation between their absolute magnitude MV
1
White dwarves are small but very dense stars mainly made of eletron-degenerate matter.
They are the last stage of a low-to-medium mass main sequene stars, in whih the ore
temperature is not high enough to allow arbon fusion. They are thought to be the nal
evolutionary state of most stars in our galaxy, inluding the Sun.
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and apparent magnitude mV :




where DL is the distane of the star in Mp. One the relative magnitude mV is
measured, the redshift of the soure an be obtained by omparing the frequeny
of the photons. It is then possible to generate a Hubble diagram by plotting
the distane modulus µ = mV −MV against the redshift z. In order to extrat
information from these observational data, the theoretial luminosity distane
must be alulated aording to the hosen osmologial model. In the ase of
an FLRW bakground, the luminosity distane reads






with H2(z) = H20
∑
i Ωi,0(1 + z)
3(1+w)







Ωm,0(1 + z)3 +ΩΛ,0 +Ωr,0(1 + z)4 +Ωk,0(1 + z)2
. (9.4)
At the end of the 1990s, preise measurements of distant SNe Ia, ombined
with previous observations of loser supernovae, have lead to the onlusion
that the expansion of the Universe was aelerating (e.g. [31℄). This disovery
was dedued from the attempt to t the SN Ia data in order to yield values
for the osmologial parameters. Based on the t of the effetive magnitude
versus redshift relation, it has been onluded that the data were strongly in-
onsistent with a at or an open Λ = 0 osmology (Fig. 9.4). Renements
in terms of observations and osmologial onsisteny have been regularly per-
formed during the past deade (e.g. [33℄), always onrming the exellent ts
to the observational onstraints that non-zero Λ osmologies an provide.
9.3 Inhomogeneous Alternatives
One of the fundamental assumptions made in the Standard Cosmologial Model
onerns the homogeneity of the energy distribution throughout the Universe.
This strong assumption allows theoretiians to desribe its evolution at large
sales in an elegant way, but it does not hold at smaller sales where irregular
lumps of matter are learly observed. Besides the observational evidene of
galaxy lustering, N-body simulations and theoretial onsiderations also predit
that our Universe is mainly made of large underdense regions surrounded by ne
walls and laments of matter [34, 35, 36, 37℄.
Two different paradigms have been dedued from this fat, depending on the
assumed loation of the observer and the sale of the underdensities onsidered:
the Swiss-Cheese Universe [38, 39℄, made of heesy matter surrounding empty
holes, and the entral void models, in whih the observer lives near the entre of
a rather large underdensity. These two approahes, oneptually lose and thus
treated here in parallel, will be briey introdued in the end of this Setion. We
will then bring some ommon analytial onsiderations, before presenting the
investigation methods and results for eah paradigm in Setions 11.2 and 11.3
respetively.
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Figure 9.4: (a) Hubble diagram for the two series of SNe Ia onsidered in [31℄: 42 high-
redshift SNe Ia from the Supernova Cosmology Projet and 18 low-redshift
SNe Ia from the Calán/Tololo Supernova Survey [32℄; (b) Magnitude residuals
from the best-t at osmology, (ΩM ,ΩΛ) = (0.28, 0.72); () Unertainty-
normalised residuals from the same best-t osmology.




osmology has been studied in details during the past deade
[40, 41, 42, 43, 44℄ as an inhomogeneous alternative to the ΛCDM model. It is
built as a ombination of two interonneted metris: a standard FLRW metri
desribing the heese, i.e. the walls and parts of the Universe haraterised by
a homogeneous matter distribution, and a Lemaître-Tolman-Bondi metri (see
Setion 10.1) desribing the holes, i.e. the underdense regions around whih
matter is onentrated. The geometry of these holes is suh that they math
exatly the FLRW metri at their border. Moreover, mass ompensation in
their density prole assures that the global effet of a zone ontaining suh a
hole is as if it were FLRW, following Birkhoff's theorem
3
[45℄. Being an exat
solution to Einstein's equations, the Swiss-Cheese model approximates today's
inhomogeneous Universe in an exatly solvable manner.
The main interest in the Swiss-Cheese Universe omes from the fat that its
underdensities have a lensing effet whih auses the light emitted by distane
objets to appear dimmer than in a homogeneous Universe. Two important
points have been found onerning this effet [46℄: if the holes are perfetly
aligned, the underdense holes an mimi a Dark Energy of about ΩΛ = 0.4, but
a random distribution of spherial voids produes a vanishing average effet.
In the next Chapter, we will present in detail the tehnial aspets of suh
models and explain how we propose to study their evolution based on a hosen
parametrisation and a set of initial onditions.
9.3.2 Central Void Models
One of the most studied inhomogeneous alternative to Dark Energy is the so-
alled loal void or entral void paradigm [47, 48, 49℄. The basi idea is
that we live near the middle of a large underdense region of the Universe and
that this underdensity has the ability to mimi the effets of Dark Energy on
osmologial observations.
The loal void senario has been studied under various forms and methods:
• Void modelled as an open FLRW region onneted through a singular
mass shell to a FLRW bakground [50℄, whih showed that a void with a
radius of 200 Mp an t the supernovae data without the need for DE;
• A entral LTB (see Setion 10.1) region [51℄, similar to an Einstein-de
Sitter osmology with a Hubble parameter of H0 = 51 km/s/Mp and a
radius of 1.3 Gp, whih an math both the SN Ia observations and the
loation of the rst aousti peak in the CMB;
• An LTB-based 'minimal void' model [52℄, whih predits that the smallest
possible void tting the supernovae onstraint has a radius of 350 Mp, but
is inonsistent with the measurements of the Baryon Aousti Osillations
peak [53℄;
2
We ought to warn the reader about this somewhat fallaious name: not all Swiss heeses
have holes. This ommon misoneption probably omes from the popularity of the Em-
mentaler, whih indeed ontains holes and is widely exported (and opied) all around the
world.
3
Birkhoff's theorem states that any spherially symmetri solution of the vauum eld
equations must be stationary and asymptotially at.
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• LTB models using muh larger voids (r ≈ 2.5 Gp) [54℄, whih have been
demonstrated to math all the urrent onstraints, i.e. SN Ia observations,
BAO data and CMB peak.
Researh for the best t of the supernovae given by a void model has onsistently
evolved with the release of new sets of data. A void with radius 1.3 Gp and
underdensity of about 70% at its entre has been shown, in [55℄, to onviningly
t the rst Union dataset from the Supernova Cosmology Projet
4
[56℄. Based
on the more extended dataset of the Union2 ompilation [33℄ and other updated
onstraints, the radius of the optimal void has been found to lie at around 3.5
Gp, for a matter underdensity of about Ωm ≈ 0.13 [57℄.
The main oneptual issue regarding the entral void paradigm omes from
the fat that the observer, in most ases, must be situated very near the entre
of the underdensity in order to insure onsistent preditions [51, 58℄. This strong
onstraint seems to ontradit the Copernian priniple as the observer would






We onstrut our Swiss-Cheese Universe by ombining two omponents: the
'heese', made of spatially at FRW solution and the 'holes', made of LTB
solution. For simpliity, we assume that the effets of omplete holes situated
between the soure and the observer anel out along the light path. Our
interest is foused on the hole nearest to the soure only. So we will not disuss
the inuene of holes spatial distribution in this study.
10.1 The Model: Lemaître-Tolman-Bondi Uni-
verse
Our model is based on the Lemaître-Tolman-Bondi (LTB) metri [59, 60, 61℄, a
spherially symmetri solution of Einstein's equations, whih an be written as
(in units c = 1)
ds2 = −dt2 + S2(r, t)dr2 +R2(r, t)(dθ2 + sin2θdφ2) (10.1)
where we use omoving oordinates (r, θ, φ) and proper time t. Considering
















where a dot stands for partial derivative with respet to t and a prime with
respet to r; ρ(r, t) is the energy density of the matter, and G ≡ 1/m2Pl is the
Newton onstant. To speify the model we intend to use, we have to dene the
two arbitary funtions E(r), orresponding to the spatial urvature, and M(r),
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(r) refers to the beginning of the LTB evolution and is set to a
onstant for simpliity. We then have to hoose E(r) in order to math the at
FRW model at the boundary of the hole. The main point of this proess is to
assure that the average density inside the hole equals the one outside, so that
an observer situated in the heese would not be aware, loally, of the presene
of the hole.
We intend to test our model by sending photons through the voids and








Compared to other models based on the Swiss-Cheese Universe, the present
study presents some deisive harateristis: we assume that the observer, al-
though oupying no partiular position in spae with respet to the holes, is
always situated in the heese; we onsider only the effets aused by the 'last
hole', assuming that, on average, the effets due to all the other holes plaed on
the light path anel out.
10.2 Parameters and Initial Conditions
In order to haraterise the LTB model we intend to use, we have to dene the
initial density prole ρ(r, t
LTB
). We then will build the two arbitrary funtions
E(r) andM(r) based on this prole. The expression we hoose for it is based on
Valentin Kostov's work [62℄ on average luminosity distanes in inhomogeneous
Universes where the density prole is designed as follows:
ρ(r, t0) = ρ¯(t0) × {A1 +A2tanh [α (r − r1)]−A3tanh [β (r − r2)]} ,
for r < rh, where rh is the radius of the void; and ρ(r, t0) = ρ¯(t0) for r ≥ rh.
Given (r1, r2), the values of the oefients (A1, A2, A3) and (α, β) are hosen







The funtion E(r) plays the role of the spatial urvature in the LTB solu-
tion. It is dened using Eq. (10.3) and onsidering the initial time of the LTB
evolution t
LTB



























where ρ¯(t) is the average energy density at time t.
In order to guarantee that the hosen parametrisation of the voids is on-
sistent with observational onstraints, we ompare the density proles with ob-
served values of over- and underdensities at different times of the LTB evolution:
at initial time t = t
LTB
and at nal time t = t
now
. We set t
LTB
to be the time
of last sattering, t
LTB
= t(z = 1100). So the onstraint at initial time omes
from the sale of temperature utuation in the Cosmi Mirowave Bakground
(CMB) ∆T/T ≈ 10−5, whih orresponds to a variation in density of the order
of 10−4.


















Figure 10.1: Initial density prole dene at t = t
LTB
and showing the shape of the osmo-









Table 10.1: Chosen parametrisation of the voids, taking into aount the onstraints at
initial time t
LTB
and nal time t
now
.
At the other extremety, when t = t
now
, the guideline for density proles is
given by observations of the present underdensities in the matter distribution
of our Universe. Reent studies (e.g. [37℄) show that the voids that we see
nowadays probably orrespond to regions where the density is ∼ 20% of the
mean osmi density.
Assuring that these onstraints are taken into aount implies that we are-
fully hoose the spatial geometry of the voids. The hosen parameters are given
in Table 10.2.
10.3 Numerial Modelling of Central Voids
The entral void models that we are developing here are based on the theoretial
onsiderations presented in Chapter 10. Instead of plaing the spherial voids
far away from the observer and lose to the luminous soure, we will simply
reate a large underdensity around the observer itself. One major differene
omes from the fat that the observer will not neessarily be situated at the
entre of the oordinate system. This fat has to be taken into aount when
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where Γµαν is the Christoffel symbol, and λ is the monotonially inreasing pa-
rameter dened along the photon path. We follow the reasoning presented in
[67℄ in order to derive a set of rst-order differential equations. Starting from
the LTB metri
ds2 = −dt2 + S2(r, t)dr2 +R2(r, t)(dθ2 + sin2θdφ2),
where the funtion R(r, t) and S(r, t) are dened as in Eq. (10.2) and (10.3),
and assuming an axial symmetry with makes the photon paths independent of



































































In these equations, p = dr/dλ, a dot stands for a partial derivative with respet
to time, and a prime for a partial derivative with respet to the omoving
oordinate r. J is a onstant expressed as
J = J0 = R sin(ξ), (10.13)




Initial onditions are simply given by
t0 = tnow, (10.14)
r0 = robserver, (10.15)






z0 = 0. (10.18)
The parametrisation of the void prole resembles losely the one we devel-
oped for Swiss-Cheese Universes (Chapter 10), the main differene being that
the observer is now situated lose to the entre of the LTB metri. Table 10.3
gives indiative ranges of values for the various parameters.
Sine our aim is to mimik the effet of Dark Energy without having to
require a osmologial onstant, we naturally set ΩΛ = 0 and take Ωm to vary
freely between its boundaries. Therefore, the global geometry of the Universe
is not neessarily at.










Table 10.2: Indiative ranges of values of the parametrisation of entral void models, taking
into aount osmologial and numerial onstraints desribed in the following
Setions.
10.3.1 Luminosity Distane for Individual Photon Paths
Similarly to what we did for Swiss Cheese models (see Subsetion 11.1.1), we
obtain distane and redshift information by sending two photons through the
metri with slightly different initial onditions and we ompare their nal states.
Using the set of differential equations desribed before, along with the initial
onditions and the onstraints of the system, one has the possibility to follow
the evolution of the physial parameters along the photon path, integrating
bakwards from the observer to the soure.
Following the alulation presented in [68℄, we obtain the angular diameter


















where ∂r/∂ξ and ∂θ/∂ξ are the differenes in omoving distane and azimuthal
angle, respetively, between the two photons, resulting from the slight initial dif-
ferene in ξ, as measured at the position of the soure. The luminosity distane
is then simply alulated as dL = dA(1 + z)
2, and the distane modulus as
µ = 5 · log10( dL10 p).
In this proess, we are onsidering eah SN Ia individually in order to deter-
mine the inuene of the void. This means that we have to take into aount
their atual position in the sky, sine the observer does not neessarily sits in
the middle of the LTB metri. In pratie, we hoose the re-align the oordi-
nate system of the supernovae with a oordinate system in whih the observer
is situated on the z axis, so that the initial onditions r0 = robserver and θ0 = 0
are respeted.
Finally, the simulated value of the distane modulus µ is ompared to its
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10.3.2 Dealing with Shell-Crossing
One of the issues that might arise when working with dynami underdensities
is a phenomenon alled shell-rossing. Its nature and impliations have been
studied in details ([69, 70, 71, 72℄ and referenes in [73℄), but we will limit
ourselves to desribing this phenomenon and how we plan to avoid it in our
present researh.
Shell-rossing is usually taken into aount when studying Swiss-heese mod-
els where several voids evolve simultaneously and may interat with eah other.
The inner part of these voids expand muh more rapidely than their external
walls, ausing the latter to be progressively squizzed between empty regions,
forming shell-like strutures. If the initial underdensities are too deep and the
matter walls too thin, two external shells might eventually be fored to oupy
the same physial position - ausing a shell-rossing. It is important to note
that nothing partiulay happens to the photons passing through suh features,
exept that they simply go through several shells at the same time. Although
some regard this phenomenon as unphysial [74, 75℄, treating shell-rossing sin-
gularities as physial entities is perfetly sensible if one interpretes them as rims
of expanding voids [76, 77℄.
For pratial reasons, however, we hoose to disard solutions in whih shell-
rossing ours. Suh events an be deteted very easily, based on the value of
the spatial derivative of the sale fator R′(r, t): there is shell overlaping when
R′(r, t) = 0.
It then is straightforward to hek for this ondition throughout the metri and
disard the situations in whih it is observed.
10.4 Researh for Optimal Central Void Models
10.4.1 Monte Carlo Markov Chain
Our aim is to determine the entral void model whih allows for the best possible
t of the SN Ia observations. As we are onsidering a omplex parameter spae
with a large number of degrees of freedom, we hoose to implement a omplete
Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC). MCMC methods are a ombination of
two statistial approahes, Monte Carlo methods and Markov hains (f. below).
They form a family of algorithms for sampling from probability distributions.
Monte Carlo Methods
Monte Carlo methods an be loosely desribed as statistial simulation meth-
ods, i.e. methods whih utilize sequenes of random numbers to perform simula-
tions. As omputational algorithms, they are generally used when omputing an
exat result with a deterministi algorithm proves to be too ompliated or in-
feasible. These methods are espeially useful for simulating systems with many
degrees of freedom and to evaluate omplex integrals in mathematis [78℄. But
they have been applied suessfully to many domains: nulear reator design,
quantum hromodynamis, traf ow, eonometris, Dow-Jones foreasting,
et.
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The main omponents of a Monte Carlo algorithm are the following
1
:
• Probability distribution funtions (PDFs), the physial or mathematial
system must be desribed by a set of PDFs;
• Random number generator, a sequene of random numbers whih are uni-
formly distributed on the unit interval;
• Sampling rule, a presription for sampling from the speied PDFs, as-
suming the availability of the random numbers generated;
• Soring, the outomes must be aumulated into overall sores for the
quantities of interest;
• Error estimation, an estimate of the statistial error (variane) as a fun-
tion fo the number of trials and other quantities;
• Variane redution tehniques, methods for reduing the variane in the
estimated solution in order to redue the omputational time.
Markov Chains
In the family of disrete-time random proesses, Markov hains are mathemat-
ial systems whih undergo transitions between a 'hain' of state, aordingly
to the Markov property: the onditional probability distribution for the system
at the next step depends only on its urrent state and not on the state of the
system at previous steps. They have many appliations as statistial models in
real-world, mathematial and physial proesses. Sine the system desribed by
a Markov hain hanges its state at eah step, it is usually impossible to predit
exatly its state in the future, only its statistial properties an be predited.
Formally, a Markov hain is a sequene of random variables X1, X2, X3, . . .




Xn+1 = x |X1 = x1, X2 = x2, . . . , Xn = xn
)
= Pr (Xn+1 = x |Xn = xn) .
The possible values of Xi form a ountable set S alled the state spae of the
hain.
10.4.2 Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm
A partiular type of MCMC method is know as Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
[79℄. It usually draws samples from any probability distribution P (x), requiring
only that a funtion proportional to the density an be alulated. The algo-
rithm generates a Markov hain in whih eah state xt+1 depends only on the
previous state xt. It uses a proposal density Q (x
′;xt), related to the urrent
state, to generate a new proposed sample x′. A random value α is then drawn







Computational Siene Eduation Projet (http://www.phy.ornl.gov/sep).
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If the proposal is not aepted, the urrent value of x stays unhanged and a
new proposal is made and tested. The ratio Q (xt;x
′) /Q (x′;xt) is equal to 1 if
the proposal density is symmetri - whih we will assume here. Some random
initial value x0 is hosen as starting point and the Markov hain is run for
many iterations until this initial state is 'forgotten'. These disarded samples
are alled burn-in. The aepted steps represent of sample for the distribution
P (x).
One obtains better results with the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm if the
proposal density mathes the shape of the target distribution P (x). If one
hooses a Gaussian proposal density Q, one has to tune the variane parameter
σ2 during the burn-in period. The ommon way of ontroling it is to onsider
the aeptane rate, whih is simply the fration of the aepted steps for a given
number of samples. If σ2 is too small, the hain will mix slowly, whih means
that the suessive samples will move safely but inefiently around the spae.
If σ2 is too large, the proposals are more likely to be piked in low probability
density regions and the hain will also onverge very slowly.
10.4.3 Appliation to Our Study
Our intention is to implement a Monte Carlo Markov Chain based on the
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm in order to searh for optimal entral void mod-
els.
Aiming at a large exibility for the void geometry and the osmologial pa-
rameters, we propose to onsider eight variables whih will be hosen indepen-
dently from eah other at eah step of the MCMC. Some pratial onstraints
need to be xed so that we make sure to avoid unphysial or irrelevant situations
(f. Table 10.3). These restritions allow us as well to redue the frequeny of
shell-rossing events (see Subsetion 10.3.2) and to provide proper initial on-
ditions for the numerial integration.
Variable Parameter Constraints
r1 Internal radius r1 > 0.2 r2 and r1 > 10 Mp
r2 External radius r1 < 0.9 r2 and r2 < 5000 Mp
A1 Density prole A1 < 1 and A1 > 0.99
r0 Observer's position r0 > 1 Mp and r0 > r1
θ
RA




H0 Hubble parameter None
Ωm Matter density 0 < Ωm < 1
Table 10.3: Free MCMC parameters for the void geometry and the osmologial bak-
ground, with their respetive onstraints.
At every step, new values for all parameters are generated following a random
Gaussian distribution around the previous values. The temperatures, i.e. the
width of Gaussian probability distribution around its mean, are not neessarily
hosen as proportional to the parameter value. They are rather adjusted in
order to obtain reasonable aeptane rates. In order to x initial onditions
and temperatures wisely, we refer to previous studies in the literature [52, 58,
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68, 80, 81, 82, 83℄. These give preious indiations on the void size needed and
on the allowed off-entre distane of the observer.
For every model generated, we alulate the χ2 value, summing the indi-
vidual disrepanies between the simulated distane modulus and its observed
value, as explained in Subsetion 10.3.1. However, the number of degrees of
freedom (557 SNe Ia) is muh too large for us to diretly ompare the resulting
χ2 values. In order to obtain omparable results, we need to the umulative
distribution funtion of the χ2 distribution:


















After some brief omments on numerial aspets, we will present here the main
results obtained from our researh. They will be grouped aording to their
underlying paradigm: rst the inuene of the Swiss-Cheese Universe on the
estimates of the DE equation of state; then appliations of entral void models.
11.1 Notes on Numerial Results
11.1.1 Obtaining Redshifts and Distane Moduli
In order to ompare the various models of Universe we intend to reate, we
need to build Hubble diagrams whih allow us to analyse the disrepanies
between models and Type Ia Supernoae data. In order to do so, one must obtain
the redshift of distant soures situated around the void and then alulate the
orresponding distane modulus.
Our strategy is to send two photons through the void from the same initial
position r
in








. We rst follow





. The orresponding omoving oordinate serves as ending point
















distane is then given by





) = a0robs(1 + z),
where a0 is the value of the sale fator today and robs = rn− rin. To produe
our Hubble diagrams, we onsider the distane modulus µ = 5 · log10(dL/10 p).
Our simulation strategy is built on the fat that we annot hoose a par-
tiular position for the soures in the void prole sine we do not know it a
priori. We indeed have to assume a random distribution of the soures within
the void and its surroundings. The random initial positions are hosen in the
3-dimensional spherial void and their oordinates are projeted on the axis
dened by the photon path.
Avoiding arbitrary hoie through this approah, we must however guar-
antuee a onsistent statistial treatment to the resulting louds of data (Fig.
11.1). The proess in question is desribed in the next Subsetion.
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Cloud of Data Points
Union2 Data
Figure 11.1: 'Cloud' or stripe of data points generated by the random positions of the
soures with respet to the spherial void. The graph shows the simulated
distane modulus µ versus redshift z of several thousands samples, ompared
to Union2's observational data.
11.1.2 Statistis: Binning Proess
The aim of the binning proess is to gather series of points given by simulations
in order to dedut sensible observations from them. Given the range overed
by the redshift, 0.01 < z < 2, we hoose to distribute the 105 data points
between 200 bins of width ∆z = 0.01 (Fig. 11.2). For eah bin obtained, the
mean and standard deviation are alulated (Fig. 11.3). We thus end up with
a new series of points and orresponding errorbars whih we an now ompare
to observations.
The Type Ia Supernovae data used in this study are extrated from the
Union2 Compilation [33℄ of the Supernova Cosmology Projet, whih ontains
557 soures drawn from 17 datasets. We base our omparison on the le alled
Union2 Compilation Magnitude vs. Redshift Table
1
, whih is an ASCII ta-
ble with tab-separated olumns: supernova name, redshift, distane modulus,
and distane modulus error. To the latter we add the systemati error due to
the peuliar veloities of the host galaxies, σv = 400 km/s, onverted into a
systemati error on the redshift of δz = 0.00132.
One all data are binned and all errors known, we an ompute χ2 values for
every ombination (Ωm,ΩΛ). In parallel, we do the same for all FRW Universes
dened by the same density parameters.
1
http://www.supernova.lbl.gov/Union
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Figure 11.2: Illustration of the binning proess allowing us to deal with the statistial
























Cloud of Data Points
Mean of Each Bin
Figure 11.3: Calulated mean for seleted data bins between z = 0.045 and 0.075.
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11.1.3 Comparison of Errors
In order to ompute onsistent χ2 values, we ought to take into aount all the
errors and unertainties adding up for eah soure onsidered and whih an be
















Error on Distane Modulus
This rst group gathers the variety of measurement errors due to the very
nature of the soures and the way their luminosity is evaluated. Aordingly to
the Union2 original paper [33℄, we sum in this omponent errors oming from the
following auses: light urve tting (through ovariant matrix), galaxy peuliar
veloities, galati extintion, gravitational lensing and a oating dispersion
term (for potential sample-dependent systemati errors).
All these errors are inluded in the error on distane modulus given by the
Union2 Compilation data.
Binning Proess Unertainty
In the seond group of errors, we hose to put the unertainties related to the
spread indued by the voids themselves. Here the error omes from the binning
proess itself, where we ombine results of simulation for a large number of
different sets of initial onditions.
For eah bin reated at a given redshift z, we determine the standard de-
viation of the data by evaluating the spans from the mean value that inlude
68% of all the points in the bin. The orresponding deviation, σ
BP
(z), is then
simply added in quadrature to the total unertainty.
11.2 Estimates of the Equation of State
Our aim is to estimate the magnitude of the error implied by the inhomogeneities
on the equation of state of Dark Energy. We will onsider two different situa-
tions: Dark Energy as a osmologial onstant, providing a onstant value for w
(Subsetion 11.2.1), and a dynamial equation of state, w(z), varying over time
(Subsetion 11.2.2).
11.2.1 Dark Energy with Constant Equation of State w
Having estimated the errors due to the growth of voids in the Universe, we are
in a position to nd out how this effets the reonstrution of the equation of
state. To do this we perform a Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) tting to
the data. We assume a at Universe and generate values of Ωm (and therefore
ΩDE = 1−ΩM ) and w randomly. For all ts in this paper we remove unertainty
in the Hubble onstant by hoosing the best t value for eah value of Ωm.
We also alulate the probability from the χ2 values using the χ2 umulative
distribution funtion rather than relative χ2 values as an estimation of maximum
likelihood.
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Figure 11.4: ΩM vs Dark Energy equation of state w when tting the Union2 data set
only assuming a at Universe. The shading represents probability from the
χ2 umulative distribution funtion.
zmin Smooth With Voids |∆w|
0.01 −1.480+0.631−1.005 −1.613+0.740−1.189 0.133
0.02 −1.574+0.706−1.125 −1.662+0.776−1.250 0.088
0.03 −1.727+0.819−1.320 −1.823+0.889−1.422 0.096
0.04 −2.017+1.006−1.678 −2.056+1.028−1.748 0.039
Table 11.1: The best t for the equation of state of Dark Energy w to the Union2 su-
pernova data set alone with the 67% errors. The ts are done for different
minimum redshifts and with and without the additional errors reated by the
presene of voids. The fourth Column is the differene between the two best
t values. Note the general trend of the differene in errors going down as we
ut out lower redshift supernovae (apart from when we go from zmin = 0.02
to zmin = 0.03 whih must be a statistial utuation).
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Figure 11.5: ΩM vs Dark Energy equation of state w when tting the Union2 data set,
baryon aousti osillations and the shift parameter and aousti sale of the
CMB, again assuming a at Universe. The shading represents probability
from the χ2 umulative distribution funtion.
First we t the supernova data alone. Typial favoured regions in the ΩM−w
plane an be seen in gure 11.4. Table 11.1 shows the projeted onstraints on
the equation of state with and without the presene of the additional error due
to voids. We have done MCMC runs for the supernova data sets with various
minimum redshifts. When tting to data, it is normal to ut out very small red-
shift supernova sine they are the data points most vulnerable to large redshift
errors suh as peuliar veloities. Given that we expet the void effet to be
at most the same magnitude as these other errors, we perform ts to the data
with and without the voids negleting supernovae below different minimum red-
hifts - zmin = 0.01, 0.02, 0.03 and 0.04. As expeted, the disrepany between
the simulations with and without voids dereases as we inrease the minimum
redshift.
The onstraint on the value of w when only inluding the supernova data is
very weak and best t values are quite far from w = −1. This regime is therefore
far from the region of validity of our analysis - the growth of voids in suh a
Universe might be quite different to the LTB ase due to struture formation
in the Dark Energy and anisotropi pressure whih in general is a hallenge to
alulate. However, we make no apologies for this as we only seek to highlight
the possible magnitude of void effets upon the reonstrution of the equation
of state in this work.
Next we inlude the effetive distane measure DV whih is obtained from
the SDSS Baryoni Aousti Osillation data [63, 15℄ and the WMAP onstraint
on Dark Energy from the shift parameter R and the aousti sale lA [64℄. The
favoured regions on the Ω − w plane an be seen in gure 11.5. These lead to
muh tighter onstraints on possible values of w and the differene between the
ase with and without voids is muh smaller.
We note here that we obtain slightly different onstraints on the equation
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zmin Smooth With Voids |∆w|
0.01 −1.064+0.116−0.126 −1.072+0.127−0.139 0.008
0.02 −1.073+0.122−0.132 −1.078+0.129−0.141 0.005
0.03 −1.097+0.131−0.143 −1.101+0.134−0.147 0.004
0.04 −1.128+0.134−0.148 −1.129+0.135−0.149 0.001
Table 11.2: The best t for the equation of state of Dark Energy w to the Union2 super-
nova data set, CMB and BAO, as desribed in the text, with the 67% errors.
The ts are done for different minimum redshifts and with and without the
additional errors reated by the presene of voids.
of state to the analyses arried out in [33℄, whih is probably mostly due to the
way we marginalise over the Hubble onstant. The basi preferred regions are
ompatible in the two studies.
11.2.2 Dark Energy with Dynami Equation of State w(z)
So far, we have onsidered a onstant value for the equation of state parameter
w. It is however possible that the Dark Energy equation of state might vary over
time and therefore redshift. A very ommonly used parametrization of dynami
Dark Energy is




based on works by Chevallier, Polarski and Linder [65, 66℄. Following the same
proedure as before, we t the supernovae data while taking into aount the
onstraints given by the CMB and the BAO. The results for the best ts are
given in Table 11.3.
zmin wi Smooth With Voids |∆wi|
0.01 w0 −0.523+0.457−0.320 −0.492+0.662−0.636 0.031
wa −2.993+6.956−2.672 −3.223+8.166−2.938 0.230
0.02 w0 −0.515+0.587−0.343 −0.424+0.426−0.402 0.091
wa −3.064+5.037−2.572 −3.660+7.097−3.096 0.596
0.03 w0 −0.444+0.395−0.394 −0.475+0.558−0.417 0.031
wa −3.488+6.608−2.686 −3.272+5.751−3.025 0.216
0.04 w0 −0.483+0.953−0.412 −0.493+0.489−0.427 0.010
wa −3.173+5.173−2.756 −3.076+5.451−2.798 0.097
Table 11.3: The best t for the dynami equation of state of Dark Energy w = w0+wa
z
1+z
to the Union2 supernova data set, CMB and BAO, with the 67% errors.
The ts are done for different minimum redshifts and with and without the
additional errors reated by the presene of voids.
Even with the extra degree of freedom, the ts obtained when inluding the
whole set of supernovae down to arbitrai;y small redshifts are not fantasti, the
probability obtained from the χ2 distribution of the best t point in parameter
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spae being less than 50%. However, the situation hanges dramatially de-
pending on the redshift onsidered for the ut-off: the best t probability omes
lose to 1 with zmin = 0.04. Fig. 11.6 shows the ontour plots obtained for the
different values of zmin studied here.
It is lear again that if we inlude the lowest redshift supernovae, the error
whih is introdued due to the presene of voids has a onsiderbale impat on
the best-tting regions in wo − wa parameter spae.
11.3 Results for Central Void Models
As for the Swiss Cheese Universe, our intention is to ompare the entral void
models to the standard referene provided by ΛCDM. We do so by tting
Union2's supernovae data with the simulated osmologies and alulating the
resulting χ2 values. The statistial approah of the Monte Carlo Markov hain
allows us to investigate the landsape of different parameter ongurations and
determine the favoured regions of the parameter spae.
11.3.1 Best Congurations on the Parameter Spae
We undertake a series a simulation runs presenting different proles, with a
partiular set of initial onditions and spei variation steps. Starting from
various positions in the parameter spae assures that build a onsistent larger
piture of the situation; it prevents us from dwelling in speial regions while
forgetting to explore others. This is further guaranteed by a wide range of pa-
rameter temperatures, whih allow the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to reah
yet untouhed regions and assert their relevene.
Table 11.4 shows three sets of simulations with their spei harateristis.
All initial onditions have been hosen relatively lose to the apparently most
favoured region of the parameter spae, as the large number of degrees of free-
dom severely hinders the MCMC proess. The guessed values for the starting
points as well as the temperatures are dedued from series of test simulation
runs and adjusted onsequently.
As an be seen from the results, the average χ2 value per degree of freedom is




1 (e.g. [84, 85, 86℄). The various simulation runs, independently from their
MCMC parameters, point onsistently towards prefered regions of the parameter
spae. This an be learly observed when plotting ertain variables with respet
to eah other, e.g. the Hubble parameter H0 and the geometrial parameter of
the void r2 (Fig. 11.7), or the underdensity parameter A1 versus the inner
radius r1 (Fig. 11.8).
The results provided by the MCMC approah make sense in a statistial
interpretation, but it is also possible to extrat from them individual simulations
with partiular interest. Thus, among the best ongurations, one an identify
the optimal ase where the χ2 value beomes omparable to ΛCDM values. Fig.
11.10 shows the Hubble diagram of the best t obtained in Run 2, ompared to
the latest SNe Ia data and a standard ΛCDM. The orresponding parameters
are listed in Table 11.5.
The results presented here aimed at illustrating the possibilities offered by


































Figure 11.6: Dark Energy equation of state parameters w0 versus wa, with zmin = 0.01, 0.02, 0.03 and 0.04 respetively, when tting
the Union2 data set, Baryon Aousti Osillations and the shift parameter and aousti sale of the CMB, always assuming
a at Universe. The ontours orrespond to the probabilities listed in the individual graph titles.
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Figure 11.7: Histograms for the simulated void models for Run 2 as dened in Table 11.4.
The results for the Hubble parameter are onsistent with other measurements
shown in Fig. 11.9, given that the atual value measured inside the void would
be about 25% higher.
200 400 600 800 1000
r1(Mpc)
0 1000 2000 3000 4000
r2(Mpc)
Figure 11.8: Same legend as in Fig. 11.7, but this time showing the histograms for the
internal and external radii of the void, r1 and r2.
Figure 11.9: Sum of all the data (not all independent) for the Hubble parameter H0 avail-




































































Figure 11.10: Hubble diagram for one of the best void model (χ2 = 574.7), ompared with the Union2 supernovae data and a duial
ΛCDM (with Ωm = 0.27, ΩΛ = 0.73 and H0 = 71 km/s/Mp). The hange in the slope at redshift z ≈ 0.3 is aused by
the photons going through the wall surrounding the entral underdensity.
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Seletion of Simulation Runs for Central Void Models
Par. Run 1 Run 2 Run 3
r1 700[±20℄ Mp 690[±30℄ Mp 660[±40℄ Mp
r2 1460[±60℄ Mp 1400[±70℄ Mp 1630[±80℄ Mp
r0 27.4[±3℄ Mp 37.6[±5℄ Mp 25.5[±7℄ Mp
A1 0.99908[±8× 10−5℄ 0.9999[±10× 10−5℄ 0.9998[±20× 10−5℄
θ
RA
9.224[±5]× 10−4 8.579[±10]× 10−4 9.969[±15]× 10−4
θ
Del
3.206[±5]× 10−4 3.278[±10]× 10−4 2.082[±15]× 10−4
H0 58.35[±5× 10−4℄ 59.75[±10× 10−4℄ 58.91[±15× 10−4℄
Ωm 0.999903[±3× 10−4℄ 0.999936[±5× 10−4℄ 0.999944[±7× 10−4℄
AR 54.3% 41.4% 26.8%
〈χ2〉 635.55 613.37 613.98
〈χ2
dof
〉 1.141 1.101 1.102
Table 11.4: MCMC parameters for three simulations runs with spei initial onditions
and temperatures (within square brakets). The results of the simulations are
given in terms of the aeptene rates (AR), average χ2 values of the run 〈χ2〉
and average χ2 values per degree of freedom 〈χ2
dof
〉. No atness of the Uni-
verse is assumed, as Ωm an vary freely within its predened boundaries (Table
10.3). The Hubble parameter H0 is given in km/s/Mp and orresponds to
the value outside the underdensity.




















Table 11.5: Void geometry and osmologial parameters for the best t obtained in Run
2. This partiular onguration, with an extended but rather shallow wall,
produes a χ2 of less than 575 for 557 supernovae. As always, H0 is in units
km/s/Mp.
mology and allow us to question the generally aepted paradigms. In order to
give a onsistent analysis, one would need to onsider all the osmologial and
astrophysial ontraints related to our study. In partiular, this means that the
external and internal radii of the void and the observer's position must satisfy
onditions disussed in details in the literature (e.g. [58, 68℄). As well as for
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the Hubble parameter, the values determined by our tting proess ould be
aommodated by urrent observations. It is worth noting that the value of
H0 inreases inside the void, sine the underdense region expands more rapidly.
In the ase of Run 2's best t, for instane, an external value of H0 = 54.85
km/s/Mp gives an sensibly higher internal value of H0 = 68.44 km/s/Mp,
whih is ompatible with the latest measurements of the Hubble parameter
[87, 88℄.
11.3.2 Appliation to the Extragalati Bakground Light
Our goal, however, when undertaking these MCMC simulations of entral void
models, was not to reprodue results already existing about the possibility of
substituting Dark Energy for the mimiking effet of a large underdensity. We
were rather interested in building models whih we ould use for other purposes.
One of the possible appliations is the study of their impat on our understand-
ing of the Extragalati Bakground Light. We will briey desribe here the
phenomenon and present some interesting results.
The Extragalati Bakground Light
Stars are formed ontinuously throughout the history of the Universe. Some
of the rst stars (the ones with low masses) are still burning after 1010 years,
whereas stars with masses larger than 10 M⊙ lasting less than a few million
years on the main sequene. The larger stars are more short lived, but muh
more luminous and also bluer. The ontinual life yle of stars throughout the
history of the Universe reates a bakground radiation in addition to the CMB.
While there are muh fewer photons from stars ompared to the CMB photons,
they are bluer and a lot of the starlight fails to exit the dust in galaxies and is re-
emitted in the infrared. This Extragalati Bakground Light (EBL) therefore
reates a spetrum of light from the ultra-violet to the far end of the infrared
band, up until the point at whih the CMB starts to dominate.
Beause this bakground light is made of starlight, and we are surrounded
by stars, it is rather diult to observed. Nevertheless, there are lower limits
on its magnitude aross the whole range of frequenies due to galaxy ounts
and positive detetions (see referenes in Fig. 11.11). It is therefore possible to
reonstrut the evolution and history of this radiation eld using a ombiantion
of the spetrum whih is observed here on earth as well as the star formation
history.
We do this following losely the simplied approah of [90℄ with a partiular
numerial implementation whih lends itself to dierent expansion histories.
Aording to their alulations, the overall spetrum of energy density uebl(ǫ, t)
at t = t0 is given by





j˜∗part(ǫ, t0, t) + j˜d−part(ǫ, t0, t)
}
dt (11.1)
where ǫ = hν/mec
2
is the dimensionless photon energy, ρ˙(z) is the star formation
rate in units of solar masses per unit time per unit volume; j˜∗part is the energy
emitted per solar mass of a partiular stellar population reated at time t over
its lifetime up to the time of the observer t0; j˜d−part is similarly dened, but
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for the re-emitting dust omponents. To alulate the opaity of the Universe












where Eγ is the energy of the gamma ray at t = t0 and σ(y) is the ross setion
for eletron-positron pair prodution:
σ(y) = H(2y)πr2e
{








where y = s/m2ec
4
is the dimensionless entre of mass energy, β =
√
(1 − 2/y)
and σT is the Thomson ross setion, H(x) is the heavyside step funtion.
The attenuation in photons (i.e. the probability of them getting through
from a given time t) is then given by P = exp(−τ(t)). We use the results of
[91℄ to estimate the temperature and luminosity of stars as a funtion of time
to build up the spetrum of a population of stars oming from this initial mass
funtion at any given time. We implement infrared absorption and re-emission
in the host galaxy. Then we integrate the stars that are produed througout
the history of the Universe to obtain the spetrum at any given redshift given





and we t the values of a, b, c and d to t both the observational onstraints on
ρ˙ and the spetrum at z = 0. The data for the star formation rate evolution
over time is taken from [92℄.
The proedure is then the following:
1. We take one of the void osmologies whih ts the supernova data from
the Markov hain.
2. We onvert this into a look-up table between redshift and lookbak time.
3. We then apply the appropriate resaling to the ρ˙∗ data to make up for
the dierent between this partiular osmology and the ΛCDM osmology
assumed in [92℄.
4. We then vary the parameters a, b, c and d in order to t the re-saled star
formation rate data and the z = 0 spetrum.
By nding a good t using this method, we are able to reonstrut the EBL spe-
trum at any redshift. We nd it is possible to reonstrut the z = 0 spetrum
and the star formation rate history with a reasonable t.
We have therefore introdued two new piees of data and shown that they
annot on their own disriminate between the void osmologies and ΛCDM.
However, by moving to a new osmology, we have hanged the relationship
between redshift and time, so the physial photon density at any given redshift
is atually dierent in the past in the two osmologies in order to explain the
data today. This is ritial for the propagation of TeV energy gamma rays.
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It has long been known that ultra high energy gamma rays would not be able
to go very far in the Universe as if they have an energy of more than around 107
GeV they would pair-produe eletrons and positrons o the ∼ 10−4 eV CMB
photons. Sine we need to inrease the physial density of EBL photons in void
Universes in order to explain the data, we are reduing the mean free path of
TeV photons and we should not see them oming as abundantly from objets
at very large distanes.
Observations from gamma-ray detetors show that TeV gamma rays are
arriving from blazars at truly osmologial distanes. This is done by looking
at the shape and position of the break in the power law spetrum of emission.
Comparing our theoretial models with the observed limits allow us to either rule
out some of them, or to onrm their onsisteny with observational evidenes
(Fig. 11.12 and 11.13).
















Figure 11.11: Our model for the Extragalati Bakground Light plotted alongside mea-
surements and onstraints from observations: atual detetions (blue
dots) [93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100℄ and lower limits (red triangles)
[101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106℄.
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Figure 11.12: Gamma-ray horizon τ = 1, 2 and 5 for the lower limit EBL model derived in
[107℄. Observed limits (blue dots) are taken from [108℄. Other EBL models
are shown for omparison (blue lines), from bottom: Steker [109℄, Albert
[108℄ and Primak [110℄.










Figure 11.13: Gamma-ray horizons with τ = 1, 3 and 5 (from bottom to top), for ΛCDM
(blak) and the entral void model (red).
Chapter 12
Conlusions
In this third and last part of our thesis, we have been studying inhomogeneous
alternatives to the Standard Cosmologial Model. We investigated a Swiss-
Cheese Universe and entral void models in order to determine the effets on
osmologial parameters aused by their respetive inhomogeneities. Our re-
sults, together with other researhes in this domain, onrm the interest of
suh models and prove that osmologists' mind must remain open to new, more
realisti ideas.
12.1 Swiss-Cheese Universe: Inuene on Cos-
mologial Parameters
The Swiss-Cheese Universe is arguably the most intriguing inhomogeneous alter-
native to ΛCDM. It proposes to see our world as a ombination of osmologial
voids surrounded by walls of matter. Although originally designed as a substi-
tute to Dark Energy, the Swiss-Cheese pattern does not allow for a onsistent
Universe with ΩΛ = 0. But the effets aused by its inhomogeneities an be
signiant, and we hose to alulate them for the DE equation of state.
12.1.1 Effets of Voids on the EOS of Dark Energy
There are more than 100 supernovae below z = 0.04 in the Union2 data set so
it is not surprising that inluding or not inluding them an have a onsiderable
effet on the reonstrution of the equation state of Dark Energy w. In the same
way, hanging their error bars hanges their pull on the best t values of w.
In this work, we have shown that the growth of voids in the Universe an have
a small effet upon the reonstrution of the equation of state of Dark Energy by
induing satter into the redshift-luminosity data plane. If one onsiders only
the supernova data, the effet of the voids may be relatively large, up to around
10% of the entral value of w, beoming less as one inreases the minimum
redshift supernovae inluded in the t.
When one inludes the onstraints from the CMB and from Baryoni Aous-
ti Osillations, the magnitude of the effet is muh smaller, below the perent-
age level. However, the indued error does start to ompare with some of the
other smaller errors that are onsidered by the Union2 team whih are listed in
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table 9 of [33℄. This error is not important now and may turn out to be dwarfed
by other systematis even in future studies using data from new observational
programs. Conversely, one an invisage a situation where it would have an im-
portant effet upon the understanding of Dark Energy and we would need to
parametrise and quantify our unertainty.
If we onsider dark energy with an equation of state whih is allowed to
vary, i.e. w(z) = wo + waz/(1 + z), we nd that the effet of the unertainty
introdued due to the voids is amplied and the best t values of wo and wa
an hange around 10%, unless we neglet all supernovae at redshifts lower than
z ∼ 0.04. The magnitude of the errors around these best t regions also inrease
signiantly.
Another approah to understand the distribution of these voids and their
effet is to try and map out the loal voids using peuliar veloity ows in an
attempt to quantify their effet. This seems difult : a redshift of z ∼ 0.04
orresponds to a omoving distane of roughly 150 Mp. The size of typial
voids in the Universe today is onsiderably smaller than this, of the order of
10-20 Mp in radius. We should therefore expet many hundreds of voids to be
present in this low redshift part of the Hubble diagram and it seems impossible
to trae them given our lak of understanding of bias and the history of struture
formation in the loal Universe. What we do know is that there are voids, their
gravitational potential may have impliations for the reonstrution of w and
we an in priniple quantify this unertainty.
12.2 Alternative View of Central Void Models
Within the extended family of inhomogeneous models, entral void models have
proven efient at desribing osmologial observations, but at a ost. Indeed,
they assume that the observer lives near the entre of a large underdensity whih
an mimik the effets of Dark Energy. Beause of observational onstraints,
however, the observer annot be situated too far from the middle of the void.
This non-generi situation is in strong disagreement with the Copernian prin-
iple whih states that we should not stand in a speially favoured position.
Despite some weaknesses in the entral void paradigm, we believe that it
should not be disarded with disdain. These models offer an alternative view
on our osmos whih might help us understand it better. We should not on-
sider them as a perfet desription of reality, but the different approah they
provide an lead us towards a more omplete and more realisti model of our
Universe. Applying inhomogeneous models to spei studies like the Extra-
galati Bakground Light allows us to potentially rule out some of them, as
they might sometimes appear to be in onit with observations. More data
need to be olleted and rened models have to be built, but the important
thing is to keep an open mind about our osmologial understanding of the
Universe.
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